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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the 1993-94 Manitoba Catholic Schools' (MCS)

leadership efforts aimed toward a fuller realization of the MCS vision. The study included a

description of and rationale for these leadership efforts which were focused around the

following themes: communication of the MCS vision and establisbment of MCS system

priorities; MCS professional development activities and evaluation practices for teachers and

school administrators; MCS system-wide selection practices for teachers and school

administrators; and MCS system-wide curriculum and program assessment and monitoring.

The data for the description of and rationale for these leadership efforts came from analysis

of MCS documents, informal professional sharing with the MCS superintendent, and the

personal memory of the writer. The evaluation of these leadership efforts was carried out

primarily by examining the views of MCS teachers and administrators respecting these

initiatives. The data for the evaluation of these leadership efforts was collected by

administering an 80 item survey to all (270) MCS teachers and administrators. Survey

respondents numbered 157, representing a response rate of about60%. Analysis of these

data revealed, in part, that overall 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts toward a fuller realization

of the MCS vision were perceived as effective by about 60% of survey respondents. Based

on these results, it was concluded that the MCS system is moving toward a fuller realization

of its vision. Recommendations for the MCS system in light of the research findings

included: a suggestion for improvement in MCS system communication, a system-wide

review of the MCS Mission statement (1986), a suggestion for the development of a

centralized MCS teacher resource centre, a suggestion to update the MCS teacher evaluation
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process, and suggestions for the revision of system processes in selection of personnel,

curriculum assessment, and the setting of an¡ual MCS system and local school priorities.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

This study is primarily concerned with evaluating the 1993-94 Manitoba Catholic

Schools' (MCS) leadership efforts to help the formal, stated MCS vision to be more fully

realløed. It is an attempt to monitor these leadership efforts in the formative stages of the

implementation of a new MCS system model, looking for what works and what does not

work with respect to realizing the MCS vision, and hoping to gain insights about system and

school improvement.

The terms "MCS leadership efforts", "MCS vision", and "MCS system" merit

immediate clarification, as they are used centrally in this study. MCS leadership efforts refer

to the deliberate, collaborative actions of MCS superintendents, school principals, and

teachers with the intent of effecting a fuller realization of the MCS vision. They are efforts

often initiated or coordinated by the superintendents as designated leaders for the system, but

they are undertaken and carried out collaboratively with principals and teachers.

MCS vision refers to the Catholic educational ideals articulated and formalized by

leaders in the Catholic community of Manitoba in statements of philosophy of education

(MCS, 1988) and mission (MCS, 1986) (later discussed pp. 3842). It is a widely-shared

vision in the Catholic faith community because it is based on gospel values and current

teachings of the universal Catholic Church. It offers the MCS system values, a sense of

purpose, meaning, and hope for the future.

MCS system refers to the official association of eighteen Catholic schools operated as

"private schools" under the provisions of the Public Schools Act (1985) of Manitoba, and

10
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partially funded by the government of Manitoba. Each of the eighteen schools is

incorporated under the Corporations Act (1975) of Manitoba as a non-profit educational

organization and has its own board of directors. The MCS system consists of one K-S4

school, four K-6 schools, nine K-8 schools, two S1-S4 schools, one 7-S4 school, and one 52-

54 school. Three schools also run a nursery program for four year old pupils. The system

student population is about 4500 and approximately 270 teachers are employed in MCS. The

schools were associated through an umbrella organization called the Manitoba Catholic

School Trustees Association Inc. (MCSTA) until that organization was succeeded, in July

1993, by a new corporation called "Manitoba Interdiocesan Catholic Schools Inc." This new

corporation was established by the Catholic Bishops of the City of Winnipeg in response to a

sfudy they commissioned called the Ciw Bi

Report (1992), which proposed a revised organizational model for the system. The board of

directors of this new corporation, which has come to be known as Manitoba Interdiocesan

Catholic School Board (MICSB), is authorized to undertake the following endeavours:

1. To further the knowledge and appreciation of aims and objectives of Catholic
Rlucation.

2. To encourage and assist in the aftainment of high academic standards in
Catholic Schools.

3. To promote the welfare of Catholic Schools.
4. To provide administrative and technical assistance to Catholic Schools.
5. To determine policies that are developed by an established process of

deliberation with all Catholic Schools.
6. To represent all Catholic Schools in Manitoba in discussions and negotiations

with the Departrnent of Education and Training respecting matters of
education.

7. To seek to integrate the course offerings in Catholic Schools in Manitoba in
order to provide a more cohesive system of Catholic education, subject to the
role and objectives of the Corporation (MICS Inc., Articles of Incorporation,
number 5).
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Each school receives the services of the MCS zuperintendents' offìce. The superintendents,

who are employed by and answerable to the MICSB, have limited authority over school

principals, who are employed by their local boards. MICSB, which is comprised of one

representative from each local board, has limited authority over local boards. Local boards

enjoy a level of autonomy, but they are answerable in a limited fashion to the following

stakeholders: the Minister of Education, the Catholic Bishop of the archdiocese or

archeparchy in which the school is situated, the religious order or congregation that may own

the school building, and the MICSB'

The MCS leadership efforts made during L993-94, the first year of operation under

the revised MCS system organizational model, are foundational. It is therefore timely to

reflect upon the impact of these efforts toward the "full realization of the vision" (City

Bishops' Interdiocesan Catholic Schools Committee Report, L992, a*icle 202)'

Statement of the Problem

The major purpose of this study was to provide a descriptive analysis of the 1993-94

MCS leadership efforts toward a fuller realization of the MCS vision. These leadership

efforts were initiated or coordinated by MCS system administrators and undertaken

collaboratively with others in MCS over the period from July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994'

specifically, the study addressed the following elements:

1. The description of MCS leadership efforts initiated or coordinated by system

administrators and undertaken collaboratively with others in the L993-94

academic year, including:

(a) communication of the MCS vision through emphasis on the MCS
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philosophy (MCS 1988) and mission (MCS 1986) sratements;

(b) implementation of the 1993-94 system priorities and establishment of

the 1994-95 system priorities;

(c) professional development activities and evaluation practices for school

administrators and teachers;

(d) selection practices for teachers and school administrators;

(e) curriculum and program assessment and monitoring.

2. The identification, tabulation, and analysis of the perceptions of administrators

and teachers in MCS with respect to MCS leadership efforts initiated or

coordinated by MCS system administrators and undertaken collaboratively with

others in the 1993-94 academic year.

3. The drawing of conclusions and the making of recommendations about the

1993-94 MCS leadership efforts.

Significance of the Problem

The MCS leadership efforts documented in this study were undertaken with the intent

that they might be instrumental in moving the MCS system toward a fuller realization of the

MCS vision. These leadership efforts are related to other leadership efforts documented in

the literature on Catholic education, in the literature on leadership in general, and in the

literature on educational change.

Basic to this study is the concept that vision can be used to guide practice. It is a

conception that is quite common in what Bryman calls the "New Iæadership" @ryman,

1992, p. ix) literature. In his insightful review and critique of the history of theory and
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research of leadership in organizations he suggests that four trends are evident. He presents

them concisely in tabular form as below (see Table 1).

Table 1

Trends in l-eadership Theory and Research

Up to late 1940s

Late 1940s to late 1960s

Trait approach

Style approach

Iæadership ability is innate

Iæadership effectiveness is
to do with how the leader
behaves

It all depends; effective
leadership is affected by the
situation

Iæaders need vision

Late 1960s to earlv 1980s Contingency approach

Since earlv 1980s New Iæadership approach
(includes charismatic leadership)

SOURCE: Bryman, 1,992, p.L.

This "New læadership" approach is pervasive. The leadership literature both in

education and outside education since the early 1980s has spoken of the necessity to be clear

on mission or vision. As Drucker points out,

W'e hear a great deal these days about leadership, and it's high time we did.
But, actually, mission comes first. Non-profit institutions exist for the sake of
their mission. They exist to make a difference in society and in the life of the
individual. They exist for the sake of their mission, and this must never be
forgotten. The frst task of the leader is to make sure that everybody sees the
mission, hears it, lives it. (Drucker, 1990, p.45)

Readers are informed that the vision of an organization is what enables it to choose future

orientations from among the several possibilities.

To choose a direction, a leader [or the members of an organization] must first
have developed a mental image of a possible and desirable future state of the
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organization. This vision. . . articulates a view of a realistic, credible,
attractive future for the organization, a condition that is better in some

important ways than what now exists. (Bennis and Nanus, 1985, p. 89)

Yet the process of building a vision for a school community or a school system is not easily

untangled from the other organic and multilevel processes going on in schools today.

"Vision-building" is seen by Fullan as one of the key themes in the change process which

leads to classroom and school improvement.

It permeates the organization with values, purpose, and integrity for both the

what and the how of improvement. It is not an easy concept to work with,
largely because its formation, implementation, shaping, and reshaping in
specific organizations is a constant process. (Fullan, 1991, pp.81-82).

The "New læadership" approach can also be detected in the literature of leadership in

Catholic education. Burn posits that

the task of Catholic education is the formation of human persons. It is
principally concerned with handing on the vision of human life taught by Jesus

Christ. Consequently it presents specific challenges to those placed in the

position of leadership and demands of leaders that they be visionaries. . . The

leader must not only be able to articulate the vision, but must be able to so

structure the group's life and activity that the vision becomes a reality. . . It
is the task of a lifetime. (Burn, 1990, pp.72-77)

As evidenced by Burn's (1990) comments, quoted above, the task of moving a

Catholic school system closer to the realization of its guiding vision is challenging and

difficult. The information provided by this study has the potential to assist leaders in

Catholic education with this difficult task. In addition, the MCS leadership efforts under

scrutiny in this study have the potential to contribute to the literature of Catholic education,

and, by extension, to the literature of general leadership and general educational change

mentioned above.
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Design of the Study

The intent of this study was to describe and make commentary upon the effectiveness

of 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts. To accomplish this purpose, the writer has incorporated

a description of and a rationale for the details of the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts as well

as evidence of the effects of these leadership efforts as exemplified by the perceptions of

MCS teachers and administrators. Data for the former came from analysis of MCS

documents, informal professional sharing with the MCS superintendent, and the personal

memory of the writer. Data for the latter came from a survey of all MCS teachers and

administrators. The analysis of the data points out the strengths and weaknesses of 1'993-94

MCS leadership efforts and allows for the formulation of conclusions and recoÍlmendations.

Limitations and Delimitations

Basic assumption. It was assumed that the perceptions and opinions of MCS

administrators and teachers would provide sufficient and valid data to analyze the MCS

leadership initiatives as planned.

Limitations. The following limil¿¡ls¡5 were recognized in this study: (a) The

effectiveness of the survey instrument depends upon the willingness and abilify of the

teachers and administrators of MCS to respond, to respond in a timely fashion, and to

respond accurately.

(b) The writer was employed as assistant superintendent for MCS. The data collected

in the survey could be biased in that some respondents, rather than give their own opinions,

could have given opinions which they think are "correct" or in accordance with what the

MCS system administrators would like to hear.
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(c) As the writer was employed as MCS assistant superintendent, he recognizes the

possibility of personal bias in interpreting and reporting information gathered in this study.

(d) The govenumce structure of MCS and thus the practice of system leadership is

unique because of the historical, political situation both in the province of Manitoba and in

the Catholic Church in Winnipeg and in Manitoba. V/innipeg happens to be at rhe

confluence of th¡ee ecclesiastical jurisdictions, which has been a source of controversy at

times' The nature of these exceptional circumstances limit the possibility of direct

comparative analysis with similar studies from different locations.

(e) The data collection for the description of L993-g4leadership efforts involved

documentary analysis, informal professional sharing with the MCS superintendent, and the

personal memories of the writer. The value of the data supplied from these activities is

limited by the memories of the MCS superintendents and the qualify of the documentation

available.

Delimitations. The following delimitations were placed on the study: (a) The study

was of limited scope and is concerned with the effectiveness of leadership practices in MCS

in terms of achieving intended goals.

(b) Since this was a system study focused on leadership practices, all professional

educators directly affected by such practices were included in the population for data

collection. All school administrators and teachers in MCS were asked to complete the survey

instrument, whereas Bishops, Pastors, Board Members, students, parents, support staff, and

members of the larger Catholic community were excluded. This choice was made because of

limiting economic factors, accessibility, and probable openness to participation on the pa,1 of
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the professional educators.

(c) Efforts to overcome the personal bias of the writer as an employee of MCS

included seeking to validate observations and interpretations with documentary evidence and

interpretive data submitted by participants in the study'

(d) Efforts were made to detect bias in the data collected from survey respondents in

order to minimize the distortions it would cause. These efforts included reviewing each

completed survey to check for indications of bias such as answering "strongly agree" to all

or most of the oPinion items.

Definition of Terms

As this is a study of leadership efforts made in order to realize a vision, it is

important to clarify the meaning of the words leadership and vision. Conceptually,

leadership has been defined by many noted scholars over the years. J. M. Burns (1978)

offers the following definition:

I-eadership over other human beings is exercised when persons with certain

motives and purposes mobilize, in competition or conflict with others,

institutional, political, psychological, and other resources so as to arouse'

engage, and satisfy the motives of followers' (Bums, 1978, p.18)

Some have argued that this definition is inadequate because it amounts to saying that "any

person who affects others is a leader" (Wills, 1994, p.19). A further evaluation of Burns'

work demonstrates that "in fact, his analyses of leaders show that he works from a definition

of leadership as uncoercive influence over people" (Y'lills, 1994, p-276)-

In his analysis of leadership theory and research, Bryman notes, "leadership is

typically defined in terms of a process of social influence whereby a leader steers members

of a group toward a goal," claiming that "this broad definition captures fairly well the
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essence of most of the definitions [of leadership]" (Bryman, 1992, p. 2). While Bryman may

see this definition as sufficient, it could be argued that his definition is quite similar to that of

Burns (1978) and thus it is inadequate. Both Bryman (1992) and Burns (1978) leave out

what Wills (1994) sees as essential. Wills posits that "the leader is one who mobilizes others

toward a goal shared by leader and followers" (Wills,1994, p.17). The crucial part of the

definition for Wills is the goal. The goal unites the leader and followers because it is a

shared goal; in fact, all three components are necessary for the defïnition to work - leaders,

followers, and goals. Wills describes how import;ant the goal is for leaders and followers:

The leader does not just vaguely affect others. He or she takes others toward
the object of their joint quest. That object defines the kind of leadership at
issue. Different kinds of leaders should be distinguished more by their goals
than by the personality of the leader (the most coürmon practice). (Wills.
7994, p.19)

Becoming a successful leader thus involves finding the right followers, and the right goal, as

well as the right historical moment (Wills, 1994, p.267). For the purpose of this study

Wills' (1994) conceptual definition of leadership will apply: "the leader is one who

mobilizes others toward a goal shared by leader and followers" (Wills, L994, p.t7).

Modelled after Wills' (1994) conceptual definition of leadership, the operational

definition of leadership for this study is composed of three elements: leaders, followers, and

a shared goal. Who are the leaders in the context of MCS? Officially, the system

administrators are the system leaders, but they practice their leadership in collaboration with

school administrators, board members (MICSB and local), and teachers. Who are the

followers in the context of MCS? School administrators, teachers, students, parents, and

support staff. What is the goal which is shared by leaders and followers in the context of
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MCS? The goal is to realize the vision that is fonnally stated in the MCS mission statement

(1986) and the MCS philosophy of education statement (1988). Summing up, then, MCS

leadership is defined operationally to be initiatives from system administrators undertaken

collaboratively with others to realize the MCS vision.

Conceptually, vision

may be as vague as a dream or as precise as a goal or mission statement.
vision articulates a view of a realistic, credible, attactive future for the
organization, a condition that is better in some important ways than what exists
now. (Bennis and Nanus, 1985, p. 89)

In fact, the MCS vision, common goal which unites MCS leaders and followers, is quite

clearly stâted in the MCS mission, philosophy, and policy statements. For the purpose of

this study, the MCS vision is defined operationally to be the value, sense of purpose,

meaning, and hope for the future contai¡red in the MCS documents known as the mission,

philosophy, and policy.

Organization of the Study

Chapter One introduces the problem, presents important background information, and

delineates the purpose of the study.

Chapter Two, a review of selected literature, situates the study in the context of the

literature on leadership in Catholic education.

Chapter Three describes the research design.

Chapter Four includes an integrated presentation of the results of and commentary on

all aspects of the study. It presents the results from data generated by the following

undertakings: the analysis of L993-94 MCS documents, the inforrnal sharing with the MCS

superintendent, the personal memory of the write¡ of the 1993-94 MCS leadership effors,
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and the survey of MCS teachers and administrators.

Chapter Five, the final chapter, includes a restatement of the aim of the MCS

leadership efforts, a brief summary of the major findings of this study, conclusions drawn,

recommendations for practice and further research, and a reflection on the contribution of

this study to the literature.
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CHAPTER TWO

Review of the Literature

This chapter of the study is dedicated to a review of selected literature from two main

areas: leadership and Catholic education. The purpose in reviewing the literature is both to

provide the theoretical underpinning of the leadership initiatives under scrutiny, and to situate

the study in Catholic Fducation. As the volume of literature is vast in the proposed areas for

review, choices had to be made to help focus this chapter. First, a brief historical

perspective on the study of leadership in latter twentieth century North America is outlined,

making extensive use of Bryman's (1992) insighrful work, providing one of the many

possible viewpoints that could be taken on trends in leadership theory and research.

Secondly, the nature of leadership necessary for Catholic education is explored. Integrated

with the discussion of Catholic leadership are fwo important elements: a substantive concern

with the MCS mission and philosophy of education, and a process concern with servant

leadership through administration.

Historical Approaches to the Study of læadership

Research on leadership over the years has been voluminous, and until recently fairly

inconclusive about what leadership is and how it is practised.

In 1959, for example, the noted leadership theorist Warren Bennis wrote, 'Of
all the hazy and confounding areas in social psychology, leadership theory
undoubtedly contends for top nomination. Probably more has been written and
less is known about leadership than any other topic in the behavioral sciences
(p.259).' (Sergiovarm, L992, p. 2)

A brief historical review of the study of leadership follows, noting changes in emphasis over

the years, and identifying some themes from the various attempts to formulate a theory of
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leadership.

A number of attempts have been made to analyze the lives of men and women who

made history for the personal qualities that made them leaders.

There are three broad types of trait which the literature has addressed. First,
there are physical factors such as height, weight, physique, appearance, and
age. Second, researchers have examined ability characteristics such as
intelligence, fluency of speech, scholarship and knowledge. Third, a wide
range of personality features have been examined. These have included
conservatism, introversion-extroversion, dominance, personal adjusfnent, self-
confidence, interpersonal sensitivity and emotional control. (Bryman, lgg¿,
p-2)

The "trait approach" (Bryman, 7992, pp. z4), as it has come to be known, implied that

leaders were born rather than made. It was quite popular until the late 1940s when ',an

influential review by Stogdill (1948) of trait research cast doubt on the evidence" (Bryman,

1992, p. 2). Researchers began to realize that descriptions of leadership in personalistic

terms only was insufficient.

This realization led to the generation of an alternative approach to the study of

leadership which came to be known as the "style approach" (Bryman, Lg9z, pp. a-l1). This

approach implied that people could be trained into exhibiting the behaviours necessary to be

a good leader. A lot of the original research in this area was done at Ohio State University

in the late 1950s. Subordinates to people in formal leadership positions were administered

questionnaires, such as the Iæader Behaviour Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), and the

clustering of answers to these questions resulted in descriptions of leadership behaviours. As

the style approach was studied intensively, six problem areas emerged: inconsistent findings,

absence of situational analysis, the problem of causality, the problem of the group, informal

leadership, and measurement problems (Bryman, lgg}).
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The progressive discovery of these problem areas led to the development of the next

alternative approach to the study of leadership which began in the late 1960s, and which

came to be known as the "contingency approach" (Bryman,1992, pp. 11-20). This approach

implied that leadership behaviour, to be effective, had to be chosen to fit situational

contingencies so as to provide the proper motivation for subordinates. One formulation of

this approach, which employed a "path-goal" theory of leadership (House and Mitchell,

1974), examines four kinds of leader behaviour: instrumental leadership, supportive

leadership, participative leadership, and achievement-oriented leadership. Another

formulation of the contingency approach directed leaders to learn the sin¡ations and

conditions when it would be best to "tell, sell, participate or delegate" (Hersey and

Blanchard, 1977). The contingency approach shared many of the same problems that were

discovered with the style approach to the study of leadership because both approaches relied

heavily on measures similar to the original Ohio State University LBDQ (Bryman, 1992, p.

18). By the early 1980s the three historical approaches to the study of leadership, cited

above, seemed to be riddled with inconsistencies.

Bennis and Nanus were part of "a general sense of pessimism about leadership theory

and research" (Bryman, 1992, p. 20) prevalent in the early 1980s. They wrote,

Literally thousands of empirical investigations of leaders have been conducted
. in the last seventy-five years alone, but no clear and unequivocal

understanding exists as to what distinguishes leaders from non-leaders, and
perhaps more impoftant, what distinguishes ffictive leaders from ineffective
leaders and effective orgarizations from ineffectíve organizations. Never have
so many laboured so long to say so little. @ennis and Nanus, 1985, p. 4)

This pessimism seems to have diminished as the study of leadership entered a new era which

has been called "the fourth (and current) phase in leadership theory and research, " or the
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"New læadership" (Bryman,1992, p.zL). Bryman identifies several "cognate terms" which

are used to describe the main concepts of this new era in tabular form (see Table 2):

Table 2

Major Distinctions in Recent læadership Theory and Research

Old l-eadership New Iæadership Sample contributors

Non-charismatic leadership Charismatic leadership Conger, 1989; Conger and
Kanungo, L987, 1988; Nadler and
Tushman, 1990

Transactional leadership Transformational [Burns, 1978;] Bass, 1985; Bennis
leadership and Nanus 1985; Peters and

V/aterman, 1982

Management / managers Iæadership / leaders Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Bennis,
1989; Hiclanan, 1990; Kotter,
1990; Peters and Austin, 1985;
Zalezrik, 1977, 1990

Non-visionary leadership Visionary leadership Sashkin, 1988; Westley and
Mintzberg, 1989

Non-magical leadership Magic leadership Nadler and Tushman, 1989

SOURCE: Bryman, 1992, p. 107.

From the writings of several authors around the distinctions in Table 2, Bryman is able to set

out themes which are common to a number of authors of the "New læadership" literature

(see Table 3). He points out that not all themes can be found in all the broad categories

listed above. In summing up his discussion of the historical trends in leadership theory and

research, Bryman concludes,

There is little doubt that there is the possibility of conceptual confusion
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becoming rife in this fïeld. A number of terms are currently being used to
describe essentially very similar phenomena. Increasingly, ieade6ttip it
extolled which exhibits vision, empowers others, inspires, challengei the status
quo, and adopts a proactive stance... Yet different labels are given to the kind
of leadership that exhibits these revered qualities. There are small differences
between the various labels. . . but they are usually a maffer of emphasis.
Thus when writing about leaders or leadership per Je, or about
transformational leadership, or about visionary leadership, and so on, many
authors are employing similar themes and motifs to those who write about
charismatic leadership in organiz¿tions. Together, these approaches have been
dubbed 'the New læadership' to reflect the convergence of a number of recent
writers on a set of themes in leadership. (Bryman, lgg2, p. 113)

Table 3

Themes in New Iæadership Literature

26

læss Emphasis needed on Greater emphasis needed on

Planning

Allocating responsibility

Controlling and problem-solving

Creating routine and equilibrium

Power retention

Creating compliance

Emphasizing contractual obligations

Detachment and rationalify on the
the part of the leader

Reactive approach to the
environment

Vision/mission

Infusing vision

Motivating and inspiring

Creating change and innovation

Empowerment of others

Creating commitment

Stimulating extra effort

Interest in others and intuition on
the part of the leader

Proactive approach to the
environment

SOURCE: Bryman, L992, p. l1l.
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The study of leadership through the four stages identified by Bryman (1992) has

yielded a vast literature, which at various times has been quite inconsistent in the ways it has

portrayed what leadership is and how it is practised. Bryman's (lgg2) analysis, however,

would lead one to be optimistic about the "convergence" he cites in the recent leadership

literature. It seems that Bass anticipated Bryman's 1992 conclusion in 1990 when, in the

face of many who "collectively disparage the thousands of research studies of leadership,,,

Bass found reason for "controlled optimism" (Bass, 1990, p. 914) about the continued

development of theory and research in this area. Bryman's observation of convergence in

the literature and Bass's controlled optimism give some direction as to the evolution of

thinking about leadership in general. In the sections following an attempt is made to situate

the study of MCS leadership efforts in the evolutionary patterns of the general literature on

leadership and the specific literature on Catholic leadership in education.

The Nature of Catholic Education

To review the nature of leadership required for Catholic education, one must first

consider the nature of Catholic education. The primary sources for the discussion of the

nature of Catholic education are the documents issued by the Catholic Church on education.

There are four key documents that come from the teaching authority of the Church. The

fnst of these is the 'Declaration on Christian Education' Gravissimum educatíonis,

promulgated by the Second Vatican Council on 28 October 1965. There have been three

documents from the Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education (SCCE) since that time that

have served to develop foundational ideas from the Second Vatican Council,s Declaration:

The Catholíc School (L977), Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith (19g2); and The
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Religious Dimensíon of Education ín a cathotic school (19gg). These documents do not

address the issue of leadership in catholic education directly, but when the ideas they present

are considered in the light of the paradigm of leadership that emerges in the Gospels, it is
possible to derive from these considerations a model of leadership appropriate for Catholic

schools and school systemsr (Fizgerald, 1990, p. 60).

The second vatican council's document on ch¡istian Fducation is cited often in the

teachings which follow from the Church. A statement from Gravíssimum educationís (1965)

which lays the foundation for future teaching on Catholic education from the Church is as

follows:

The Catholic school pursues cultural goals and the natural development of
youth to the same degree as any other school. What makes the iatholic
school distinctive is its attempt to generate a community climate in the school
that is permeated by the Gospel spirit of freedom and love. It tries to guide
the adolescents in such a way that personality development goes hand in hand
with the development of the "new creature" that eacli one hãs become through
baptism' It tries to relate all human culture to the good news of salvation so
that the light of faith will illumine everything that the students will gradually
come to learn about the world, about life, and about the human p..rorr.
('Declaration on ch¡istian Education' in Abbot, 1967 , no.g)

The Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education (SCCE), a Vatican instituæ which is part of

the teaching authority of the Catholic church and concerns itself with Catholic education

around the world, develops the main points emphasized here through its publication of th¡ee

documents in the years following. In recapitulating the key elements of this statement, zz¿¿

Relígious Dimension of Education in a Cathotic School makes the following assertion:

llt is to be noted that the Catholic school is the focus of discussion in Church
documents' The concept of a Catholic school system is not addressed directly. It is
assumed, for the purpose of this study, that principles enunciated by the Church for a
catholic school can be applied directly to a catholic school system without serious effor.
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The [Second Vatican] Council, therefore, declared that what makes the
Catholic school distinctive is its religious dimension, and that is to be found in
a) the educational climate, b) the personal development of each student, c) the
relationship established between culture and the Gospel, d) the illumination of
all knowledge with the light of faith. (SCCE, 1988, no.1)

As these are the key elements of the Church's teaching on Catholic education, they could

each now be discussed, elaborated upon as they are presented in the documents from the

SCCE, and then related to leadership in Catholic schools and school systems. Because the

climate of a Catholic school is defined as

the sum total of the different components at work in the school which interact
with one another in such a way as to create favourable conditions for a
formation process, (SCCE, 1988, no.24)

it is suggested that a discussion of the first element, educational climate, as it is related to all

three of the other elements, would be sufficient for the purpose of this study.

In relation to the educational climate of a Catholic school, then, it is significant that

the Church's teaching about the basic concept of the Catholic school changed.

The declaration Gravissimum educationis [in Abbot, 1967, no.6] notes an
important advance in the way a Catholic school is thought of: the transition
from the school as an institution to the school as a cortmunity. (SCCE, 1988,
no.31)

What seems to have been the Church's bureaucratic concept of school as institution has

evolved with the theology of the Church as the People of God ('Dogmatic Constitution on the

Church' Lumen gentíum in Abbot, 1967, no.2) to school as community. The implications of

this change for the leadership necessary in Catholic schools are significant. Clearly, leaders

of Catholic schools must be able and willing to be leaders of Christian communities, but

what do the documents say about the sort of school community envisioned by the Church?

It is a "genuine community" (SCCE, 1977, no.60) which involves "teachers,
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directors, administrative and auxiliary staff. . . parents. . . and students" (SCCE, 19gg,

no'32) in "collaboration" (SCCE, 1982, no.22). The Catholic school community is centred

on Jesus Christ (SCCE, 1977, nos.33-37) and should be "permeated by the Gospel spirit of

freedom and love" ('Declaration on Christian Education' in Abbot, 1967, no.g). It is a

distinct community, and the Church teaches that

From the first moment that a student sets foot in a Catholic school, he or she
ought to have the impression of entering a new environment, one illuminated
by the light of faith, and having its own unique characteristics. . . In a
Catholic school everyone should be aware of the living presence of Jesus. . .
The Gospel spirit should be evident in a Christian way of thought and life
which permeates all facets of the educational climate. (SCCE, tgg8, no.25)

School climate is further described and elaborated upon in the SCCE documents in

several ways: "a 'school home'. . .which can create a pleasant and happy family

atmosphere" (SCCE, 1988, no.27); "a genuine community of faith. . .a sharing of Ch¡istian

commiÍnent" (SCCE, 1982, no.41); and "each member of the school community, albeit

with differing degrees of awareness, adopts a common vision, a common outlook on life"

(SCCE, 1977, no.29). It is clear that the SCCE sees fit to give great emphasis to the

concept of the Catholic school as Christian community with the proper educational climate.

They explain why this is necessary when it is asserted that

. ' .faith is principally assimilated through contact with people whose daily life
bears witness to it. Christian faith, in fact, is born and srows inside a
community. (SCCE, 1977, no.53)

What are the essential points that arise from this discussion of the primary documents

on Catholic education from the teaching of the Church? The Catholic school needs to be a

Ch¡istian community, not simply an institution. The community needs to be rooted in the

Gospel spirit of freedom and love. This spirit should permeate all facets of life in the
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Catholic school. The goal is to provide a community where faith in Jesus Christ is lived,

can be supported, and will grow naturally. It is to be noted that a Catholic school is far

more than a school with a religious education program. The importance of a religious

education program is clear in the documents, but the whole school, not just one program,

delivers a catholic education (sccE, 1977, nos.40, 50; 19gg, nos.66, 97).

I-eadership in Catholic Education

Having established that a functioning Christian community is at the core of a Catholic

school, it follows that the leader of a Catholic school is called to be the leader of a Christian

community' Iæadership efforts in such an environment must therefore be aimed at creating,

sustaining, and nurturing a Christian community. Iæaders must be comfortable with the

religious dimension of the Catholic school envi¡onment and be prepared to bear personal

witness to the faith community. Leaders share equalty with all the other members of the

Christian community within a Catholic educational environment the responsibility for full

involvement in the life of the community. All Catholic school community members are seen

as equal partners of the Christian community with a collaborative role to play in creating the

"school-home" (SCCE, 1988, no.27). It is the leaders, however, who are charged with

ultimately ensuring that opportunities exist for all community members to be fully involved

in the Christian community of the Catholic school. Iæaders must enable "the Gospel spirit of

freedom and love" ('Declaration on Christian Rlucation' in Abbot, Lg67, no.8) to permeate

the community and ensure that the school community has a warm, friendly, welcoming,

supportive environment. læadership in Catholic education is thus primarily concerned with

leading a Christian community (Fitzgerald, 1990, pp. 64-65).
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V/hile it is clearly important to keep the primary focus in mind, leaders in Catholic

education must realize that Catholic schools exist in a world which is often hostile to the

Gospel values and Christian culture supported by the school. Iæadership in the Catholic

educational context must therefore be more than religious leadership. Duncan suggests that

Catholic school leadership demands integrated competencies in four areas: "religious,

cultural, educational, and managerial" (Duncan, 1990a, p.81). The integration of these four

areas of competency is what she sees as the key to successful leadership in Catholic

education. Religious and cultural leadership can be combined, for example, so that forces

within the school culture which rival its purposes can be reconciled to the culture of the

Catholic school rather than competing with it. She suggests that the Catholic school leader

can counteract the negative effects of counter cultures that might be operating
in the school and he/she can strengthen the Catholicity of the school's culture.
(Duncan, 1990b, p. 7)

Duncan (1990a, p. 82-83) argues that as an educational leader in a Catholic school, the

leader must have the same range of educational expertise as leaders in other educational

settings, but this expertise must be combined with sound Gospel values and current Church

teaching. The results of such a combination, from her point of view, would be an

educational leader who, for example, can oversee the development of educational

programming which provides students with a Gospel vision of what it means to be human,

which is applicable in their lives even as they face the cunent, perplexing problems of

humanity. Duncan (1990a, p. 82-33) argues that the leader in the Catholic educational

context should be able to combine the managerial skills of working with people to achieve

collective purposes with the model for such action that Christ offers to us in the Gospels.
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She adds that employing Christ's model implies, for example, challenging people to achieve

their full human spirin:al potential. It means valuing the people under the leader's care for

who they are, not simply for what they do (Duncan, 1990a, pp. g2-g3).

Servant leadership. Iæadership in the Catholic educational context is different from

leadership in other educational contexts precisely because Catholic education must

accommodate the integration of Gospel values and the current teaching of the Church. In

order that the Catholic school be characterized by the Gospel spirit of 'freedom and love,,

leaders in the Catholic educational context must be conversant with the paradigm of Christ's

leadership that emerges in the Gospels. The predominant element of Jesus, leadership as

portrayed in the Gospels is that of service (Fitzgerald, 1990, pp. 65-66). Jesus models

servant leadership which is empowering, participatory, non-violent, and provides hope

through the mystery of the cross and resurrection. The Gospel record has many references

to leadership as service, for example:

Jesus called them to him and said to them, 'You know that among the pagans
thei¡ so-called rulers lord it over them, and their great men make their
authority felt. This is not to happen ¿rmong you. No; anyone who wants to
become great among you must be your servant, and anyone who wants to be
first among you must be slave to all. For the Son of Man himself did not
come to be served but to serve, and to give his life as ransom for manv.'
(Mark L0:4245)

Catholic school leaders are thus summoned to service which is not dominating,

overpowering, or coercive. Difficulty in responding to this call can arise when Catholic

school leaders must face situations not exemplified by Jesus in the Gospel record. Issues

such as termination of teacher or administrator contract, disciplinary action against an

employee, or the assigning of tasks to people who do not necessarily want them, call for
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action inspired by the Spirit of Jesus and carried out within a process of discernment. (A

process of discernment involves the combination of religious and managerial competencies,

mentioned by Duncan (1990a, p. 81). It is a process involving prayer, and managerial

decision-making, and communication skills.)

Jesus did not use the word empowerment, but the Gospels depict Jesus as servant

leader reaching out many times to those who were outcasts and empowering them to live

differently. One such situation occurred when the Scribes and Pharisees were trying to trick

Jesus into saying something they could hold against him. It was their practice, according to

the l-aw of Moses, to stone to death publicly women who were caught in adultery. As they

were about to proceed with one such stoning, he said to them

'If there is one ¿rmong you who has not sinned, let him be the first to throw a
stone at her'. . . When they heard this they went away one by one, beginning
with the eldest, until Jesus was left alone with the woman, who remained
there. He looked up and said, 'woman, where are they? Has no one
condemned you?' 'No one, sir' she replied. 'Neither do I condemn you,' said
Jesus 'go away and don't sin any more.' (John g:7_11)

By inviting the woman to change her life and giving her the oppornrnity, he was empowering

her. Catholic school leaders are thus reminded that their view must be different from that of

"the world". They must view success and failure differently, keeping in mind the ultimate

paradox of the cross and resurrection of Jesus as they offer their own servant leadership in

the Catholic school context.

Sergiovanni (1992, p.

124) notes that the concept of servant leadership is an element uncommon to the mainstream

conversation on leadership, yet it is at the heart of his recent writing on school leadership

practice. For Sergiovanni, the servant leadership model was developed by Robert K.
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Greenleaf (1977) after his reading of Herman Hesse's Journey to the East. Sergiovanni cites

Greenleaf's (1977, p. 7) description of a character from Hesse's story:

'In this story we see a band of men on a mythical journey The central
fÏgure of the story is Iæo, who accompanies the party as the servant who does
the menial chores, but who also sustains them with his spirit and his song. He
is a person of extraordinary presence. All goes well until Iæo disappears.
Then the group falls into disarray and the journey is abandoned. Th"y c.noot
make it without the servant Iæo. The narrator, one of the party, after some
years of wandering, finds Iæo and is t¿ken into the Order that has sponsored
the journey. There he discovers that l-eo, whom he had known flrsi as
servant, was in fact the titular head of the Order, its guiding spirit, a great and
noble leader.' (In Sergiovanni, 1992, p. 124)

He uses this quotation to characterize Greenleaf's thinking about servant leadership, but for

the purpose of this study, it is to be noted that Hesse's character Iæo has some striking

similarities to the Jesus of the Gospels, whose model for leadership is to be applied in the

Catholic educational context. Without stretching the comparison too far, one can easily see

that there is Gospel evidence which points to Jesus as a "great and noble leader, " and a

"person of extraordinary presence", who sustains the "journey" of his followers through an

attitude of service and through modelling acts of service. One Gospel story which illustrates

Jesus' servant leadership is John's account of the last Supper. After washing the feet of His

disciples, Jesus says

Do you understand what I have done for you? You call me Master and [¡rd,
and rightly; so I am. If I, then, the Lord and Master, have washed your feet,
you should wash each other's feet. I have given you an example that you may
copy what I have done to you. (John l3:lZ-LS)

Although Sergiovanni does not acknowledge the similarities noted above between Greenleaf's

notion of servant leadership and the model of servant leadership which emerges from the

Gospel, it is clear that Sergiovanni's (1992) discussion of the practice of servant leadership in
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schools would bear further consideration in this study.

Further to Greenleaf s (1977) conception of servant leadership and its application in

the Catholic educational context, it is important to note, as Glaze (1991) observes,

Catholic leaders. . must always be mindful that they are servants, not
masters, of the People of God. Authority flows from the bottom to the top.
Even when opposing views are expressed, the people are to be viewed not as
the competition to be defeated, but as potential collaborators working toward a
common goal through negotiation and compromise. (Glaze, 1991, pl. z+s_
246)

The servant leadership model is thus antithetical to cultural forces which try to impose a top-

down flow of authority. In explaining the concept of servant leadership, Greenleaf (Lg77)

states that:

The servant leader is servant flrst. It began with the natural feeling that one
wants to serve.¡1rsr. The conscious choice brings one to aspire to Èad. That
person is sharply different from one who is leader first, peihaps because of the
need to assuage an unusual power drive or to acquire maierial possessions -the difference manifests itself in the care taken Uy tfre servant just to make
sure that other people's highest priority needs are served. The bðst test and
difficult to administer is, Do those served grow as persons? Do they, while
beíng served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more likely
themselves to become servants? And what is the effect on the least privileged
in society; will they benefit, or, at least, not be further deprived? ldreedeãf,
1977, pp. 13-14)

He further describes the servant leader as a person who is fully human.

Servants, by defÏnition, are fully human. Servant leaders are functionally
superior because they are closer to the ground - they hear things, see things,
know things and their intuitive insight is exceptional. Because óf Utis they are
dependable and trusted... and they have the willingness toundertake the hard
and high risk tasks of building better institutions in an imperfect world, who
see the problem as residing in here and not out there. (Grèenleaf , 1977, pp.
42, 45)

In sum, Greenleaf's notion of servant leadership seeru to fit the context of Catholic

education because it matches the model for leadership which emerges from the Gospels in the
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following ways: it is characteristically counter-cultural in that it tends toward a boffom-up

flow of authority; it puts the leader at the service of the followers; and the growth of the

followers is of prime importance.

Sergiovanni's (1992) work Moral Leadershþ shows how the concept of servant

leadership can be applied in schools. The argument of this work is based on three

fundamental elements: purposing, empowennent, and leadership by outrage (sergiovanni,

1992, pp' 129-132). Purposing is def,rned by Vaill (1934) and his definition is exrended by

Sergiovanni as he integrates the idea of building a centre of shared values in the school

community - establishing a "covenant community". Vailt defines purposíng as ,,that

continuous stream of actions by an organization's formal leadership which has the effect of

inducing clarity, consensus and commiturent regarding the organization,s basic purposes,,

(Vaill, 1984, p. 57). For Sergiovanni, this concept combines vision and the building of a

covenant, recognizing that the vision of a school must reflect the hopes and dreams, needs

and interests, values and beliefs of administrators, teachers, parents, and students. The

covenant of a school community is a "solemn and binding agreement. . . that provides

reciprocal rights duties and obligations on the one hand, and guidelines for action, on the

other" (Sergiovanni, 1992, p. 103). In describing the characteristics of the covenant of an

ideal or "virtuous" school, sergiovanni (rggz) lists the fonowing beliefs:

1. The vi¡tr¡ous school believes that, to reach its full potential in
helping students learn, it must become a learning community in and of itself.It is therefore committed to developing a spirit õf curiosity, inquiry, and
reflection that touches adults and studõnts ãure. The goai of the uirn ou,
school is to create self-learners and self-managers. Each day students depend
a little less on their teachers and the school. Each day the students rely a little
more on their own convictions and resources. Each day þachers rely a little
less on their supervisors and admini5¡¿1s¡s. Each day, teachers rely a little
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more on their own convictions and resources.
2- The virn¡ous school believes that every student can learn, and it

does everything in its power to see that every student does learn. Iæarning
conditions that impede learning, no matter what their origins, are viewed as
problems to be solved, rather than conditions to be accepted.

3 ' The virtuous school seeks to provide for the whole student.
Although it is essentially academic, it recognizes that the problems of learning
are systemic. Therefore, the virtuous school does not shrink from its
responsibility to do everything in its power to attend to the developmental,
physical, and social needs of its students. Prime among its valueJis the ethic
of caring, and caring is viewed as the key to academic success.

4- The virtuous school honours respect. The virtuous school
respects teachers by acknowledging both their professional commitment and
their knowledge of craft. Teachers are free to decide for themselves what and
how to teach, and, in other ways, to express their orfvn personal visions of
teaching. Teachers respond to such acknowledgement by accepting
responsibility for conducting themselves in accordance with professional ideal.
The virtuous school respects students by giving them the same consideration
given to teachers, parents, and other adults. The result is a pattern of mutual
respect, involving teachers with teachers and teachers with students, that
increases the likelihood that teachers and students will respect themselves.

5. In the virh¡ous school, parents, teachers, community, and school
are partners, with reciprocal and interdependent rights to participate and
benefit and with obligations to support and assist. It is recognizid that the
school needs the advice and support of parents if its work ilteaching and
learning is to be meaningful and effective. By the same token, parents need
the advice and support of the school if their work in parenting iJ to be
meaningful and effective. By involving parents constructively, the school can
become more constructively involved with the students. By involving the
school more constructively, parents can become more constructively involved
with their own children. The word parity is key here, for it communicates a
relationship of mutual trust and goodwill, as well as mutual benefits.
(Sergiovanni, 1992, pp. 112-113)

The beliefs of the "virtuous school" listed above demonstrate that, for Sergiovanni,

the second and third elements of practice of servant leadership, empowerrnent and, leadership

by outrage, are linked with the ftst, purposing.

Empowerment derives its full strength from being linked to purposing:
everyone is free to do what makes sense, as long as people's decisions embody
the values shared by the school community. when empowerment is
understood in this light, the emphasis shifts away from discretion needed to

38
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function and toward one's responsibility to community. . .

It is the leader's responsibility to be outraged when empowerment is abused
and when purposes are ignored. Moreover, all membeis of the school
community are obliged to show outrage when the standard falls. (Sergiovanni,
1992, pp. 129-130)

The practice of servant leadership in schools, as described by Sergiovanni, involves the

application of the three above outlined elements: purposing, empowennent, and leadership by

outrage. It is also tightly linked to moral authority.

Moral authority relies heavily on persuasion. At the root of persuasion are
ideas, values, substance, and content, which together defi¡e group purposes
and core values. Servant leadership is practised by serving otheri, but its
ultimate purpose is to place oneserf, and others for whom õne has
responsibility, in the service of ideals. (sergiovanni, lggz, p. 13s)

He emphasizes that while servant leaders rely on moral authority as the cornerstone of their

leadership practice, they should not choose Írmong psychological, bureaucratic, and moral

authority; instead the approach of the servant leader should be additive (sergiovanni, lgg2,

p. 139).

Sergiovanni's (1992) work, Moral Leadership, can be understood as part of what

Bryman terms the "new leadership" literature because the themes characteristic to that

literature can be identified in the servant leadership model posited by Sergiovnnni. As

Bryman (1992) notes, the "new leadership' is leadership "which exhibits vision, empowers

others, inspires, challenges the status quo, and adopts a proactive stance" (Bryman, 1992, p.

113). The "purposing" element of the servant leadership model is the one that establishes

vision for the organization as it "induces clarity, consensus and comminnent regarding the

organization's basic purposes" (Vaill, 1984, p. 57). Members of the organization where a

servant leadership model is employed are nempowered" to act in accord with shared
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organizational values. If moral authority is recognized as legitimate, then the servant leader

"inspires" by modelling - service to others and service of ideals. The "status quo" will

often be "challenged" in an organization which employs the servant leadership model,

emphasizing the common good and the achievement of ideals. A "proactive stance" is

evident, for example, in schools that, employing the servant leadership model, devise and

live up to goals such as creating "self-learners and self-managers". It is "proactive" to aim

for reaching one's individual potential for learning and to be an active member of a learning

community.

The MCS context. The Catholic educational context in MCS has its own unique

circumstances which require thoughtful application of the principles of Catholic education

and leadership discussed previously. The Catholic Bishops in the V/innipeg area approved

two documents in the late 1980s which formally and clearly established the official MCS'

vision or interpretation of the Vatican directives on Catholic education. A brief review of

the statements of "Mission" (1986) and "Philosophy of Education" (1988) should provide

some perspective on the principles which guide the operation of the MCS' system. The

preface to the statement of the MCS "Philosophy of Education" (1988) states:

Since the Council of Vatican II, the Church, in its teaching authority, has
issued a number of documents concerning Christian Education. A number of
groups interested and involved in the work of Christian Education have added
their reflection to this teaching. From all these sources, a clearer
understanding of a truly Catholic approach to education has evolved. Using
this body of Church teaching as fundamental basis, we, the Catholic Schools
of Manitoba, have formulated the principles upon which our approach to
Catholic Education is based. (MCS, 1988)

The MCS vision is rooted in the person of Jesus Ch¡ist, as revealed in Sacred

Scripture, who "gives meaning and direction to our entire existence. " Jesus commissioned his
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Church to proclaim the mystery of salvation to all.

Go therefore, make disciples of all the nations; baptue them in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and æach them to observe all
the commands I gave you. And know that I am with you always; yes, to the
end of time. (Matthew 28: L9-2O)

The MCS philosophy statement (MCS, 1938) uses this assertion from Sacred Scripture as a

source for understanding evangelization, the mission of the Church. MCS follow the

teaching of the Church with respect to education being a "privileged means of fulfilling the

mission of the Church. " The MCS philosophy statement quotes the Sacred Congregation for

Catholic Education as it states.

. ' .to carry out her saving mission, the Church establishes schools as a
privileged means of promoting the formation of the whole person, since the
school is a centre in which a specific concept of the world, of humanity, and
of history is developed and encouraged. (SCCE, 1977, no.g)

It further states that Catholic schools must "seek to reproduce the characteristic features of a

school" (SCCE, L977, no.25), but must integrate "God, His tn¡th and His life. . . into each

and every aspect of the life of the school" (CCSTA, 1985, p.8). Thus MCS are clearly in

union with Church as it seeks to live Gospel values and accept its commission from Jesus to

"Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations" (Matthew 2g:19).

The educative process in the Catholic schools of Manitoba has five constitutive

elements, according to the philosophy statement: Baptism, Community, Catechesis, Christ-

centred Program, and Witness through service (MCS, 1983). The flrst element, baptism, is

acknowledged as "a reality which touches our being in Christ" (MCS, 1988). Through

becoming children of God by water and the Holy Spirit, people are enabled to receive the

education offered in Catholic schools which strives in its principal aims, as instn¡cted by the
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Council of Vatican II (1965), to introduce the baptized person gradually into a knowledge

the mystery of salvation (in Abbott, 1967, Gravíssimum educationis, no.2). The second

constitutive element is community. This is the place where Christian faith is born and

nurtured.

It is the family which is the frst and fundamental school of social living
(Familiarts Consortio, AAS 74:92). The work of the school is to complement
the educational effort of the family (Catholic Bishops of Manitoba, 1969,
no.10), for parents must be acknowledged as the f,rst and foremost educators
of their children (in Abbott, 1967, Gravissimum educationis, no.3).

The third fundamental element of education in MCS is declared to be catechesis. Religious

instruction is much more than intellectual assent to religious truths; it is to be understood as

a process through which one can offer "a total commitment of one's whole being to Christ"

(SCCE, 1977, no.50). The MCS philosophy statement specifically quores rhe SCCE (L977)

on the maffers of mission and religious instruction:

The specific mission of the school, then, is a critical, systematic transmission
of culture in the light of faith and the bringing forth of the power of Christian
virn¡e by the integration of culture with faith and faith with living. (SCCE,
1977, no.49)

Doctrinal content, liturgical celebrations, and other religious experiences are seen to be

integral to the process of catechesis (MCS, 1988). The fourth fundamental element of

education in MCS is to assure that the entire school program be Christ-centred. This is

accomplished primarily through the witness of the teachers in MCS. "The transmission of

the Christ-centred message depends to a very great extent on the teachers" (MCS, 1988).

The fifth and final element of the educational process in MCS is "that in the daily life of the

school, students are called to be living witnesses to God's love for all by the way they act"

(MCS, 1988). All in the school community are called to witness through service. Education
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in MCS, then,

is not given for the purpose of gaining power but as an aid towards a fuller
understanding of, and communion with man [and woman], events, and things.
Knowledge is not to be considered as a means to material prosperity and
success, but as a call to serve and be responsible for others. (SCCE, 1977,
no.56)

These five fundamental elements sum up the principles of the educative process to be

exercised in MCS.

Although the MCS "Mission Statement" (1936) was formulated before the

philosophical principles (MCS 1988) were formally stated, it is identified as a means to bring

the reflections of the philosophy statement to lived experience. It states, in part,

Called to assist in the Church's mission of education, we, the Catholic Schools
of Manitoba:
c uphold Christ, Incarnate Son of God, as both model and means

of fullest human development. Our schools direct all efforts
towards the integral formation of the human person.o recognue that the prime and irreplaceable responsibility for the
education of the child rests with the family. Our schools
complement the efforts of the family towards the Christian
education of the child.

o believe that Christian Community flows from Baptism, is a
reality to be lived, and must be experienced to be learned. our
schools provide an opportunity where the chitd can participate in
a genuine community of faith, where each person can grow in
commitrnent to build community in family, church, and world.c recognize the uniqueness of each child as gifted by God. Our
schools promote the formation of responsible individuals,
committed to serve others in the spirit of the Gospel.ø value knowledge as truth to be discovered. Our schools
promote the attainment of knowledge, enriched and enlightened
by faith. (MCS, 1986)

It is to be noted that many of the words and phrases found in this MCS statement of mission

come directly from the official docrrments of the Church on Catholic education. The MCS

system clearly has a formally st¿ted and principled vision based on Gospel values and current
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Church teaching. MCS leadership efforts aim to bring this vision to reality. The servant

Ieadership model, which emerges from the words and actions of Jesus recorded in Sacred

Scripture, offers a means to bring this stated vision more fully into existence.

Conclusion

In sum this chapter has provided a perspective on the study of leadership in latter

twentieth century North America and a view of the nature of leadership necessary for

Catholic education. This literature review aims to help the reader in understanding the

context for the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts under scrutiny in this study. It makes

explicit the fact that MCS have a specifically defined vision and that there exists an intent to

tealize this vision over time. It could be argued that the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts

herein under examination are part of what Bryman identifies as the "new leadership" trend

because it is leadership "which exhibits vision, empowers others, inspires, challenges the

status quo, and adopts a proactive stance" @ryman, 1992, p. 113). It is to be noted that

these same MCS leadership efforts clearly emanate from a Catholic understanding of

leadership for education that has its underpinning in the ideas of building Christian

community and servant leadership, using the model provided by Jesus in the gospel record.

It is against this backdrop and with these guiding principles rhat the specific 1993-94 MCS

Ieadership efforts described in this study are evaluated. It is consistent with the literature

that this evaluation was carried out primarily by examining the views of MCS teachers and

administrators respecting these initiatives, since "the transmission of the Christ-centred

message depends to a great extent on the teachers" (MCS, 19gg).
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CHAPTER THREE

Research Design

General Method

This inquiry employed a case study methodology that involved qualitative and

quantitative research techniques to describe and analyze the leadership efforts initiated by

system administrators and undertaken collaboratively with others in MCS in the Lgg3-g4

academic year to enable a fuller realization of the stated vision. The case study approach

was chosen primarily because it is not limited to any one technique. As an early sociology

research-methods textbook defines it,

the case study then is not a specific technique; it is a way of organizing social

data so as to preserve the unitary character of the social object being studied.

(Goode and Hatt, 1952, p. 331)

This study of MCS leadership is thus an attempt to provide the reader with sufficient

evidence to create a conception of the unity of the "bounded system" (Stake, 19gg, p. 255) in

which MCS leadership initiatives are employed and then evaluate the initiatives. The study

combines a variety of techniques including documentary analysis, informal professional

sharing, personal memory, and survey research.

Specific Procedures

MCS leadership initiatives of the 1993-94 academic year were described using the

following sources of data: documentary analysis, informal professional sharing with the MCS

superintendent, and personal memory. The inforrnal professional sharing served to review

the leadership initiatives that the superintendent and the writer undertook in the lgg3-g4
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academic year, and to validate the writer's personal memory of these initiatives.

The documents analyzed were all on fîle at the MCS superintendents' offices, where

the writer was employed and had full access. The documents included in the analysis were

as follows: MCS Mission Statement (1986); MCS Philosophy of Educarion (1988); The Ciry

Bishops' Interdiocesan catholic schools committee Report (1992); MCS priorities 1gg3-g4

and 1994-95; MCS system Calendar of Events 1993-94: files on each of the 1993-94 system

events such as professional development activities and evaluation practices that included

preparatory notes, formal records of the events or activities, and evaluative data from

participants; agendas and minutes from MCS 1993-94 Regular Administrators' Meetings; and

files on all 1993-94 system procedures such as teacher and administrator selection practices,

curriculum assessment schedules, data collection instruments for and data from curriculum

assessments, and report documents. Several of these documents were accessed and the MCS

superintendent was consulted in the process of constructing and piloting the survey

instrument used in the data collection phase of this study.

This survey instrument was used to assess the perceptions of key MCS personnel as to

the efficacy of 1993-94 MCS leadership initiatives. One resource for the construction of this

questionnaire was Leithwood and Aitken's (1994) School Dístrict Monitoring System. As

they explain,

the school district monitoring system. . . includes a description of an ideal but
achievable school district in the intermediate-tenn future (about the year 2000):
it also includes indicators of specific features of that district and ways of
measuring comparable features of current school districts. Guidelines are
provided for using data generated by such measures to help move cunent
districts closer to the ideal. (Iæithwood and Aitken, 1994, p.l)

It was considered to be applicable to this study because of the intention the authors stated.
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"to help move current districts closer to the ideal, " realizing that the ideal school district as

est¿blished in l-eithwood and Aitken's work does not and could not match exactly with the

ideal Catholic school system. Their monitoring system is quite comprehensive in that the

technical supplement contains nineteen questionnaires; nine of these questionnaires relate

directly to district characteristics and conditions. Table 4 lists the titles of these

questionnaires and the number of questions in each one (see Table 4).

Table 4

District Mission and Goals
District Culture
District Core Tasks (a) - Planning
District Core Tasks O) - Management
District Core Tasks (c) - læadership
District Structure and Organization
District Information Collection and Decision Makine
District Policies and Procedures
District-Community Partnerships

ouestionnaires relating to school characteristics and conditions
School Mission and Goals
School Culture
School Core Tasks (a) - Planning
School Core Tasks (b) - Instructional Services
School Core Tasks (c) - Management and læadership
School Structure and Organization
School Information Collection and Decision Makine
School Policies and Procedures
S chool-Community Partnerships

Ouestionnaires Relating to Immediate Outcomes
Student Participation and Identification

18 items
27
45
20
35

35
27
37
16

44 items
38
37
36
63
28
28
37
16

79 items

SOURCE: Leithwood and Aitken, 1994, p. 173.
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It was developed in the Greater Victoria School District and used to collect information in a

number of school districts in British Columbia. The instruments developed on this project

have known reliability. Items for the survey instrument used with this study were developed

with the I-eithwood and Aitken instrumentation as a model. The læithwood and Aitken

instruments could not be used directly because they were developed for use in the public

school context. Since the Catholic school context is different in a number of substantive

ways, some of the general questions on mission, priorities, professional development,

evaluation, leadership, and policy and procedures were taken directly from the l-eithwood

and Aitken questionnaires with minor modifications (see Appendix B, item numbers 5-13,

29-40,59-60, 67-70, and 73) as they could be adapted for use. The other irems were

developed by building questions around the 1993-94 MCS priorities and the system and local

school events that attempted to implement the priorities and thus realize the vision.

Conclusions and recommendations of this study were evaluative in nature and of

practical consideration for the improvement of leadership, and, ultimately, education for

students in MCS. They were based on the data collected and ¡þe implications of the dat¿ for

better ways to realize the MCS vision.

Pilot Study

Before the survey was administered to the selected population, it was tested among a

sample of ten Catholic school teachers and administrators, who did not participate in the

study when it was generally administered. Formative evaluation was solicited from the pilot

sfudy population about the cover letter, survey items, and data collection techniques

employed. The results of this pilot study were used to revise the instrument as necessarv to
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ensure the validity and reliabilify of the responses it generates.

Research Population

MCS system administrators attempt to provide leadership, directly or indirectly, to the

entire system community. The broadest conception of this community includes the following

constituencies: bishops, religious orders and congregations, pastors, system board members,

school board members, school administrators, teachers, school support staff, students,

parents, and members of the Catholic community. As this is a case study on the efficacy of

the leadership efforts initiated or coordinated by MCS system administrators, data for the

study could legitimately be gathered from the entire system population. However, since the

working relationship between the MCS system administrators and many of the above named

constituencies is quite indirect, it is logical and prudent for reasons of economy and

accessibility to select some constituencies for data collection in reference to the problem

being studied.

For the purposes of this study, MCS school administrators and teachers were selected

as the research population. The reasons for this choice are as follows: Of the MCS system

constituencies cited above, the school administrators and teachers have the closest working

relationship with the system administrators. Potentially, then, the perceptions of a total of

about 270 key individuals in the MCS system could have been used to assess the efficacy of

leadership efforts initiated by MCS system administrators to bring the system vision more

fully into reality. As a group of professional educators who are involved in direct

collaboration with system administrators, the teachers and administrators generally possess

more potential for openness to participation in the study and are more accessible.
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Instrumentation

one instrument was employed in this study, a survey. The survey was used to gather

data with reference to the perceptions of school administrators and teachers about the efficacy

of the leadership efforts initiated or coordinated by MCS system administrators. It was

constructed by using the læithwood and Aitken's (1994) Schoot fistem Monítoring S\stem as

a model and resource for the general questions in the designated areas for study (see

Appendix B, item numbers 5-13, 2940,59-60, 67-70, and 73). The other items were

developed by building questions around the 1993-94 MCS priorities and the system and local

school events that attempted to implement the priorities and thus realize the vision. The g0

item questionnaire incorporates Likert scales, check lists, and open-ended questions (See

Appendix B).

Dat¿ Collection

Confldentiality and concern for the welfare and integrity of all respondents in this

study were considered as important issues. After being provided with a description of the

purpose of the study, the significance of a response to the questionnaire, and the assurance of

confidentiality for participants and schools, the Manitoba Interdiocesan Catholic School

Board (MICSB) and its Superintendent provided thei¡ permission to allow the writer to

proceed with the administration of the survey to all principals and teachers in MCS.

Principals were asked to provide their support for the study by participating in the

distribution, completion, and collection of questionnaires. All respondents to the survey

were made aware of the objectives behind the study and their informed consent was obøined.

The assurance of confidentiality means that the names of principals, teachers. and their
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schools will not be exposed to anyone outside the study nor used for any other purposes.

With the approval of the Faculfy of Education Research and Ethics Committee at the

University of Manitoba, data collection proceeded, using the instrument specif,red, according

to the procedures outlined below:

Survey

At a MCS administrators' meeting, the purpose of the study and the associated need

for information from principals and teachers was outlined. Principals were asked to share

this information with the teachers at their schools. At a zubsequent MCS administrators'

meeting principals were provided with sufficient copies of the survey with cover letter to

distribute to the teachers at their school. Principals disributed surveys to teachers, sharing

with them in the context of a staff meeting (or similar setting) both the importance of the

study and the gratitude of the writer for their willingness to participate in the study.

Teachers and principals completed the survey within the time-line provided. Reminder cards

were distributed to principals and teachers in the schools half-way through the allotted time

for completion of the survey so as to encourage participation. Respondents sealed their

completed questionnaires in an envelope provided and zubmitted the sealed envelope to a

designated staff member in the local principal's office. Completed surveys in sealed

envelopes were collected by the writer at the schools within the time-line provided.

Respondents who missed the submission deadline were able to mail their completed surveys

to an address provided on the cover letter. Where the above procedures were precluded by

distance (one MCS school), the entire process proceeded i¡ ¿ similar way by mail.
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Treatment of the Data

Data from the informal professional sharing with the MCS superintendent, appropriate

documentation, and personal recollections were analyzed in order to reconstruct the

leadership efforts initiated or coordinated by MCS system administrators and undertaken in

collaboration with principals and teachers during the 1993-94 academic year. The result was

a descriptive analysis of these leadership efforts integrated into Chapter Four of this study.

Data from the Likert scales and check lists on questionnaire were assembled in tabular

form, showing frequency counts for four categories of respondents: (a) teacher, N, K-8, (b)

administrator, N, K-8, (c) teacher S1-S4, and (d) administrator S1-S4. Results were

displayed in terms of percents of the total number of respondents in their various categories.

In addition, Likert scale responses were coded one through four, and a mean score and

standard deviation were calculated for each question and each category of respondent in each

question. (Please see Appendix C for a complete listing of results tables by item number.)

Patterns and tendencies were sought after in the analysis of these results tables.

Observations and commentary were provided in Chapter Four of this study. Data from the

open-ended items of the survey (see Appendix B, numbers 27, 58,66, and 80), where

comments were solicited from respondents, were assembled in the categories mentioned

above for each of the four open-ended items. Selected comments from each of the open-

ended survey items were integrated into Chapter Four under their respective results sections.

Themes emerged from the analysis of these assembled comments that were presented in

descriptive language and used in making observations, commentary, and recommendations.

Conclusions about these results and observations were recorded in Chapter Five, followed by
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recommendations for the improvement of MCS leadership and for further study.

This chapter described the general method used in the study and defined the research

population. It established that an instrument was to be used for data collection. and how it

was tested and refined by the use of a pilot study. A method of data collection and analysis

was included. Appendix B contains the instrument used to collect data, and Appendix A

contains the cover letter used in administering the survey. Appendix C contains the

assembled results generated by the data from the survey used with this study.
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CHAPTER FOTJR

Results

This chapter of the study is dedicated to an integrated presentation of atl the

information that has been generated through documentary analysis, informal professional

sharing with the MCS superintendent, personal memory, and survey research. It is

organized around the structure of the survey instrument with five main sections. The first

section provides some information about the population that was surveyed. In each of the

four subsequent sections are two elements: (a) a description of and rationale for MCS

leadership efforts applicable to the particular section of the survey being referenced, based on

the results of documentary analysis, informal professional sharing with the MCS

superintendent, and personal memory; and (b) a descriptive analysis of the data generated by

the particular section of the survey being referenced. A brief summary statement, attempting

to recap the highlights of the chapter, is offered in conclusion.

Section One: Information about the Survey Population

All the teachers and administrators of Manitoba Catholic Schools, numbering 270 n

total, were given the opportunity to participate in the study through the survey. A total of

eight teachers and two administrators participated in the pilot study, thus reducing the total

distribution for the survey to 260. Completed survey returns numbered 169, representing

65% of the number distributed. Items three and four of the survey (see Appendix B) were

used to screen out 12 respondents who were either not on staff in MCS or who were on

leave (six or more months) during the 1993-94 academic year. Survey retunx useable for

analysis thus numbered 157, representing 60% of the number distributed. Analysis of items
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one and two (see Appendix B) of these 157 surveys shows the following distribution of roles

and levels of engagement among respondents: a total of 140 teachers, 97 from N, K-8

(elementary school) and 43 from S1-S4 (high school); and, a total of 17 school

administrators, 12 from N, K-8 (elementary school) and five from S1-S4 (high school).

Tabulated results and calculations for each item with a Likert scale response from sections

two tbrough five of the survey can be found in Appendix C, some of which are repeated in

the text of the following sections for use in the analysis. Selected illustrative quotations from

respondent conments to the four open-ended items of the survey (see Appendix B, numbers

27, 58, 66, and 80) can be found in their respective sections. A section by section analysis

of survey responses integrated with description of and rationale for MCS leadership efforts of

1993-94 resulting from interview data and documentary analysis follows.

Section Two: Communication of Vision for Manitoba Catholic Schools (MCS) and

Establishment of MCS System Priorities

Section two of the survey focuses on communication of the MCS vision through tbree

vehicles: the MCS mission statement and philosophy of education, the annual MCS system

priorities, and MCS system events or activities designed "to promote the development of a

sense of Christian community . . . " (MCS Priorities 1993-94, number 1). What follows is a

description of and rationale for the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts intended to communicate

the vision using these three vehicles followed by a descriptive analysis of the perceptions of

survey respondents about these leadership effoß.

1993-94 MCS læadership Efforts to Communicate MCS Vision

As has been pointed out earlier in this study, Manitoba Catholic Schools have strong
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statements of mission and philosophy of education, which are based on gospel values, current

church teaching, and the collaborative action of a church-based educational community.

These are statements which give the official (approved by City Bishops) Manitoba Catholic

Schools' interpretation of the Vatican directives on Catholic education. They were developed

in 1986 and 1988 by religious and lay leaders of the Catholic educational community in

Manitoba, people well-versed in Catholic philosophy, values, and tradition. Noting that the

whole Catholic educational community was not involved in establishing these official

statements of vision, it becomes clear that there exists a continuing need to offer

oppornrnities for the several constituencies of each school community to understand and

apply these statements in their own circumstances. To this end, the MCS superintendents in

collaboration with others have, over the years, made many attempts at communicating the

vision for MCS which is encapsulated in the statements of mission and philosophy of

education. These attempts have included the following sorts of activities: professional

printing of the mission and philosophy of education statements, with ample copies distributed

within each school community; monthly meetings of MCS administrators þrincipals and

superintendents) where agenda time was used for group reflection on the meaning of these

statements (MCS file: September 1993 Superintendents' Report to MICSB); and school

community meetings of teachers and/or parents animated by principal and/or superintendents

to reflect together on the meaning of these statements (MCS file, October 1993

Superintendents' Report to MICSB).

Table 5 shows the organizational plan of the remainder of this section of the study. It

is included as an organizational tool for the reader (see Table 5).
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Table 5

Direct efforts to communicate the MCS vision.

communicating the MCS vision through community-buitding activÍties.

MCS Prayer Link

Ministry of Teaching

Shepherding the Shepherds

Catholic Schools' Week

MCS Dance Festival

MCS Newsletters

MCS Administrators' Meetings

MCS Secretaries' In-service

MCS Teachers' Social Evening

Annual MCS System and local priorities.

Summary.

Direct efforts to communicate MCS vision. In 1993-94 the leadership efforts used to

communicate the MCS vision were numerous. Some time was dedicated to reviewing and

reflecting upon the MCS mission and philosophy statements in various venues. Early in the

school year the MCS superintendents engaged the MCS principals in collective reflection

upon the MCS vision during a monthly meeting of principals and superintendents (MCS file,
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September 1993 Minutes of First Regular Administrators' Meeting). At an annual fall

seminar, the superintendents and some experienced members of the MICSB addressed several

topics, including the MCS vision, for new board members and new chairpersons from

various MCS local boards (MCS file, November 1993 Superintendents' Report to MICSB) .

On the occasion of a school tea in the fall of 1993, the zuperintendent was asked to give a

presentation based on the MCS philosophy of education; parents, students, teachers and

others in the school community were present (MCS file, October 1993 Superintendent's

presentation to St. Vladimir's College Annual Tea). In the spring of 1994, the MCS

superintendents were asked to present their ideas and enter into dialogue with the participants

(board members and principal) at a school board retreat (MCS file, April 1994

Superintendents' Report to MICSB) some of the topics discussed included: MCS vision and

transformational leadership, professional development for board members and teachers, roles

and responsibilities of board and principal, and evaluating the board's performance.

Communicating the MCS vision through communitv-building activities. In addition to

the direct opporunities to speak about the MCS vision already discussed, the superintendents

endeavoured to communicate the vision throughout the 1993-94 school year in slightly more

indirect ways through collaborative leadership efforts which addressed a system priority

which was "to promote the development of a sense of Christian community in all aspects of

interaction, generating a climate that is permeated by the Gospel spirit of freedom and love".

From the MCS superintendents' point of view, these collaborative efforts to communicate the

vision were a vital part of building a widely shared vision.

MCS "Prayer Link". In an attempt to promote the spiritual link of intercessory
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prayer among MCS and thus communicate the MCS vision of "faith permeating each and

every aspect of the life of the schools" (MCS, 1986), the superintendent researched the

patronal or special Feast Day celebrations of each school community and provided a

summary of her findings to each school principal at the beginning of the L993-94 academic

year. The superintendent asked principals to inform their teachers that the intent of the

information provided was to create or reinforce a "Prayer Link" (MCS file, September 1993

First Regular Administrators' Meeting, title of the information sheet distributed to principals)

among schools by having teachers and students pray for school communities on their uniçe

Feast Days. She suggested that schools could decide to communicate their prayerful support

to other school communities through a congratulatory phone call on or near the Feast Day

being celebrated or by other means which they might deem appropriate.

Ministry of teaching. Another attempt to communicate the MCS vision to teachers is

known as the "Ministry of Teaching" process and retreat (MCS file, June 1994 Ministry of

Teaching Process, a summary). Through discussion, reflection, prayer, and recreation

teacher participants are invited to consider their vocation and calling and to gain greater

insight into the role played by the Catholic school in the Church's mission. Although it is,

in a sense, a system teacher-induction process and is intended to serve teachers new to the

profession as well as teachers with experience who are new to MCS, it also serves

experienced MCS teachers who are interested in renewing their understanding of the

"ministry" of their profession. The process has three main purposes: to inform teachers of

the role played by Catholic Schools in the mission and ministry of the Catholic Church; to

invite teachers to reflect upon their own faith life and personal calling as a Catholic School
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teacher; and to develop contacts and relationships with other Catholic School teachers,

hopefully facilitating future networking and a greater sense of identity with the Catholic

School system in Manitoba. In 1993-94 the format of the "Ministry of Teaching" process

included a retreat afternoon in November and a longer retreat in February; the November

afternoon helped familiarize participants with each other and with what they could expect at

the February session. The November session also provided participants with some time for

prayer and reflection on the vocation of teacher, and the beginning of a carry-over

assignment which was explored more fully in the February session. The February session

was the central part of the process for L993-94. It invited participants to reflect and interact

over a two-and-one-half-day time span on the themes of ministry as listening, learning,

serving, and strengthening in the context of a faith call, a faith response, and a faith journey.

The spiritual and reflective aspect of the February session was balanced with time for

recreation and sharing among the teachers about their lived experience of teaching. In

response to evaluative coÍtments from participants and school principals, the 1994-95

"Ministry of Teaching" process was planned to include two additional sessions: an August

afternoon information session at the MCS superintendents' office to give an overview of the

operation of MCS as a system and to provide a general introduction to the "Ministry of

Teaching" process; and an April afternoon summary session in order to review the year's

experience and affirm the calling and vocation of the participants.

Shepherding the shepherds. In an attempt to communicate the MCS vision and to

help school principals to support one another in faith, some years ago, and actually on two

separate occasions, the MCS superintendents provided for a team of presenters from the
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National Catholic Education Association (NCEA) to come to an MCS Principals' Conference

to offer a two phase process which is entitled "Shepherding the Shepherds" (MCS file,

January 1987 to present, Shepherding the Shepherds, records of events) and is intended to

create and maintain regional support groups of Catholic school principals over an extended

period of time. In its first phase, the goal of Shepherding the Shepherds is the authentic

integration of one's spirituality with one's mission as a school's spiritual leader. The

program fosters this integration through a series of faith sharing activities over a two day

period with other Catholic school principals; colleagues thus explore together the specifically

Catholic dimensions of schooling, resulting in a stronger articulation of a personal vision of

Catholic education which is in harmony with one's spiritualify, the mission and culture of the

school, school system, and the Catholic church. In the second phase of the program

principals continue to meet periodically, becoming peer resources for one another in the

context of a faith community. Meetings offer principals the opportunity to share prayer and

discussion at regular intervals, strengthening them as spiritual leaders by clarifying for them

the unique identity of Catholic schools, by developing their spiritual leadership skills, by

strengthening bonds with their colleagues, and by deepening their personal convictions. In

1993-94 a committee of MCS administrators facilitated t'wo Shepherding the Shepherds

experiences for all the administrators in the system - one in August before the beginning of

the school year, and one in April (MCS file, August 1993 and April 1994 Minutes of Fi¡st

and Seventh Regular Administrators' Meetings). The August 1993 session was held in a

wilderness setting over the course of one day; participants could choose to spend the night

before or after the full day session in order to enjoy some recreation time together as they
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wished. The focus of the sharing was the personal giftedness that each one brings to the

school community; administrators were asked to reflect on scripture and then share in small

groups of four or five some of the results of their reflections and some of their thoughts with

regard to the anticipated school year. large group sharing and socializing were also part of

the dynamics of the day. The April 1994 session also took place in a wilderness setting, but

it was of a shorter duration. The session required some preparation, as administrators were

asked to bring with them a symbol of how their school year had been going thus far. These

symbols were shared in the context of a large group faith-sharing session. The focus of the

April 1994 session was "sharing the journey", and the intent was to further strengthen the

faith bonds of the administrators' communify.

Catholic Schools' Week. The MCS annual celebration of "Catholic Schools' Week"

(MCS file, 1993-94 Catholic Schools V/eek celebrations) in the month of February is a

system-wide effort to communicate the MCS vision within Catholic school communities and

beyond. The main objectives of Catholic Schools' Week are as follows: to heighten the

awareness of the beliefs and philosophy of Manitoba Catholic Schools as expressed in our

mission statement; to emphasize the value of Catholic Education to students, parents, alumni

of Catholic Schools, and parish communities; to focus on the faith and quality perspective of

Catholic Education; to develop a sense of pride and ownership within the Catholic

community for our schools. A system-wide coordinating committee made up of

representatives from MCS administrators, school board members, and interested parents

sends planning information to local school committees and parent councils. Several

important components form the basis for this MCS celebration: a week of special events for
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students and parents in local schools which celebrate the uniqueness of the Catholic school

community and demonstrate the positive characteristics of local schools - these events are

usually organized by a local coordinating comminee of teachers; a billboard campaign which

publicizes the week-long celebration throughout the cify during the month of February; a

special "Parents' Evening" conference with an invited speaker followed by socializing for

parents, interested teachers, and school board members from all MCS - this event is

coordinated by the Joint Catholic Schools Parents' Association (JCSPA); and a special in-

service day for all teachers from MCS which emphasizes their spiritual and personal

development and often includes a celebration of the Eucharist - this event is coordinated by

a committee of representatives from MCS administrators and teachers. In February 1994 the

theme for Catholic Schools' Week was "Support Catholic Schools: Your Choice for

Education" (MCS file, 1gg3-94 Catholic Schools week celebrations). Local schools planned

activities around six themes as follows: Spirit Day, Student Appreciation Day, Family and

Volunteers Day, Appreciation Day for Catholic Schools, School Tradition Day, and Faculty

and Staff Day. The billboard campaign publicized the MCS as an organization as well as the

dates of the celebration and used a special illustration of a paint brush along with a text

which read, "If your child's mind were a canvas, who would you want to hold the brush?"

The parents' Evening was held at St. Mary's Academy, and featured Mr. Richard Jaworski

as guest speaker on the topic of "Passing Religious Values onto our Children". The MCS

teachers' in-service day was held at St. Mary's Academy and the teachers heard Fr' Charles

Shelton, S.J. speak on the topic "A Compassionate Approach to Personal and Relational

Healing" (MCS file, February 1994 Catholic Schools' Day). As part of the teachers' in-
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service there was also a special celebration of Eucharist according to the Byzantine Rite in

honour of the two Ukrainian Catholic Schools in Manitoba. Prior to this Eucharist there had

been a system-wide effort to provide educational information to principals and teachers about

the Byzantine Rite, as the large majority of the teachers are Roman Catholic. This

educational effort included a special seminar for school principals at a monthly MCS

administrators' meeting where they received professionally designed posters that they could

use to help them share the information at thei¡ respective schools (MCS file, November 1993

Minutes of Third Regular Administrators' Meeting).

MCS Dance Festival. In an attempt to communicate the MCS vision in a non-

competitive celebration of student talent in the arts, an MCS Dance Festival is held annually.

It is an evening event in which grade level groupings of students, mostly from the K-6 levels

at fourteen schools, share a dance they have prepared with coaching and supervisory

assistance from teachers. The participation level has been high enough recently that two

evenings have had to be reserved for the MCS Dance Festival. It 1993-94 the MCS Dance

Festival had the theme, "As One We Dance" (MCS file, May 1994 MCS Dance Festival).

The coordinating committee for the festival, comprised of volunteer MCS teachers and

administrators, chose the theme as an expression of one of the 1993-94 MCS priorities which

was, "to encourage students and adults alike to view Canadian multiculturalism as a resource

rich in images of God". As a result, many of the dances presented were based on traditional

dances from countries other than Canada, and the evenings of the festival became a

celebration of unity and diversity in the ethnic and cultural heritage of the students and

families of Manitoba Catholic Schools.
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MCS Newsleners. All Manitoba Catholic Schools publish and distribute local school

newsletters, which to varying degrees communicate or help to support communication of the

MCS vision to their readers. The content, frequency of publication, method of distribution,

and readership varies significantly from school to school, but most school newsletters do

publish information which pertains to mission, goals, or priorities at the local level and/or

the MCS system level from time to time. In 1993-94 school newsletters continued to be

distributed throughout the MCS system, helping to communicate the MCS vision to varying

degrees in the ways described above.

MCS monthlv administrators' meetings. Beginning in 1993-94, part of the agenda at

each of the MCS monthly administrators' meetings was dedicated to a focus on Catholic

philosophy and mission (MCS file, 1993-94 Minutes of Regular Administrators' Meetings).

Much communication occurs at these meetings which directs the attention of the school and

system administrators to the MCS mission and priorities. These communication efforts are

one of the ways that MCS system administrators hoped to address the 1993-94 MCS priority

"to promote the development of a sense of Christian community in all aspects of interaction,

generating a climate that is permeated by the Gospel spirit of freedom and love. "

MCS Secretaries' in-service day. The original initiative for a MCS Secretaries' in-

service day came from one of the member high schools. For a number of years they hosted

the annual event on the same day that the teachers attended a provincial in-service day for

Special Area Groups. School secretaries from all MCS were invited to attend. It became a

chance for some community-building ¿rmong secretarial support staff which is not possible or

practical through their frequent phone contact, usually on items of business. It also made
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possible a presentation to them as staff on topics of religious, professional, or personal

development. ln 1993-94 the MCS Secretaries' in-service day was hosted at St. Maurice

School; reports received in the MCS office indicated that the day's topic of discussion was of

personal interest to the staff in attendance and that the chance to share a day together,

including prayer and discussion, was appreciated by all.

MCS teachers' social evenings. In an effort to build a sense of community among the

teachers beyond the local schools, principals began, some years ago, to organize MCS

teachers' social evenings about twice per year. Participation from teachers in the K-6 and K-

8 schools has been quite strong over the years. In 1993-94 the Manitoba Catholic Schools

Teachers' Society (MCSTS) took the initiative to hold a September golf tournament (MCS

fÏle, September 1993 Minutes of First Regular Administrators' Meeting), and a committee of

teachers and principals organized an evening of bowling in November (MCS file, November

1993, Minutes of Third Regular Administrators' Meeting) . Feedback received in the MCS

office indicates that these events are a good community builder for those who attend

(between 30% and 50% of MCS teachers, principals, and family members attend) .

Annual MCS system and local priorities. In addition to the leadership efforts toward

communicating the MCS vision already noted, both direct and indirect, over the years MCS

superintendents have been the catalysts behind the setting of annual MCS system priorities.

These priorities are by nature quite general in that they are devised as priorities for a diverse

system of eighteen schools. The intent has been that they be conceived through the

collaborative efforts of all the administrators in the MCS system and then used at the local

level to develop and implement annual school priorities which are not necessarily equivalent,
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but hopefully consistent with MCS system priorities. The 1993-94 MCS system priorities

were drafted during the months of February through April 1993, using a process similar to

that which had been used in previous years. MCS superintendents took the initiative to

prepare a draft of proposed priorities, based on their best judgement as to what had been

achieved in previous years and their best perception as to what direction to pursue for the

coming year. This first draft was presented to school principals at their February 1993

meeting. Over the ensuing month, principals were asked to review the draft with their

teachers, revising the statements and brainstorming some action plans which might arise from

the proposed priorities. At the March 1993 meeting, principals shared the results of their

local consultations with some colleagues in the context of small group discussions. Written

feedback from the small group discussions was then used by the MCS superintendents to

revise and redraft the MCS priorities for 1993-94. The revised priorities, along with

possible action plans for each goal as generated by school principals through the

brainstorming process, were reviewed and approved at the April 1993 meeting of MCS

administrators. The MCS priorities 1,993-94 (see Appendix B) were thus finalized and

disseminated to the City Bishops, the system's board of di¡ectors, and the school principals,

who had collaborated in their preparation. School principals were thereafter responsible for

the implementation of the system priorities at the local level. From the perspective of the

MCS superintendents, it was clear that some principals followed through with the priorities at

the local level as they saw fit and others simply put them in a drawer. There were no

consequences for those individuals who did not follow through with system priorities, as the

intent of the process was to build a collaborative community. It was observed by the MCS
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superintendents, however, that the "sense of system" was less intense at schools that paid

little attention to system priorities.

In developing and establishing the MCS priorities for 1994-95 some modifications

were made to the process. The process began with brai¡storming at the February 1994

meeting of MCS administrators. Principals were presented with several possible scriptural

themes for the 1gg4-95 school year and asked to select their preferences (MCS files, 1993-94

Minutes of Regular Administrators' Meetings). In addition, they were asked to generate

ideas for consideration in the drafting of the system priorities, using a small group discussion

model, under the following headings: Catholic Philosophy and Mission; Religious,

professional, and Personal Development; Curriculum Development and Implementation; and

Administration and Organization. At the March 1994 MCS administrators' meeting, the

principals participated in a group sharing with the purpose of the identification of learning

outcomes for MCS students (MCS files, 1993-94 Minutes of Regular Administrators'

Meetings). The learning outcomes identified in this sharing were pooled and categorized in

groups. In an efforr to link the MCS priorities for 1994-95 with the identified learning

outcomes desired for students, the administrators discussed their brainstorming ideas from the

previous meeting in conjunction with the learning outcomes which were before them. The

end result of this discussion was that some key ideas were agreed upon at the March 1994

meeting, which were to be incorporated in the MCS priorities t994-95. Those key ideas

were as follows: racial harmony, respect, responsibility; process of teaching/learning;

professional development for teachers and administrators related to the first fwo items;

"visioning" as part of a principals' conference; professionâlism in relationship to the reality
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of career stages; and active cooperation between family and school. It was also agreed that

the MCS superintendents would present a formulation of MCS priorities for 1.994-95 to the

next meeting of MCS administrators and that principals should share their proposed school

action plans based on these priorities with MCS superintendents once they were established.

The MCS priorities 1994-95 were agreed upon as presented at the April 1994 meeting of

MCS administrators (MCS files, 1993-94 Minutes of Regular Administrators' Meetings). In

addition, a new agreement was reached among the MCS administrators which required

school principals to submit their proposed school action plans based on these priorities to

MCS superintendents by the October 1994 meeting of MCS administrators. From the

perspective of the MCS superintendents, the process for establishing t}re 1994-95 system

priorities was improved by the following factors: the principals were involved in generating

ideas from the beginning; no priority statements were formulated until the key ideas were

agreed upon by the entire group; the suggestion for follow-up came from the ranks of the

principals and was not imposed; and the priorities were directly linked with desired outcomes

for students.

Summary. The three main areas of 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts to communicate

the MCS vision were (a) to share and reflect upon the MCS mission statement and

philosophy of education, (b) to plan for and implement the annual MCS system priorities,

and (c) to carry out the above mentioned system-wide MCS events and activities in an effort

"to promote the development of a sense of Christian community . . ." (MCS Priorities 1993-

94, number 1). What follows immediately is a descriptive analysis of what survey

respondents had to say about these 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts to communicate the MCS
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vision.

Results from Section Two of the Survey

Table 6 shows the results from the first of four zurvey items (see Appendix B,

number 26) intended to gauge the overall perception of respondents in regards to one aspect

Table 6

Overall Perception on Communication of MCS Vision

26. It is my overall perception that efforts to communicate the MCS mission and to
implement MCS priorities have been effective in helping to realize the MCS vision.

lævel of Agreement

Coding (4) (3) (2) (1)

70

Respondent
category

Strongly

Agree Agree

Sfongly No

Disagree Disagree Opinion

No Response

Provided SDM

All 7o 10.2 55.4 14.0 0.6 19.1 2.94 0.57 1570.6

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Admin, N, K-8

S1-S4

11.3 64.9

39.5

2s.0 50.0

40.0 20.0

14.4

2.3 32.5

8.3

20.0

3.02 0.49

2.57 0.56

3.09 0.67

3.2s 0.83

9.3

23.2

16.7

20.0

2.3

97

43

t2
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of the MCS leadership efforts being monitored in this study. These results indicate that

about three out of every five people surveyed perceive effective effofs in this area, while

about one in every five respondents disagree that there have been effective efforts, and about

one in every five respondents have not formed an opinion. While it would be ideal to have
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full endorsement of the MCS leadership efforts in this area, this level of agreement is a

positive sign for those in leadership. The respondents who have not yet formed an opinion,

in a sense, represent a window of opportunity, because it is possible that with further

communication efforts they would experience leadership efforts in this area as effective.

Comparing the sub-groupings in this dat¿, it is clear that there is more support from the

teachers at the N, K-8 level and from the administrators in general than from the teachers at

the S1-S4 level. An illustrative comment from a senior high teacher to the open-ended

question (number 27) at the end of this section in the survey may help to clarify why, as a

sub-group, senior high teachers seem to be the most sceptical.

The key person who needs to communicate the MCS mission and its ideals and
objectives is the principal. Our principal attends the MCS meetings religiously
but doesn't communicate what transpires at those meetings to the staff.
Consequently, we are in the dark as to what is going on.

From the MCS superintendents' point of view, the teacher who made this comment has a

valid point. MCS system administrators depend upon the collaborative action of principals

and teachers in order to realize system mission and priorities at the local level. In fact, if

one area for improvement seems evident from the comments shared in response to item 27 of

the survey, it would be the area of sharing information, as about 50% of these comments

expressed the need to share more information at the local level. One N, K-8 teacher

bordered on an expression of frustration with a lack of information by sharing the comment,

"This is the first time I've ever seen the MCS priorities in print!" The data thus point to a

local improvement that seems achievable within the context of good support for MCS

leadership efforts to communicate the MCS vision.

Further detailed analysis of results from section two of the survey follows with an
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examination of individual item responses grouped around the three main vehicles for

communication of MCS vision. Results of the survey that relate directly to the perceptions of

respondents regarding their understanding of the MCS mission statement and its influence at

the levels of system and school (see Appendix C, numbers 5 through 7) are strikingly clear

and positive. Most respondents (99%) claim to have a clear understanding of the MCS

mission ståtement. Those surveyed indicated widespread agreement (95%) that the MCS

mission statement influences decisions at the system level, while about four out of five

respondents agreed that the MCS mission statement influences decisions at the school level.

There is thus an observed, yet slight, decrease in the perception of influence of the MCS

mission statement at the school level as compared with the system level. This positive

perception of survey respondents about the effective use of the MCS mission statement is

illustrated in some of the comments they offered for the open-ended item (number 27) in this

section of the survev:

Use of mission statement - to be constantly aware of what the mission statement calls
us to - this is difficult. More and more I find it extends into the little decisions not
just the big ones.

Our staff on many occasions have made the MCS mission statement and priorities
topics of meetings. I feel we are always trying to work with these items as top
priority.

The mission statement helps to focus on what our schools are about.

These particular coÍrments are noteworttry in that they speak to the sort of influence

perceived by individual respondents to be exerted by the MCS mission statement at the local

level. Collectively, these comments state that the MCS mission statement influences

decisions at all levels, that it is properly subject of discussion at school staff meetings, and
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that it helps to focus schools on correct purpose.

Other comments from the same section of the survey as those quoted above (number

27) indicate areas for potential growth as related to increasing the effective use of the MCS

mission statement:

At my school, we are reminded of the MCS mission statement and current priorities
at the beginning of each school year. However, we do not refer to them much, if at
all, during the course of the year. I have never discussed it with other teachers.

The mission statement appears to me to be just that - a statement. Teachers, as I see
them, have a job - to teach - and they would fit very well into any system. There are
"key" figures on staff, namely the religious education deparffient, who ascribe to the
mission statement and priorities. The "academics' turn to professional development
in lieu of spiritual development . .

MCS Mission (1986) - should be reviewed in the near future (95-96) in order to
ensure that the mission is as relevant as it was in "86" and is meeting its
objectives/goals for Catholic Education heading in the year 2000 . . .

From the flrst of these corrtments, it would appear advantageous for school staffs to revisit

the MCS mission statement periodically in order to discuss its application in school

operation. The second coÍrment in the above grouping appears to indicate that in at least one

school there exists a group of teachers who tolerate the existence of a mission statement, but

who are not interested in its implementation. One implication of such a comment might be

to make some concerted effort to convince that group of teachers of the worthwhile nature

and applicability of the MCS mission statement. The fînal comment in the above grouping

indicates that it would be a positive step to conduct a review of the MCS mission statement

in the near future to ensure its relevance and applicability at the outset of the new

millennium.

Results of the survey that relate directly to the perceptions of respondents regarding
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their understanding of the MCS annual priorities and their influence at the levels of system

and school (see Appendix C, numbers 8 through 13) are clear and positive. About four out

of five respondents indicate that they have a clear understanding of both the MCS priorities

for 1993-94 and the MCS priorities for 1994-95. About the same proporrion of respondents

(80%) perceive that current MCS system priorities influence the development and

implementation of school priorities as well as the making of decisions at the school level.

There is widespread agreement (90%) among respondents to the survey that MCS system

priorities are signifTcant and worth the effort to achieve. A significant proportion of

respondents (22%), mostly teachers, expressed no opinion as to whether current MCS

priorities influence decisions at the system level. This lack of opinion may be attributable to

a lack of teacher interest in or awareness of decisions at the MCS system level. The general

agreement of survey respondents about the usefulness of current MCS priorities is illustrated

in some comments they offered to the open-ended question (number 27) in section two of

the survey:

Current MCS priorities help schools set priorities for themselves and meet their own
needs.

I think the practical suggestions we have come up with for the 1994-95 MCS
priorities will be useful in helping us continue to put into effect the mission statement,
to live it, and continue to work towards it. It will certainly benefit all those in the
school community and the parish community.

These comments are signifîcant in that they indicate a level of success for the leadership

efforts expended to create MCS system priorities. They were intended both to enable the

setting of local priorities, and to help realize the vision encapsulated in the MCS mission

statement.
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Other comments from the same open-ended item of the survey (number 27) as those

quoted above indicate areas for potential growth as related to increasing the usefulness of

current MCS priorities:

Not enough teachers are aware of these MCS priorities . . .

. . we don't hear about MCS priorities and little or no effort is made to connect to
the larger system . . .

The priorities of the MCS are important but should not be an added burden to
teachers and administrators. Somehow those priorities should not be added on top of
other priorities. There are too many school goals already. Something has to be given
up in order to make an effective job of all these "priorities".

The first two comments listed above indicate a need for better communication of identified

system priorities. Teachers are claiming a lack of awareness with respect to system

priorities. It would appear advantageous for all school administrators to share system

priorities with the teachers in their respective schools. The final comment in the above

grouping indicates that it would be a positive step to integrate system and school priorities so

that the perception of any extra burden would be minimized and there would be better

alignment of system and school priority efforts.

Results of the survey were quite varied as they relate directly to the perceptions of

respondents regarding the effectiveness of L993-94 events and activities designed and carried

out with the expressed purpose of promoting "the development of a sense of Christian

community in all aspects of interaction, generating a climate that is permeated by the Gospel

spirit of freedom and love" (see Appendix C, numbers 14 through 25). The highest levels of

agreement among the respondents with respect to the effectiveness of these planned events

are for the activities known as "Catholic Schools' Week" (58%) and "Ministry of Teaching"
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(72%). The lowest levels of agreement among the respondents with respect to the

effectiveness of these planned events are for the activities known as "MICSB New Trustees'

and New chaþersons' seminat" (L5%), "MCS Secretaries' in-service day,, (32%),

"Principals' shepherding the shepherds experiences" (35 %), and MCS Monthly

Administrators' Meetings" (38%). All events listed in this section of the survey, except for

"Catholic Schools'Vy'eek," had a significantlevel of "no opinion" responses (24% to77%).

It is to be noted that the level of teacher participation in planning and implementation of the

events and activities listed in section two of the survey seems to be directly proportional to

the level of agreement which teachers expressed in the results of the survey. Consider, for

example, that "Catholic Schools' Week" activities (highest level of agreement on

effectiveness) are, to a large extent, planned and implemented by teachers, while the

"MICSB New Trustees' and New Chairpersons' Seminar" (lowest level of agreement on

effectiveness) does not involve teachers at all.

It is to be noted as well, that for events planned and implemented by administrators,

that there is often a high level of agreement about the effectiveness of these events among

administrators. Consider, for example, the high level of agreement among school

administrator respondents with respect to the effectiveness of "MCS Monthly Administrators'

Meetings" (94%) in attaining the goal of promoting the development of Christian community.

Teachers would have no knowledge of such events or their effectiveness other than what

might have been shared incidently with them by administrators who participated.

Some illustrative quotations from survey respondents to the open-ended item (number

27) n section nvo of the survey about the effectiveness of events listed in items 14 through
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25 of the survey are as follows:

Catholic Schools' Week is very effective. Teachers' social evenings are an excellent
tool for Christian teachers to get to know one another and their values.

The MCS teachers' social evenings are enjoyable and really build communify.

I was involved in the MCS dance festival and I thought it to be a worthwhile event.
The children worked and cooperated at the individual school level. They then had the
chance to perform in a very supportive environment and meet other children that
worked just as hard as they did.

These comments are significant in that they demonstrate the ways in which some individual

respondents understand communify-building values such as collaboration, cooperation,

support, self-disclosure, and enjoyment as inherent to some of the planned activities.

Other comments from item 27 in section two of the survey indicate areas for potential

growth as related to improving events and activities such as those listed in items 14 throush

25 of the survey:

Many events I've never heard of . . . System-wide information sharing is lacking.
Events should be better explained and more publicized.

A review of the events/activities should take place each year in order to bring about
improvements/or changes as required . . .

The first of these comments reiterates a need often repeated in the comments from this

section of the survey, the need for an improvement in system-wide information sharing with

publicify and explanations about events and activities. The second comment indicates that it

would be worthwhile to conduct an annual review of all system activities in order that

feedback received could be used for improvements.

In sum, the results from section two of the survey on communication of vision for

Manitoba Catholic Schools (MCS) and establishment of MCS sysrem priorities point to the
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following observations: (a) The MCS mission statement and philosophy of education are

widely accepted and understood as an encapsulation of the MCS vision; (b) The current MCS

priorities are understood by teachers and administrators who have access to them, but a

significant number of teachers in the MCS system do not have access to these priorities due

to a lack of information sharing; (c) MCS events and activities conducted in 1993-94 ,'to

promote the development of a sense of Christian community . . ." were perceived to have

varying levels of effectiveness in attaining the goal of developing Christian community.

Section three of the survey focuses fîrstly on the principles that guide MCS

professional development activities and evaluation practices for MCS educators and secondly

on the effectiveness of 1993-94 MCS events and activities designed and implemented to

accomplish specific 1993-94 MCS priorities. What follows is a description of and rationale

for the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts intended to promote quality professional development

and evaluation practices in MCS followed by a descriptive analysis of the perceptions of

survey respondents from section three of the survey.

The 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts in the area of professional development focused

around three themes from the 1993-94 MCS priorities (see Appendix B, MCS priorities

1993-94, numbers 2, 3, and 6): the interdependence of professional expertise, personal and

school community on-going spirinral formation, and the professional growth of

administrators.
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Table 7 shows the organizational plan of the remainder of this section of the studv.

is included as an organizational tool for the reader (see Table 7).

Table 7

79

It

K-8 Academic In-service (Science)

K-8 Religious Education In-service @eatitudes)

S1-S4 Religious Fducation Teachers' Conference (Media)

Catholic Schools'Day

Local Schools' Professional Development offerings

MCS activities focused on personal and school community on-going spiritual formation.

Christian Ministries Program

Local Schools: Staff Retreats, Faith-Sharing Activities, Celebrations of Word

and sacrament, Celebrations of liturgical seasons

MCS activities focused on promoting the professional growth of administrators.

Principals' Workshop (School and the Iaw)

Principals' Conference @uilding Community)

Professional Sharing at Administrators' Meetings

Principal Evaluation (use of MCS Policy)

Principals' wind-up

Development of local school goals / priorities

Summary.
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In an attempt "to strengthen staff development efforts with a special focus on the

interdependence of professional expertise" (MCS Priorities lgg3-g4, number 2), the lnst

theme for 1993-94 MCS professional development leadership efforts, the MCS

superintendents collaborated with principals and teachers in committee to coordinate four

MCS system events for educators. The fi¡st of these events was the "K-g Academic In-

service on Science Curriculum and Instruction" (title as recorded in MCS file) presenæd by

Jennifer Låwson, Terrl' Biluk, and Murray Smith in September 1993. The intent of this

event was three-fold: to review goals, intents, and activities associated with the K-g Science

curriculum with input from invited educators; to allow for professional dialogue among

teachers from different schools who teach Science at the same levels; and to help teachers

prepare for the MCS K-8 Science Program Assessment planned for the second term of lgg3-

94. The in-service was organized to serve three levels of Science teachers divided according

to grade levels: Jennifer Lawson worked with K-3 teachers, TerrJ, Biluk worked with grades

4-6 teachers, and Murray Smith worked with grades 7 and 8 Science teachers. Each

presenter gave some time to three agenda items: review of curriculum, hands-on

demonstration with appropriate materials, and interactive workshop. On the same day, other

sessions for specialist teachers of French, Music, and Computer were organized in a similar

fashion with similar intents.

The second event was the "K-8 Religious Education Teachers' Conference, The

Beatitudes' Light for our Journey" (title as recorded in MCS file) presented by Rev. Renato

Pasinato in November L993. The intent of this event was to help teachers re-examine the
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scriptural theme of "The Beatitudes, " identified as a recuning focus in the K-8 Religious

Education curriculum and as foundational to providing a Catholic school education to

students. The informal agenda for this annual conference, attended by all MCS K-g teachers,

was to allow for the development of a network of relationships among teachers with similar

concems and interests, thus promoting "the interdependence of professional expertise. " It
was hoped that this network would be supportive to the individual and collective spiritual

growth that is nurtured by such conferences.

The third event was the "S1-S4 Religious Education Teachers' Conference, Media in

the Life of the Adolescent: Its Impact on their Values" (title as recorded in MCS file)

presented by Rev. John Pungente, S.J. in January 1994. The intent of this evenr was ro

provide input on a teacher-identified topic related to the curriculum for teachers of Religious

klucation at the senior high level. The informal agenda for this annual conference, attended

by some of the MCS senior high Religious Education teachers, is similar to that of the K-g

Religious Rlucation conference. From the point of view of MCS superintendents, it was less

successful in addressing this informal agenda than its K-8 counterpart because it involved far

fewer teachers (about 25 senior high teachers attended).

The fourth event was the "MCS system-wide Catholic Schools' Day conference, A

Compassionate Approach to Personal and Relational Healing" (title as recorded in MCS frle)

presented by Rev. Charles Shelton, S.J. in February 1994. The intent of this event, attended

by all MCS teachers and administrators, was two-fold: to provide input to educators which

would assist them in their spiritual development, and to allow for informal sharing between

and among all MCS teachers and administrators.
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One further aspect of focusing on the "interdependence of professional expertise,,

would be the local school professional development offerings during lgg3-g4 (see Appendix

B, number 45). The planning and implementation for these events flowed indirectly out of

the system-wide MCS leadership efforts to make this priority operational. The nature and

extent of local professional development offerings in 1993-94 is not a matter of record at the

MCS offices, yet the perceptions of local personnel in the matter are of interest in this studv

because of their indirect connection to system initiatives.

formation. In an attempt "to recognize the spirituality of each staff member, and to provide

support and encouragement for personal and school community on-going spiritual formation"

(MCS Priorities 1993-94, number 3), the second theme for 1993-94 MCS professional

development leadership efforts, the MCS superintendents collaborated with principals,

teachers, and other officials as individuals and in committee. Through working on the

advisory council to the "Christian Ministries Program" (title as recorded in MCS file) at St.

Paul's college, university of Manitoba, and in other less direct ways, the MCS

superintendents offered support for an effort to provide spiritual formation for some MCS

educators and other interested parties. The Christian Ministries Program was an annual

series of eight full day sessions which ran on a three year cycle to provide the basics in

spiritual formation and theological update to MCS teachers, parish catechists, pastoral health

care workers, and teachers of adult Religious Education. MCS superintendents were one of

the major partners in the original design of this progr¿rm, and they continued to provide

resource support, advice, and encouragement to participants and coordinators throughout
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1993-94.

A further aspect of providing support and encouragement for "on-going spiritual

formation" would be the MCS leadership efforts to support local school staff retreats, staff

faith-sharing efforts, and various local school liturgical celebrations (see Appendix B,

numbers 47 through 50). The planning and implementation for these events flowed indirectly

out of the system-wide efforts to make the priorify for spiritual formation operational. In

some cases MCS superintendents provided presentations to school staffs or school boards, but

their consultation services were well-used by many schools. The MCS superintendents also

provided principals with texrbased and graphical print resources for liturgical seasons and

celebrations throughout the academic year 1993-94. The nature and extent of local spiritual

formation offerings in 1993-94 is not a matter of record at the MCS offices, yet the

perceptions of local personnel in these matters are of interest in this study because of their

connection to system initiatives.

In an

attempt "to promote the professional growth of administrators in Manitoba Catholic Schools"

(MCS Priorities 1993-94, number 6), the third theme for 1993-94 MCS professional

development leadership efforts, the MCS superintendents collaborated with principals and

local school board members in committee to coordinate f,rve system-wide events or activities

for administrators. The first of these events was the two day "MCS Principals' Professional

Development Workshop, School and the Iåw" (title as recorded in MCS file) presented by

Colleen Suché, Q.C. and Steven Chipman in October and November of 1993. Workshop

planning was conducted so that principal-identified professional development needs, listed as
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a result of a general needs assessment conducted in June 1990 (MCS Principals' p. D. file),

were taken into account. The intent of this workshop was to provide principals with current

information on legal matters related to the following topics: Iegal liability, the court process,

insurance, human rights legislation, and the designing of policy. The two day workshop was

scheduled on days that were about one month apart in order to accofirmodate the principals'

desire to do some case study analysis and practical application of shared knowledge in the

interim.

The second event was the "MCS Principals' Conference, Building Community II"

(title as recorded in MCS file) presented by Rev. Raymond Roussin, S.M. in January 1994.

The coordinating committee planned this conference as a continuation of the previous year's

conference (Building Community I). A particular objective of the Society of Mary

(Marianists), the religious order of the presenter, is the building of Christian community.

The intent of this conference was to provide enriching input toward the spiritual growth of all

MCS administrators. The informal agenda of this annual two and one half day event was to

allow for the further development of spiritual and professional supportive relationships

between and among the MCS administrators.

The third in the list of events or activities was the professional sharing which

occurred periodically at regular meetings of MCS administrators. Minutes from 1993-94

monthly MCS Administrators' meetings (MCS file) indicate the following topics were zubject

of professional sharing: the Byzantine Rite, process for establishing system priorities, school

improvement, teacher evaluation policy and procedure, inter-school teacher visitations,

leadership, theology, educational change and restn¡cturing, CD-ROM technology as applied
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in computer-assisted learning, standardized testing, and violence in schools. MCS

superintendents specifically chose to use meeting agenda time toward professional sharing on

selected topics in order to "promote the professional growth of administrators" (MCS

Priorities 1993-94, number 6).

The fourth in the list of events or activities was the use of the "MCS Administrator

Evaluation Policy (1993)" in the evaluation of local school principals. The intent for

including this item in this section of the survey was related to one of the identified main

purposes for principal evaluation stated in the policy: "to promote the professional growtl of

the administrator" (MCS Administrator Evaluation Policy, lgg3, guideline number 1.1). The

local school board and principal had the choice, as the contractual employment partners, as

to when the principal was to be evaluated. Principal evaluations to be conducted under the

authority of this system policy were to be coordinated by an evaluation committee. ,'Local

School Boards may elect to include the Superintendent, or designate, on their Evaluation

Committee" (MCS Administrator Evaluation Policy, 1993, guideline number 5). Three MCS

principal evaluations were conducted in 1993-94 under the authority of this policy, and all

three of the evaluation commiftees used the services of the MCS assistant superintendent

extensively to complete their work. Without breach of confidentiality, it can be noted that in

all three principal evaluations conducted in 1993-94 the committee-identified purpose for the

evaluation was "to promote the professional growth of the administrator. " Copies of the

confidential summary reports for these three evaluations are on file in the MCS offices. The

extent to which these principal evaluations actually resulted in professional growth is not a

matter of record at the MCS office, yet the perceptions of local personnel in the matter are
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of interest in this study because of their direct cormection to system initiatives.

The fifth event was the "MCS Principals' Wind-up" (title as recorded in MCS f,rle)

for the 1993-94 school year. This event, a gathering of MCS administrators and invited

guests to celebrate the accomplishments of a school year, is primarily social in nature. The

intent for including it in this section of the survey was related to an aspect of that particular

evening's agenda which aimed "to promote the professional growth of administrators." The

MCS administrators engaged in an exercise which allowed them to affirm each other's

individual giftedness as person and as professional.

A further aspect of promoting professional growth for administrators would be the

MCS superintendents support of local school efforts to develop school goals or priorities in

L993-94 (see Appendix B, number 56). Through individual conferences with principals and

some presentations to school staffs , the MCS superintendents endeavoured to assist with the

development of local school goals. For example, the MCS superintendents presented a

session on "Goal Setting" at Holy Ghost School, June 28, 1994 (recorded in MCS file).

These efforts were often associated with local school improvement initiatives, but the

professional dialogue which was part of the process seemed to offer the potential for the

professional growth of the administrators involved.

The 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts in the area of evaluation practices for teachers

and administrators focused around the implementation of MCS system policies. Teacher and

principal evaluation in the MCS system is a matter that is under local jurisdiction, since

employee contracts are with the local school board. MCS system policies in these matters

recognize these local authorities and offer supports for the processes of evaluation through
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the services of the MCS superintendents. In 1993-94 MCS system arlministators supported

local evaluation practices by (a) providing consulting services for principals and local school

boards in the evaluation of personnel, (b) collecting, ar:nlyzrng, and synthesizing evaluation

data, and (c) writing observation reports and summative reports as required by local

authorities. The bulk of the MCS system administrators' work in this area was related to

observing, and reporting on one class period for the 34 teachers new to the MCS system in

1993-94, and to participating as required in the MCS principals' evaluations previously

mentioned. Individual and committee evaluation conferences were also an integral part of

the work described above.

Summary. The four main areas of 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts to promote

quality professional development and evaluation practices were (a) to focus professional

development on the interdependence of professional expertise, (b) to support and encourage

personal and school community on-going spiritual formation, (c) to promote the professional

growth of administrators, and (d) to support personnel evaluation practices through

participation in local school evaluation processes. What follows is a descriptive analysis of

what survey respondents had to say about these 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts to promote

quality professional development and evaluation practices, aiming to realize the MCS vision.

Results from Section Th¡ee of the Survey

Table 8 shows the results from the second of four survey items (see Appendix B,

number 57) intended to gauge the overall perception of respondents in regards to one aspect

of the MCS leadership efforts being monitored in this study. These rezults indicate that

about three out of every five people surveyed perceive effective efforts in this area, while
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Table 8

Overall Perception on MCS Professional Development Activities and Evaluation Practices

88

57. It is my overall perception that MCS professional development activities and MCS
evaluation practices for educators have been effective in helping to realize the MCS
vision.

Iævel of Agreement

(Codine) (4) (3) (2) (l)

Respondent
Category

Suongly

Agree Agree

Strongly

Disagree Disagree

No No Response

Opinion Provided SDM

ALL 7o 7.6 s9.9 0.6 21.7 3.2 2.99 0.48 L577.0

Teacher, N,K-8 7.2

S1-S4

Admin., N, K-8 41.7

S1-S4

67.0 5.2

5r.2 7.0

25.0 16.7

80.0 20.0

18.6

2.3 34.9

8.3 8.3

2.1

4.7

3.03 0.39

2.8r 0.48

3.30 0.78

2.80 0.40

97

43

t2

5

less than one in every five respondents disagree that there have been effective efforts, and

slightly more than one in every five respondents have not formed an opinion. These results

are consistent with those from number 26 of the survey, the frst of the survey items asking

for an overall perception from the respondents. This level of agreement is a positive sign for

MCS leadership, since it represents a level of appreciation for the effectiveness of efforts

undertaken in professional development and evaluation from a substantial majority (68%) of

the respondents. A relatively small fraction of the total number of respondents (8%) show

active disagreement with the efforts being made in professional development and evaluation
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practices, also a positive sign for MCS leadership. The fact that there was a fairly sizeable

segment of the respondent population (25%) who have not formed an opinion about the

effectiveness of MCS professional development and evaluation practices, is an opportunity

for MCS leadership to improve its efforts so that they are perceived as effective by more

MCS constituents. Some clarification as to the relatively large "no opinion', result on this

item of the survey may be offered by the following respondent's observation obtained from

the open-ended comments solicited in item 58 of the survey (see Appendix B): "Realizing the

Manitoba Catholic Schools' vision is based on an openness and willingness to do so, not on

any events or activities. " This particular comment seems to indicate that one might

choose "no opinion" in response to item 57 (see Appendix B) because for some there is no

clear connection between MCS professional development activities / evaluation practices and

the realization of the MCS vision.

Further detailed analysis from section th¡ee of the survey follows with an examination

of individual item responses grouped around the main themes of this section. Results of the

survey that relate directly to the operative principles of MCS professional development

activities at the levels of system and school (see Appendix C, numbers 2g through 33) are

noteworthy and exceptionally positive. Most respondents claim that their MCS

administrators support and encourage their spiritual growth (gL%) as well as their

professional growth (92%). Those surveyed exhibited strong support (85%) for the notion

that MCS staff development activities encourage commitment to MCS mission and priorities.

Respondents' opinions were more varied with respect to the sufficiency of local on-site staff

development activities, showing an approximate 70% to 30% split between agreement and
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disagreement. On the issue of the sufficiency of out-of -school staff development activities

for teachers, a similar 75% to 25% split bet'ween agreement and disagreement was observed.

Respondents showed good support (76%) for the adequacy of local release time for staff

development. These positive results with respect to the operative principles of MCS

professional development activities at the levels of system and school are reflected in the

following selection of the comments offered in response to the open-ended item (see

Appendix B, number 58) in this section of the survey:

I feel that our school promotes professional development at all levels and allows for
teachers to choose freely the in-services they want to attend.

I am very forfunate at my school to always be professionally challenged. I get all the
professional development I need . . .

P.D. efforts are terrific in the school - to those who bother to seek extra exposure in
their respective subject areas.

Collectively, these comments suggest that professional development is alive and well in the

ranks of MCS.

Other comments from those recorded in response to item 58 (see Appendix B) of the

survey indicate areas for potential growth as related to the operative principles of MCS

professional development activities at the levels of system and school:

The school does not have a professional development fund which teachers can use to
attend appropriate workshops at no charge. Schools should be paying for these
conferences thus encouraging and supporting teachers' professional growth.

Professional development has often been very general . . . Catholic school teachers
are really on their own [in terms of subject specific assistance], [the Manitoba
Education Library atl 1181 Portage being the most accessible resource. A teacher
resource centre for Catholic Schools should be a priority for MCS system.

As a system we don't have enough professional development in the area of academics
or pedagogy available to us throughout the year . . .
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The first of the above comments raises the issue of funding for local MCS professional

development which is not addressed by the survey. The commenter raises a valid point, but

it may only be applicable to some schools in the MCS system, as there are schools in the

MCS system that maintain professional development funds for the purposes identified. This

particular inequity may have a lot to do with the socio-economic status of the parents in

particular school communities, as parents contribute substantially to the funding of Catholic

Schools in Manitoba through donations and fees assessed. The second comment focuses

directly on support for teacher professional development through a centralized resource

centre - a good point for the future consideration of MCS leadership. The final comment in

the above grouping raises the issue of the content of professional development for the system

and indicates it would be a positive step to give teachers more access to academic and

pedagogical sessions on that level. MCS leadership decisions during lgg3-94 and previously

have allowed for some of the system events to have such a focus, and it was left to the local

school to address professional development needs beyond what the system could provide.

Results of the survey that relate directly to the operative principles of MCS evaluation

practices (see Appendix C, numbers 34 through 40) are for the most part clear and

significant. Most respondents (89%) agree that MCS expect high levels of performance from

all staff (number 34), a positive indicator for the actual job performance of MCS educators.

About four out of five respondents (72% to 79%) indicate agreement that (a) local evaluation

practices demonstrate shared leadership responsibilities between teachers, school

administrators, and system administrators (number 35), (b) supervisors ensure clear

communication of evaluative criteria (number 36), (c) processes used to monitor performance
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are sensitive to levels of responsibility associated with specifrc positions (number 37), and (d)

local staff evaluation practices allow time for conferences, observation, and feedback

(number 40). While these results are positive, as they represent much agreement in the MCS

system on sound basic principles of evaluation of teaching professionals, the approximate one

in five minority who expressed either disagreement or no opinion with respect to these same

principles cannot be ignored. The respondents who expressed this minority opinion represent

the segment of the MCS system employees that is perhaps in need of assistance with respect

to a modification of local evaluative practices. Greater variance of opinion was expressed on

two issues where only about three out of fÏve respondents agreed that local evaluation

practices are (a) tied to system and school priorities (number 38), and (b) consistent with

research on effective practice (number 39). The general agreement of survey respondents

about the principles of MCS evaluation practices is illustrated in some comments selected

from those they offered to the open-ended question (number 58) in section three of the

survey:

Good evaluation practices. Practical and informative.

. . . the principal comes to our classes for short visits on a regular basis. I think this
is a good form of evaluation. That's where you see things ut th"y really are.

. . . I am satisfied with our principal's evaluation practice .

I participated in the evaluation of my principal during the 1993-94 school year. It
was certâinly a comprehensive and exhaustive process.

Other comments selected from the same section of the survey as those quoted above

(number 58) indicate areas for potential growth as related to increasing the effectiveness of

evaluation practices in MCS. Respondents express diverse opinions with respect to the
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frequency and ownership of evaluation practices as follows:

I believe there should be an annual evaluation of each teacher in the school by local
school administration (principal) and by colleagues (teachers). These are the people
who could best identify strengths and potential areas for improvement of teachers.

' . . All teachers should be evaluated by the superintendent and assistant
superintendent every few years (principals too).

Having not been evaluated in over ten years, I feel an adequate system should be put
in place.

While the three commenters above seem to agree that there should be periodic and regular

evaluation, they do not seem to agree on who should be responsible for the process. In the

same vein, another respondent comments that "staff evaluation practices in our school are

consistent with current research on effective practice - however the research changes so often

that staff evaluation over the years becomes inconsistent. " It would appear advantageous that

evaluation practices be sensitive to teacher needs and, if possible, consistent with the

effective principles of both past practice and current research. Finally, it would appear

advantageous that evaluation practices be sensitive to a teacher's career stage and

development, when one respondent indicates

I am disappointed that, at 13 years experience, 3 classroom visitations is seen as an
effective way to evaluate me. I am frustrated with this process as anyone can do a
"super lesson" for evaluation purposes. The resulting evaluation write-up is
meaningless to me, (not to mention I already have 5 or 6 similar ones in my file).

Results of the survey were quite varied as they relate directly to the perceptions of

respondents regarding the effectiveness of 1993-94 MCS events and activities designed and

carried out with the expressed purpose of strengthening "staff development efforts with a

special focus on the interdependence of professional expertise" (see Appendix C, numbers 4l

through 45). Overall results for the two system events that served the MCS teacher and
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administrator K-8 population (numbers 41 and 42) were skewed by senior high respondents,

who for the most part had no opinion about the effectiveness of these events because they did

not attend. For the event known as the "K-g Academic In_service,, (number 41) the K_g

respondents indicate solid zupport (79%) for its effectiveness, with a substantial proportion

(19%) opting for no opinion. For the event known as the "K-8 Religious Education In-

service" the K-8 respondents indicate their zupport for the effectiveness of the event at a rate

about three out of five persons, while about one in five K-8 respondents disagreed that this

event was effective, and about one in five K-8 respondents had not formed an opinion.

A similar skewing of overall results, this time by the K-8 respondents, occurred for

the one event listed in this section of the survey that was intended to serve senior high

teachers and administrators, the event known as the "s1-s4 Religious Education In-seryice,,

(number 43)' The senior high results for this event indicate slim support (25%) for its

effectiveness, while a large proportion of senior high respondents (75%) had not formed an

opinion' One explanation for these results may be that very few of the MCS senior high

Religious klucation teachers were able to attend this event due to the financial constraints

imposed by substitute costs. Religious Education teachers form a relatively small proportion

of senior high staffs, and therefore school is in session during this event. This situation is

different from the K-8 scenario where all teachers attend Religious Education In-services

because most of them are involved directly in Religious Education and school is not in

session.

Results from the 1993-94 MCS system event known as "Catholic Schools, Day',

(number 44) indicate support for the effectiveness of the event at a rate about three out of
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five persons surveyed, while about one in five respondents disagreed that this event was

effective, and about one in fîve respondents had not formed an opinion. The results for this

event, which is an event intended for all MCS teachers and administrators, are consistent

with the results obtained on most of the overall perception items (numbers 26,57,65, and

79) of the survey.

As an aggregate, this section of the survey (numbers 41 through 45) shows variable

success with the promotion of the idea of "the interdependence of professional expertise"

through various system events and activities. The results indicate good supp ort (72%) from

respondents for the effectiveness of 1993-94 local school professional development offerings

(number 45), but other events in this section were not rated as highly. An illustrative

quotâtion from the open-ended item in section three of the survey (number 58) may shed

some light on the variability of results in this particular part of section three: ',p.D. for the

system - depends on subject covered and presenter."

Other comments selected from those provided for item 58 of the survey indicate

areas for potential growth as related to increasing the effectiveness of system or school

professional development activities in promoting the interdependence of professional

expertise:

I think we've had some good concrete idea-giving in-services #4I and #44. I found
#42 a little hard to hold onto. Those teachers who find faith-sharing difficult, found
it hard to listen to . . .

I would like to see grade level professional development to share ideas on all aspects
of the curriculum. This sharing would serve to strengthen our programs and pròvide
a "life-line" for all teachers within the system.

Strongly support the in-servicing for teachers of religion. Our system must do it
since there is so little available at diocesan levels.
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The first comment listed above points to the issue of readiness for faith-sharing, and it

implies that it would be advantageous for MCS leadership to be sensitive to the fact that

teachers are at various stages in their faith development when planning for events involving

faith-sharing. The second comment listed above is one that was repeated several times in

various forms within the survey results from item 58; it may be indicative of a need that

MCS teachers experience because they are relatively isolated from their MCS colleagues who

teach at the same levels. It is evident that there is a teacher-identified need for grade-specific

professional sharing. The third comment listed above demonstrates the clear need for MCS

to continue to provide Religious Education in-services for teachers; since so little theological

or catechetical formation for Catholic teachers is available in the province of Manitoba, it is

vital for the system to arrange for sessions to meet its needs.

Results of the survey were again quite varied as they relate directly to the perceptions

of respondents regarding the effectiveness of 1993-94 MCS events and activities designed and

carried out with the expressed purpose of providing "support and encouragement for personal

and school community on-going spiritual formation" (see Appendix C, numbers 46 through

50). The highest levels of agreement among the respondents with respect to the effectiveness

of these plarured events in providing on-going spiritual formation were for the activities listed

as "Local school celebrations of liturgical seasons such as Advent and lænt" (94%) and

"Local school celebrations of the Word and sacramerLts" (87 %). The lowest level of

agreement among the respondents with respect to the effectiveness of these planned events in

providing on-going spiritual formation was for the activity listed as "Local school staff faith-

sharing efforts" (36%). For the events known as the "Ch¡istian Ministries Program" and
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"Local school staff retreats" respondents indicated support at a rate of about three out of

every fÏve persons surveyed. These observed trends seem to indicate that respondents find

local efforts to celebrate and pray together as the most effective for their spiritual formation,

that system efforts to provide for spiritual formation such as the "Christian Ministries

Program" enjoy good though limited support, and that efforts such as "Local school st¿ff

faith-sharing" are in their infancy in terms of development. Some illustrative comments

selected from those offered by respondents to item 58 of the survey that support such

observations are as follows:

"Sharing the Faith" (2 years) was great! Much growth in staff; should be ongoing.
"Christian Ministries" recommended - very informative.

While recognizing the important continuing contribution of many regular contributors
to these sessions on spiritual formation of staffs, I would like to see further efforts
made to invite and encourage church leaders, pastoral workers in our lay community
of churches to participate in future event as facilitators.

The first of the comments needs no further explanation - it is very supportive of spiritual

formation efforts. The second of the comments points to the possibility of encouraging a

greater variety of local contributors to be presenters or facilitators at sessions of spiritual

formation.

Overall results of the survey as they relate directly to the perceptions of respondents

regarding the effectiveness of 1993-94 MCS events and activities designed and carried out

with the expressed purpose of promoting "the professional growth of administrators" (see

Appendix C, numbers 51 through 56) were skewed by the teacher responses. The large

proportion of no opinion responses (54% to 86%) in the overall results for all items in this

particular segment of section three of the zurvey, and the fact that the events or activities
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listed were undertaken with administrators' growth in mind indicates that is advisable to

consider only administrators' responses for this section. The highest levels of agreement

among the administrative respondents with respect to the effectiveness of these planned

events in providing for the professional growth of administrators were for the activities listed

as the "Principals' Workshop" and "Local school efforts to develop school goals" (both at

82%), and the "Principals' Conference" (76%). The lowest levels of agreement among the

administrative respondents with respect to the effectiveness of these planned events in

providing for the professional growth of administrators were for the activities listed as the

"use of the Administrator Evaluation Policy to evaluate a local principal" (41%), the

"Principals' wind-up" (47%), and "professional sharing at administrators' meetings" (5g%).

These observed trends in administrators'responses seem to indicate that the Lgg3-g4 system

events dedicated to professional development of administrators met the existing needs rather

well.

In sum, the results from section three of the survey on MCS professional development

activities and evaluation practices for teachers and administrators point to the following

observations: (a) that respondents appreciated 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts to encourage

the spiritual and professional development of MCS constituents, O) that respondents perceive

MCS evaluation practices to be based on sound principles, (c) MCS events and activities

conducted in 1993-94 "to focus on the interdependence of professional expertise, " were

perceived by respondents to have varying levels of effectiveness, (d) MCS events and

activities conducted n 1993-94 "to provide . . . on-going spiritual formation" were perceived

by respondents to have varying levels of effectiveness, and (e) MCS events and activities
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conducted in 1993-94 "to promote the professional growth of administrators" were perceived

by administrator respondents to have been generally effective.

Section four of the survey focuses on the principles that guide MCS selection

practices for teachers and administrators, and on the effectiveness of 1993-94 MCS selection

dat¿ in supporting quality MCS selection practices for teachers and administrators. What

follows is a description of and rationale for the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts intended to

promote quality selection practices for teachers and administrators in MCS followed by a

descriptive analysis of the perceptions of survey respondents from section four of the survey.

1993-94 MCS Leadership Efforts in the Area of selection practices

Selection of teachers and administrators for employment in the MCS system is a

matter that is under local jurisdiction, since employee contracts are with the local school

board. MCS system practices in these matters recognize local authorities and offer supports

for local selection practices through the services of the MCS superintendents. In 1993-94

MCS system administrators supported local selection practices by (a) using time at regular

meetings of MCS administrators to focus professional sharing on MCS mission and

philosophy of education statements (b) developing with the participation and contribution of

school administrators, annual MCS system priorities, (c) interviewing, compiling data, and

circulating reports to school administrators on 80 individuals selected out of some 200

teacher applicants for anticipated openings in the MCS system (MCS Teacher Applicant

Information File, a tool for teacher selection), (d) providing for posting of teacher or

administrator job openings throughout the MCS system as needed (Local schools identify
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openings and submit advertisements to the MCS superintendents' office for distribution to all

MCS schools.), (e) providing local administrators and school boards with model questions

and sample processes for interviewing and selecting teachers and administrators as requested,

and (Ð sining on the selection committee and chairing the process for selecting two school

administ¡ators, as requested by local school boards.

Results from Section Four of the Survey

Table 9 shows the results from the third of four survey items (see Appendix B,

number 65) intended to gauge the overall perception of respondents in regards to one aspect

of the MCS leadership efforts being monitored in this study. These results indicate that

about 5O% of the people surveyed perceived effective efforts in MCS selection practices for

teachers and administrators in helping to realize the MCS vision, while about 50% of the

people surveyed had not yet formed an opinion. Comparing these results with the other

overall perception items in the survey (see Appendix C, numbers 26,57, and,79), the level

of agreement from respondents is the lowest in this section of the survey. V/hile that result

in itself is cause for notice, the item 65 results are a positive endorsement for MCS

leadership efforts in the area of selection practices, considering that only Il% of the total

number of respondents identified their cunent role at school as administrator and teachers

would not generally be involved in or knowledgeable of school selection practices except in

their own individual cases.

Detailed analysis of the items in section four as they relate to the effectiveness of

MCS selection practices for teachers and administrators in realizing the MCS vision showed

varying levels of agreement from respondents. The highest levels of agreement ambng the
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Table 9

Overall Perception on MCS System-Wide Selection Practices

65. It is my overall perception that MCS selection practices for teachers and
administrators have been effective in helping to realize the MCS vision.

Iævel of Asreement

(Codine) (4) (3) (2) (l)

Respondent
category

Strongly

Agree Agree

Strongly No No Response

Disagree Disagree Opinion Provided M SD

ALL Vo 8.3 40.r 3.8 44.0 3.8 3.09 0.47 t57

Teacher, N,K-8 8.2

S1-S4

Admin, N, K-8 4L.7

S1-S4

39.2 3.1

39.s 2.3

50.0 8.3

40.0 20.0

43.3

58.1

40.0

6.2 3.10 0.46

2.94 0.23

3.33 0.62

2.67 0.47

97

43

T2

5

respondents with respect to the effectiveness of MCS system-wide selection practices were

for the principles listed as "Criteria for selection of staff encourages comminnent to MCS

mission and priorities" (82%), and "Selection and staffing practices reflect the MCS mission

statement" (81%). The lowest levels of agreement among the respondents with respect to the

effectiveness of MCS system-wide selection practices were for the activities listed as "MCS

superintendents providing effective assistance in selecting new MCS principals for 1994-95"

(13%), and "MCS Teacher Applicant Information File supplied to school principals in 1993-

94'(177o).

Comments selected from those provided by respondents for the open-ended item
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(number 66) in section four of the survey follow. They may be helpful in putting the

variability of responses from section four in perspective. Some respondents were quite

positive in their commentary towards MCS system-wide selection practices for teachers and

administrators:

I believe the selection practices are effective. The staff in our school are all
dedicated, hardworking and supportive of one another. Selection brought us together,
and united we are a team .

In my experience the sharing of . . . [information] between principals concerning
teacher availabiliry has been helpful in obtaining new positions.

When I applied for my current position, I had an interview with the superintendent
and then one with the principal and one with the school board's representatives. I
think that all these interviews were run well and necessary.

I think the questions asked during my interview were very well put and certainly gave
me and them a good idea of whether I was the right person for the job.

I feel that the staff at our school strongly reflects the MCS mission statement.

Collectively, these comments seem to be a vote of confîdence for the effectiveness of

selection practices in the MCS system, but the clarity of this endorsement is questionable.

Do the commenters intend to endorse system-wide selection practices? Are their comments

strictly about personal experience at the local school? As an aggregate, they may or may not

add up to an endorsement of MCS system-wide selection practices.

Other respondents pointed out possible areas for growth in MCS system-wide

selection practices for teachers and administrators in their commentary on item 66 as follows:

I believe that the help provided by the MCS Superintendent's off,rce for the selection
of teachers and administrators is sincere and well-intended, but that it is often only
"surfacely" accepted by hiring local boards. I would say that the decisions
arrived at by local boards are often "otherwise" inspired.

t993-94 selection practices in this school appeared questionable. Incidents leading up
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the hiring of certain staff members were unprofessional . . .

Selection in the main is satisfactory but is subject at times to a lack of professionalism
and the vagaries of school boards and/or individuals with personal agendas .

These first three comments raise the issue of the role of the local school board in MCS

selection practices, a concern not addressed by the survey but clearly of consequence to day-

to-day selection decisions at the local level. As a group of comments they leave the reader

with the impression that a more objective and professional approach to selection of personnel

is necessary at some schools. Perhaps it is the nature of the MCS system, where selection of

teachers and administrators for employment is a matter that is under local jurisdiction, which

leaves it wlnerable to such weaknesses.

Other selected comments from item 66 in section four of the survey indicate areas for

potential growth as related to improving aspects of MCS selection practices are as follows:

. some years only "true blue" Catholics are selected, and other years people
selected are talented but are not, in their personal lives, models for our students. . .

I've seen a gradual decline in the spirinrality of staff and students alike . . .

As a department head, I have participated in the selection process for new teachers. I
am not aware of the extent of direction flowing from MCS Superintendent's office.
We have a process developed in our school which may or may not coincide with any
direction given.

Our [local] method of selecting personnel to teach has been ineffectual . . . [local
authorities dol not consult other staff, nor higher authorities, nor the criteria of MCS
as put forth by the superintendents . .

The first coÍrment in the above group indicates that it would be a positive step to tighten

selection criteria for teachers so as to better guarantee good modelling for students. The

second comment in the above group seems to exhibit a lack of understanding or information

with respect to the supportive role of the MCS superintendents with respect to MCS selection
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practices. It would be incorrect for the MCS superintendents to issue prescriptive directions

with regard to a matter that is under local jurisdiction. The final comment in the above

grouping indicates that in the case of at least one teacher in one MCS school there is a

perception that selection practices are ineffectual because of what the teacher refers to as a

lack of consultation.

In sum, the results from section four of the survey on MCS system-wide selection

practices for teachers and administrators point to the following observations: (a) the MCS

mission and philosophy statements and the MCS system priorities are widely accepted as

being reflected in MCS system-wide selection practices for teachers and administrators, and

(b) the MCS superintendents' role in MCS system-wide selection practices for teachers and

administrators is neither widely understood nor appreciated in the MCS system.

Section Five: MCS System-Wide Curriculum and Program Assessment and Monitoring

Section five of the survey focuses on the principles that guide MCS curriculum and

program assessment and monitoring, and on the effectiveness of 1993-94 MCS events and

activities designed and implemented in order "to introduce schools to new catechetical

materials" and "to assist teachers in the implementation of programs" (MCS Priorities L993-

94, numbers 4 and 5). What follows is a description of and rationale for the 1993-94 MCS

leadership efforts intended to promote quality delivery of curriculum at all levels in MCS

followed by a descriptive analysis of the perceptions of survey respondents from section five

of the survey.

1993-94 MCS læadership Efforts in the Area of Curriculum and Program Assessment

The 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts in the area of curriculum and program
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assessment and monitoring focused around the efforts of MCS superintendents to lead and

coordinate five system-wide curriculum and program supervisory activities in collaboration

with principals and teachers. During each of these five supervisory activities in the context

of group meetings and individual conferences, the MCS zuperintendens engaged with the

teachers and principals in discussion of key principles of quality program delivery such as the

following: establishing instructional goals, choosing teaching strategies based on goals and

on student characteristics, acquiring a large repertoire of teaching strategies, and reflecting

Gospel values and Church teaching in curriculum and programming at the school level (see

Appendix B, numbers 67 through 71). It is to be noted hat annually, on a rotational basis,

the MCS superintendents have coordinated the review of one level of Religious Education

from the K-8 grouping and one level of Religious Education from the senior high grouping.

In addition, and also annually, on a rotational basis, MCS superintendents have coordinated

the assessment of an academic program offering, one subject area in the K-8 levels, and one

subject area in the senior high levels. Monitoring of program implementation has been

coordinated by MCS superintendents as required, usually when a new program is being

implemented.

The first of the 1993-94 supervisory activities in curriculum and prograrn assessment

was the "MCS Religious Education Review, Grade 4" (title as recorded in MCS file) in the

first term of 1993. In advance of the outset of the process, the MCS superintendent supplied

MCS K-8 principals and Grade 4 teachers with the form which was to be used to collect

data, and a schedule of visitations for all 14 schools involved. Each school received

approximately a half-day visit from the MCS superintendent, sometimes accompanied by the
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assistant superintendent, in order to observe a Grade 4 Religious Education class and to

engage in a conference with the Grade 4 teacher and the school principal, if possible. Data

was gathered using the pre-circulated data collection form during both the classroom

observation and the conferences. A MCS system report for the Religious Education Review,

Grade 4, was produced after all visitations were complete. Copies of the report (on file in

MCS office) were shared with all MCS K-8 schools, all MCS K-8 local school boards. the

MICSB, and Manitoba Education.

The second of the 1993-94 supervisory activities in curriculum and program

assessment was the "MCS Religious Education Review, Senior 2" (title as recorded in MCS

file) in the flust term of 1993. In advance of the outset of the process, the MCS

superintendent supplied MCS senior high principals and Senior 2 teachers with the form

which was to be used to collect data, and a schedule of visitations for all five schools

involved. Each school received approximately a half-day visit from the MCS superintendent,

sometimes accompanied by the assistant superintendent, in order to observe as many of the

classes of Senior 2 Religious Education as possible and to engage in a conference with each

of the Senior 2 Religious Education teachers and the school principal, if possible. Data was

gathered using the pre-circulated data collection form during both the classroom observations

and the conferences. A MCS system report for the Religious Education Review, Senior 2,

was produced after all visitations were complete. Copies of the report (on file in MCS

offÏce) were shared with all MCS senior high schools, all MCS senior high local school

boards, the MICSB, and Manitoba Education.

The third of the 1993-94 zupervisory activities in curriculum and program assessment
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was the "MCS Curriculum and Implementation Monitoring process for Senior 2, Skills for

Independent Living" (title as recorded in MCS file) in the first rerm of lgg3. MCS

superintendents held an initial meethg with senior high school principals and teachers (or

teacher representatives) of the Skills for Independent Living (SIL) program to review the

scope and sequence outlined in the curriculum guide and to identify proposed plans for

implementation. This discussion was followed by a one period in-class observation(s) at each

of the five MCS senior high schools. A post-conference(s) was held in each school, to allow

instructor(s) to provide feedback concerning the effectiveness of thei¡ local implementation

plan, the difficulties encountered, and possible plans for modification. A MCS system report

for the Skills for Independent Living curriculum implementation and monitoring lgg3-g4,

Senior 2, was produced after all visitations were complete. Copies of the report (on frle in

MCS office) were shared with all MCS senior high schools, all MCS senior high local school

boards, the MICSB, and Manitoba Education.

The fourth of the 1993-94 supervisory activities in curriculum and program

assessment was the "MCS Science Program Assessment, K-8" (title as recorded in MCS file)

in the second term of 1993-94. Local school staffs were notified in May 1993 the MCS

Science Program Assessment would proceed in the second term of the 1993-94 academic

year so as to provide time for local dialogue with reference to the Science program offering

at each level. In advance of the outset of the process, the MCS superintendent supplied

MCS K-8 principals with the form which was to be used to collect data, and a schedule of

visitations for all 14 schools involved. Principals were to have shared this information with

all staff members. The school visitations were of one day duration, involving on-site
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observation of one class period of Science instruction at each grade level, K-8, by one or

more members of an observation team consisting of the superintendent, local principal, fwo

visiting principals accompanied by one or more of their Science teachers. Observers at each

grade level conducted a personal interview with each teacher immediately following the

observation period. An observation team meeting to review findings and prepare a summary

report for local school use concluded each school visitation. A MCS system report for the

MCS Science Program Assessment, K-8, 1993-94 was produced by the MCS superintendent

after all visitations were completed. Copies of the report (on file in MCS office) were

shared with all MCS K-8 schools, all MCS K-8 local school boards, the MICSB, and

Manitoba Education.

The fifth of the 1993-94 supervisory activities in curriculum and progr¿rm assessment

was the "MCS English Language Arts Program Assessment, S1-S4" (title as recorded in

MCS file) in the second term of 1993-94. In advance of the outset of the process, the MCS

assistant superintendent supplied MCS senior high principals and English l-anguage Arts

Deparfnent Heads and teachers with the form which was to be used to collect data, and a

schedule of visitations for all f,rve schools involved. At the outset of the process, a meeting

was held at the Superintendents' office of the professional personnel who would be members

of the observation teams to review rationale and procedures. Each school visitation included

on-site observation in classrooms of at least one English language A¡ts class at each of the

levels, personal interviews with teachers observed, and group discussions with English

Language Arts personnel conducted by the observation teams consisting of (a) the

superintendents, (b) the local principal, (c) two visiting Principals accompanied by one or
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more of their English l^anguage Arts Teachers. A observation team meeting to review

findings and prepare a summary report for local school use concluded each school visitation.

A MCS system report for the MCS English Language Arts Program Assessment, S1-S4,

1993-94 was produced by the MCS assistant superintendent after all visitations were

completed. Copies of the report (on file in MCS office) were shared with all MCS senior

high schools, all MCS senior high school boards, the MICSB, and Manitoba Education.

Summing up, the main areas of 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts in curriculum and

program assessment and monitoring were in the activities associated with the five supervisory

activities outlined above (see also, Appendix B, numbers 74 through 78) that were initiated

by MCS superintendents and carried out in collaboration with principals and teachers. What

follows immediately is a descriptive analysis of what survey respondents had to say about

these 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts to promote quality program delivery through

curriculum and program assessment and monitoring, aiming to realize the MCS vision.

Results from Section Five of the Survey

Table 10 shows the results from the fourth of four survey items (see Appendix B,

number 79) intended to gauge the overall perception of respondents in regards to one aspect

of the MCS leadership efforts being monitored in this study. These results indicate that

about three out of every five people surveyed perceive effective efforts to monitor and assess

MCS curriculum and programs, while less than one in every five respondents disagree that

there have been effective efforts, and a little more than one in every five respondents have

not formed an opinion. These results are consistent with those from number 26 and number

57 of the survey, the fust and second of the survey items asking for an overall perception
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Table 10

Ove

79. It is my overall perception that MCS efforts to monitor and to assess curriculum and
programs have been effective in helping to realize the MCS vision.

Iævel of Agreement

(Coding) (4) (3) (l)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

Agree Agree

Srongly

Disagree Disagree

No No Response

Opinion Provided SDM

N.L

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Admin, N, K-8

S1-S4

Vo L0.8 51.0 1.3 27.47.6 1.9 3.01 0.s8 157

10.3 56.7

2.3 34.9

41.7 58.3

20.0 60.0

23.7

4.7 44.2

20.0

6.2

14.0

3.1 3.06 0.47

2.63 0.70

3.42 0.49

3.25 0.43

97

43

12

5

from the respondents. This level of agreement is a positive sign for MCS leadership, since it

represents a level of appreciation for the effectiveness of efforts undertaken in MCS system-

wide curriculum and program assessment and monitoring from a healthy proportion (62%) of

the respondents. A relatively small fraction of the total number of respondents (9%) show

active disagreement with the efforts being made in MCS system-wide curriculum and

program assessment and monitoring, also a positive sign for MCS leadership. The fact that

there was a fairly sizeable segment of the respondent population (2g%) who have not formed

an opinion about the effectiveness of MCS system-wide curriculum and program assessment

and monitoring indicates that there exists an opportunity for MCS leadership to improve its
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efforts so that they are perceived as effective by more MCS constituents. A positive

comment selected from those offered in response to the open-ended question in section five

of the survey (see Appendix B, number 80) may help to clarify why MCS leadership efforts

in the area of curriculum assessment are well-appreciated.

It's a good process. I feel it keeps us aware of current trends in education; helps us
know what's available for help. It has met many of our needs re: up-to-date
equipment. Our board may not hear the request of a few teachers, but they will hear
the voice of MCS doing an assessment.

The commenter refers to several positive results observed as being connected to MCS

program assessments: helping to keep educators aware of current trends, helping to keep

educators aware of available resources, and helping to keep local school materials, resources,

and equipment updated through sharing local results of assessments with local school boards

(financial responsibility rests with local MCS boards). In addition, from the MCS

superintendents' point of view, there are other motivating factors behind the choice to do

MCS system-wide curriculum supervision: helping teachers and principals to review the

contents of curricula periodically, helping MCS system administrators to gain first hand

knowledge of the quality of current MCS program offerings, helping teachers to match their

teaching to the curriculum within the context of MCS mission and philosophy, enabling

professional dialogue between and among educators who participate in the process, and

helping the MCS system to be accountable to various constituencies for its educational

programming.

Further detailed analysis from section five of the survey follows with an examination

of individual item responses grouped around the main themes of this section. Results of the
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survey that relate directly to the principles of quality program delivery promoted through the

processes of MCS system-wide curriculum and program assessment and monitoring (see

Appendix C, numbers 67 through 73) are clear and positive. Most respondents agreed that

gospel values and the current teaching of the Catholic Church are reflected in the curriculum

and programming at their local schools (95%). There was also widespread agreement among

respondents about the existence of local instructional goals (91%). Those surveyed exhibited

strong support for the statements indicating that teachers received encouragement in the local

school to choose strategies based on instructional goals (85%) and on student characteristics

(89%). Respondents' opinions were relatively more varied with respect to the issue of

whether MCS administrators promote the acquisition of a large repertoire of teaching

strategies, showing 73% agreement, 8% disagreement, and l97o no opinion. Respondents

showed fair support for the efficacy of MCS superintendents' assistance in accessing

information and resources for the provision of instructional services, expressing 57%

agreement, 14% disagreement, and 29% no opinion. These positive results with respect to

the operative principles of quality program delivery promoted through the processes of MCS

system-wide curriculum and program assessment and monitoring at the levels of system and

school are reflected in the following selected comment offered in response to the open-ended

item (see Appendix B, number 80) in this section of the survey:

Our schools do not have seminars to discuss i¡structional goals and teaching methods.
Our staff meetings are involved with problem solving of sn¡dent behaviour and with
planning the activities for the week. I appreciate it when the Superintendent and her
assistant come to our school. They focus on good teaching skills.

It seems that MCS system leadership efforts in this area helped at least one school to go

beyond what they were capable of doing at the local level.
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Results of the survey as they relate directly to the five MCS supervisory activiries in

the area of MCS system-wide curriculum and program assessment and monitoring (see

Appendix C, numbers 74 through 78) were unlike any other in the survey. The overall

results on these items were rendered rather ineffectual because of the high rates of no

opinion responses, which varied from48% to 87%. Perhaps a better idea of the efficacy of

the five MCS supervisory activities listed in items 74 through 78 can be obtained by

reflection on two sets of selected comments offered in response to the open-ended item (see

Appendix B, number 80) in this section of the survey. The first set of selected comments is

as follows:

I am satisfied with the curriculum assessment - especially that we get feedback which
is so important.

I am pleased with the sharing of information during yearly assessments of
curriculums.

I feel the processes used for assessment and monitoring, in MCS motivates teachers to
be on top of their goals and objectives .

I believe that the process used for curriculum assessment is quite thorough.

Having participated in the Math and Science assessments at the high school level, I
strongly agree that MCS monitors and assesses curricula and programs very well.
These assessments always jar one out of his or her everyday routine, forcing them to
think critically about their programs and strategies for instruction.

I think it is good for teachers to be included on the evaluating "team"...another
chance for an exchange of ideas. It's good to see another class!

Commenters above reveal several aspects of the MCS curriculum assessment process that are

appreciated by some respondents: supplying feedback to teachers and principals about

program delivery, sharing information, raising awareness about goals and objectives while

helping to motivate teachers, allowing for teachers to participate on observation teams in the
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curriculum assessment process thus facilitating their professional growth through critical

thinking about programs and teaching strategies, and conducting a thorough process of

curriculum assessment.

The second set of comments selected from those offered in response to the open-

ended item (see Appendix B, number 80) in this section of the survey is as follows:

Current assessment practice, when a team visits a school to assess a subject area is
not worthwhile. Teachers put on a "show" not a realistic picture of what they are
doing. Feedback given to principals is overly polite and not realistic. Schools don't
end up knowing anymore than before the visit.

MCS curriculum and program assessments done each year are really of no value or
benefit to teachers. It would be more useful to teachers to meet with other teachers
of same grade to share ideas and discuss concenr and come up with results that
would be more effective to use in classroom.

I prefer a more ongoing form of assessment. For me to teach a 40 min. Science or
Math class to 5 year old children is unnatural. My principal is invited to come into
my class whenever she wants and preferably over a longer period of time. It would
provide a more continuous picture of what was happening. I can't integrate in 40
min.

. . no time allocated for "follow up" on recommendations.

A committee (administrators, superintendents, teachers, department heads) should be
set up to look at the curriculum assessment process. What should be kept? What
needs to be changed? What can we improve on? Does "one stab" every 5 or 6 years
(in an extremely short period of time) give a true picture of the effectiveness and
success of our programs? Is there a better system? Can we look elsewhere for a
better system?

Respondents' comments listed above indicate some potential areas for growth in the MCS

process for curriculum assessment. The flrst two comments in the above list discount any

value in MCS curriculum assessments, suggesting that the time would be better spenr on

professional sharing at the various grade levels. The third comment in the above list offers

what may be considered constructive criticism, pointing out that most early years teachers
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would probably prefer a more on-going form of curriculum assessment because of their need

for extra time to demonstrate integration of programs. The fourth comment in the above list

points to the possibility of doing more to follow-up on recommendations that may arise out

of MCS curriculum assessments. The final comment in the above list suggests that it may be

important to evaluate the process of MCS curriculum assessment in some detail so as to

enable growth and improvement.

In sum, the results from section five of the survey on MCS system-wide curriculum

and program assessment and monitoring point to the following observations: (a) that

respondents offered excellent support for the principles of delivering quality programs listed

in the survey (see Appendix B, numbers 67 through 71), @) that respondents do not well

understand or appreciate MCS supervisory activities related to curriculum and progra.m

assessment and monitoring, and (c) that there is good support among respondents for the

general idea that MCS system-wide efforts in curriculum and progr¿rm assessment and

monitoring have helped to realize the MCS vision.

Summary

This chapter has been an attempt to offer an integrated presentation of all the results

of the study that were generated through documentary analysis, informal professional sharing

with the MCS superintendent, personal memory, and survey research. The structure of the

survey is used as a framework for the presentation of the results. Section one of this chapter

described some characteristics of the survey respondent population. Sections two through

five of this chapter had in common a two part design that (a) described 1993-94 MCS

leadership efforts using the data from inforrnal professional sharing with the MCS
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superintendent, personal memory, and documentary analysis, and (b) descriptively analyzed

survey results. Areas of focus for each of sections nvo through five in this chapter were as

follows: Section two - communication of the vision for MCS and establishment of MCS

system priorities; Section three - MCS professional development activities and evaluation

practices for teachers and school administrators; Section four - MCS system-wide

selection practices for teachers and school administrators; and Section five - MCS system-

wide curriculum and program assessment and monitoring. Appendix C of this study

contains all the tabulated results from survey items. Each of the sections two through f,rve of

this chapter also contains a summary of observations.

Chapter five will examine and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 1993-94 MCS

leadership practices as perceived by respondents to the survey, drawing conclusions and

making recommendations for improvement and for further study.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Summary and Conclusions

Aim of the Study Restated

The major purpose of this study was to evaluate the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts

aimed toward a fuller realization of the MCS vision. These leadership efforts were focused

around the following themes: communication of the MCS vision and est¿blishment of MCS

system priorities; MCS professional development activities and evaluation practices for

teachers and school administrators; MCS system-wide selection practices for teachers and

school administrators; and MCS system-wide curriculum and program assessment and

monitoring. The evaluation of these leadership efforts was carried out primarily by

examining the views of MCS teachers and administrators respecting these initiatives.

Summary of Maior Findings

Using the data sources relied upon for a description and analysis of the 1993-94 MCS

leadership efforts toward a fuller realization of the MCS vision (i.e., documentary analysis,

informal professional sharing with the MCS superintendent, personal memory, and the

perceptions of survey respondents - 157 respondents, representing a 60% response rate), the

findings indicated to the writer the following strengths and weaknesses of these initiatives:

Strengths. (a) The 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts toward a fuller realization of the

MCS vision were perceived as effective by about 60% of survey respondents. This fact is

attested to by the results from the overall rating questions in sections t'wo through five of the

survey (see Appendix C, numbers 26, 57,65, and 79). While this result leaves some room

for improvement, it indicates that some positive steps have been taken toward the fuller
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realization of the MCS vision.

(b) Efforu to communicate the MCS vision through focusing reflection and

professional sharing on the MCS statements of Mission (1986) and Philosophy of Education

(1988) at system and school levels were effective. These MCS vision statements were

perceived by respondents to have influence over system and school decisions as attested by

the survey results on item numbers 6 and 7 (see Appendix C).

(c) Efforts to define and implement MCS system priorities were perceived as useful.

Survey respondents indicated that 1993-94 and L994-95 MCS Priorities were generally well

understood (see Appendix C, numbers 8 and 9) and that they were seen as signifÏcant and

worth the effort to achieve (see Appendix C, number 1l).

(d) MCS administrators were perceived to be supportive of the spiritual growth (see

Appendix C, number 28) and the professional growth (see Appendix C, number 29) of MCS

teachers and fellow MCS administrators.

(e) MCS administrators perceived MCS events and activities conducted in 1993-94 "to

promote the professional growth of administrators" to have been generally effective (see

Appendix C, numbers 51 through 56).

(Ð MCS system-wide selection practices for teachers and administrators were

perceived to be effective in reflecting the MCS mission and priorities and in encouraging

commitment to them (see Appendix C, numbers 59 and 60).

Weaknesses. (a) The 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts toward a fuller realization of

the MCS vision were perceived as ineffective by about 20% of survey respondents. This fact

is attested to by the results from the overall rating questions in sections two through five of
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the survey (see Appendix C, numbers 26, 57, 65, and 79).

(b) Efforts to share MCS system information with teachers, such as MCS priorities,

were perceived as inadequate. This fact was attested to most forcibly in respondents' open-

ended comments from section two of the survey (see Chapter Four, Results from Section

Two of the Survey, p. 68 andp.72). This inadequacy may in part explain the rather high

level of "no opinion" responses throughout the survey.

(c) The MCS superintendents' roles in MCS system-wide selection practices for

teachers and administrators is neither widely understood nor appreciated in the MCS system

(see Appendix C, numbers 61 through 65).

(d) MCS supervisory activities related to curriculum and program assessment ad

monitoring are neither widely understood nor appreciated in the MCS system (see Appendix

C, numbers 74 through 78).

Conclusions

This study, focused on the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts toward a fuller realization

of the MCS vision, serves, in part, as confirmation of the commiment to growth in the MCS

system. A strong and vibrant commitment to the growth of the Christian community known

as the MCS system has existed among its leaders over the years. Efforts, for example, that

esrablished the MCS Mission statement (1986) and the MCS Philosophy of Education

statement (1988) formed a firm foundation for the footings of a new organizational model

which was used for the first time in the L993-94 academic year. The 1993-94 MCS

leadership efforts, the subject of scrutiny in this study, were thus part of a continuum of

leadership efforts.
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This writer concludes that the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts toward a fuller

realization of the MCS vision were perceived to have been effective by about 60% of MCS

teachers and administrators surveyed. In the remaining 40% of the survey respondents,

overall, there appeared to be about 20% who perceived the 1993-94 MCS leadership efforts

as ineffective and about 20% who had not yet formed an opinion (more varied results were

evident on particular survey items).

Recommendations

The following recommendations for practice and for further research are presented in

light of the research findings:

1. Communication of information throughout the MCS system should be improved.

The key persons in this communication effort are the MCS school principals, who must, in

some cases, be convinced of the value of disseminating MCS system information effectively

at the local level. A system-wide newsletter, in print and/or electronic media, with

distribution to all MCS teachers and staff members would be a consideration.

2. A system-wide review of the MCS Mission statement (1986) should be conducted

before the year 2000 in order to ensure its relevance and applicabitity for the future.

Representatives from all constituencies in the MCS system should participate.

3. A centralized MCS teacher resource centre should be developed as a venture of all

the partners in Catholic education and associated with the MCS offices. Such a resource

centre would be able to address teacher needs that were cited in feedback from this study:

subject specific assistance, and professional sharing with colleagues who teach the same

levels and subjects.
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4. An updated, flexible, and adaptable process for MCS teacher evaluation which is

sensitive to teacher career stage and development should be designed and implemented with

input from all concerned stakeholders.

5. The professional services of the MCS superintendents should be more effectively

utilized by local school boards in selection of professional personnel. Direct participation on

selection committees by MCS superintendents is recommended for the hiring of key local

personnel such as school principals.

6. Two committees should be set up with appropriate representation of stakeholders

to review the current MCS curriculum assessment processes, one for the K-8 levels, and one

for the senior high levels.

7. A review of the process for establishing and implementing MCS system priorities

should be conducted with the input and assistance of all MCS principals. The aim of such a

review would be to improve principals' and teachers' understandings of the integration and

alignment of the priorities of system and local schools.

8. An interested researcher should monitor the progress of the MCS leadership

efforts to realize the MCS vision over a period of years. Research using an appropriate

qualitative and/or quantitative instrument could be done before and after identified leadership

efforts were undertaken for detection and analysis of measurable effects.

Contribution of this Study to the Literature

Reflecting upon this study as a part of the literature on leadership in Catholic

education, it occurs to this writer that in its effort to describe 1993-94 MCS leadership

efforts this study also provides the reader with a view of a functioning Christian community,
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the MCS system, striving to realize is vision. The ideals that are articulated in the primary

documents of the Church on Catholic education (see The Declaration on Christian Education

(1965), The Catholic School (1977), Lay Catholics in Schools: Witnesses to Faith (1982), and

The Relígíous Dimension of Education in a Catholic School (1938)) are being lived, if

imperfectly, in MCS. The descriptions of efforts in 1993-94 to realize the MCS vision

contained herein are valuable as documentation of attempts to live these collaborative ideals.

Iæaders from other Catholic jurisdictions may be interested in comparing or contrasting these

efforts with similar efforts in their own schools or system.

This study can be construed as an integral part of what Bryman identifies as the "new

leadership" trend because it describes and analyzes leadership "which exhibits vision,

empowers others, inspires, challenges the status quo, and adopts a proactive stance"

(Bryman, 1992, p. 113). Itisthusausefulcontributiontothegeneralliteratureon

leadership. Specifrcally, this study looks at a form of this "new leadership" that uses the

idea of servant leadership, which has elsewhere been applied in the realm public education

(Sergiovanni, 1992), in order to build community and serve the common good in the context

of MCS. One way to gauge the success of the application of this idea, would be to

specifically ask, using Greenleaf's measure of successful servant leadership, did "those

served grow as persons?" (Greenleaf , 1977, p. 14). An answer to that question was

expressed in the survey of this study when one of the primary groups being served by MCS

system administrators, MCS school principals, expressed their perception that MCS events

and activities conducted in 1993-94 "to promote the professional growth of administrators"

were generally effective (see Appendix C, numbers 51 through 56).
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This thesis also presents a working model of the definition of leadership penned by

Wills (1994) set in the context of Catholic education i¡ Manitoba. It appears from the results

of the survey herein analyzed that in 1993-94 the combination of the right followers with the

right goal, and the right historical moment associated with the right leadership to accomplish

some progress toward the ¡ealization of the MCS vision.
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APPENDIX B

A Sunvpy ron
MoMroRrNc LEe¡ensHIp rN M¡Nlrosn Cnrsouc Scnoots:
n Cesp Snrov op 1993-94 EppoRrs to ReauzE THE Vrsro¡¡

Sncrrox 1: hnsoN¡r. INrFoRMATIor.t

Please check (/) one response for each question.

1. Which of the following categories best describes your current role at the school:

! I Teacher E2 Administrator

2. In which one of these categories do you do the majority of your teaching or administering:

!' N, K-8 [ t st-s+

3. Which one of the following categories best describes the number of completed years of service (teaching and/or
administering) you have in Manitoba Catholic Schools (MCS).

Ero years Et lyear At zto5years E]o 0tolOyears Et tlormoreyears

4. I was on leave (any type) from service in MCS during six or more months of the 1993-94 academic year.

D' Yes D' No

For each of the sections that follow, please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree by selecting and
checking (/) ONE response for each item. Ple¿se note: The selection of "no opinion" is hereby defined to
represent the situation rvhere you find you do not have sufficient information on which to base a judgement. It
represents both the choice I'I don't know" and the choice "I neither agree nor disagree."

Spcrro¡{ 2: ColrruucATroN oF VrsroN FoR MÁNrroBA CATrroLrc Scnoom MCS) ruvo
EsrABr,rsmÆNr oF MCS SvsrBu Pnrorurms

Stongly Strongly No
Agree Agrce Disagree Disagree Opinion

5. IhaveaclearunderstandingoftheMCsmissionstatement. It f]2 [3 !4 tr
(See Survey Appendix A to refer to MCS mission statement.)

6. The MCS mission statement influences decisions at the system tevel. E ' fl2 E 3 E]4 E

7. The MCS mission statement influences decisions at the school level. E t E '? ! 3 l4 tr

8. Ihadaclea¡understandingoftheMCsprioritiesforlgg3-94. flt n'? E3 [4 tr
(See Survey Appendix B to refer to MCS priorities for 1993-94.)



9.

10.

Strongly
Agree Agree

I have a clea¡ understanding of the MCS priorities for 1994-95. fJ t D 2

(See Survey Appendix C to refer to MCS priorities for 1994-95)

MCS leadership encourages school staffs to develop and implement

school priorities which are consistent with current MCS priorities. ! ' [ 2

Current MCS oriorities are sienificant and worth the extra
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Strongly No
Disagree Disagree Opinion

fl3 E1 fI

fl3 []4 t]

E'Er[3!4tr
fl, E2 E3 fl4 tl
[' f]2 !3 []4 n

11.

12.

13.

effort to achieve.

Current MCS priorities influence decisions at the school level.

Current MCS priorities i:rfluence decisions at the system level.

MCS "Prayer Link" effort to pray for one another on

schools' Feast Days

"Ministry of Teaching' process and retreat experience

Principals' "Shepherding the Shepherds' experiences

MICSB New Trustees' and New Chairpersons' SeminaÍ

MCS celebration of "Catholic Schools' Week"

Pa¡ents' Evening during Catholic Schools' Week

MCS Dance Festival

MCS Local Schools' Newsletters

MCS Monthly Administrators' Meetings

MCS system-wide effort to provide education about the

Byzantine Rite

MCS Secretaries' in-service dav

MCS Teachers' Social evenings

It is my overall perception that efforts to communicåte the
MCS mission and to implement MCS priorities have been

effective in helping to realize the MCS vision.

One of the 1993-94 MCS priorities was 'rto promote the development of a sense of Christian community in all
aspects of interaction, generating a climate that is permeated by the Gospel spirit of freedom and love." Please

indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the following system-wide MCS activities, listed in items #14
through # 25, were effective in accomplishing this goal.

14.

15.

16.

t7.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

Strongly
Agree Agrce

E' fl2

flr !2
fl' 12

E' !2
E' E'
[I E'

D' ¡2

fl' D2

EI E2

[' !2

[¡ fl2

E' fl2

Strongly No
Disagree Disagree Opinion

EI3 E4 tr

n3 !4 fI
n3 n4 n
n3 E4 n
E3 n1 tr

n3[4n
[]3[4n
fl3 [4 !
fJ3 fJ4 tl

E3 fl4 tl
E3 E4 tr

E3 E4 N

24.

25.

26.

E' E2 E3 E4 tl
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27. In the space below please share any comments you might have in reference to the following concerns:
i. the effective use of the MCS mission statement;
ii. the usefulness of current MCS priorities;
iii. the effectiveness of events listed in items #14 to #25 above: and
iv. any suggestions for improvement of or alternatives to the above listed events.

SBcrtoN 3: MCS PRorBssroNAL DEvELopMENT Acrrvrrrps AND EvALUATToN Pnncncrs ron
TpacsnRs AND ADNmllsrRAToRs

Strongly Srongly No
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion

28. Your MCS Administrators support and encourage your spiritual
growth. !' f]2 n3 !4 fI

29. Your MCS Administrators support and encourage your professional
growth. E' E, D3 E4 tr

30. MCS staff development activities encourage your commitment to
MCSmissionandpriorities. f¡' E2 E3 E4 tr

3L Your school facilitates sufficient on-site staff development

activities for teachers. [ ' D, f]3 f]4 n
32. Your school facilitates sufficient out-of-school staff development

activitiesfor teachers. I t [2 ¡3 E4 tr
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Strongly Strongly No

33. At your school, adequate release time is available for staff 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree opinion

development. !r ¡, n3 f]4 n
34. Manitoba Catholic Schools expecr high levels of

performancefromallstaff. nt E2 n3 D4 tr
35. Evaluation practices at your school demonstrate shared

leadership responsibilities between teachers, school administrarors,
andsystemadministrators. nt [2 f]3 n1 !

36. Your supervisor(s) ensures clea¡ communication of evaluative
criteriatoyou. E' f], E3 D1 tl

37 . The process used to monitor your performance is sensitive to the
level of responsibility of your specific position. n ' f] 2 f] 3 D 4 tr

38. Staff evaluation practices in your school are ried to MCS priorities
andlocalschoolpriorities. nt ¡2 !3 !4 tr

39. Staff evaluation practices in your school are consistent with
research on effectivepractice. I t n, n3 no n

40. Staff evaluation practices in your school allow time for conferences,
observation, and feedback. tr ' E, f]3 E]4 n

One of the 1993-94 MCS priorities w¿ìs "to strengthen staff development efforts with a special focus on the
interdependence of professional expertise.'r Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the
following system-wide or local school MCS activities,listed in items #41to #45, were effective in accomplishing this
goal.

Srrongly Strongly No

47. K-g Academic In-Service on science curriculum and Instruction 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree opinion

presented by Jennifer Lawson, Terry Biluk, and Murray Smith
(included other sessions for French, Music, and Computer)
intheaufumnofl993. E' E2 n3 fJ1 tr

42. The K-8 Religious Education Teachers' Conference,
"The Beatitudes, Light for our Journey," presented by
Fr.RonPasinatointheaufumnof1993. E]t E2 E3 D4 tr

43. The S1-S4 Religious Education Teachers' Conference,
"Media and Values," presented by Fr. John Pungente, SJ

inthewinterofl994. [' n2 n3 n4 f]
44. The MCS system-wide Catholic Schools' Day conference, "A

Compassionate Approach to Personal and Relational Healing,'
presented by Fr. Charles Shelton, SJ in the winrer of 1994. n t n, ¡ 3 f]4 tr

45. Local school professional developmenr offerings ín 1993-94- E t [ 2 E 3 fl4 D



46.
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One of the 1993-94 MCS priorities was "to recognize the spirituality of each staff member, and to provide support
and encouragement for personal and school community on-going spiritual formation." Pleæe indicare the extent to
which you agree or disagree that the following system-wide or local school MCS activities, listed in items #46 to #50,
were effective in accomplishing this goal.

Strongly Srongly No
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion

D'n2[]384¡
ErE2E3t4tr

n' !2 E3 D1 tl
l'[ fl2 [3 D4 D

fJ' !2 E3 [1 n

The Christian Ministries Prosram.

Local school stafï retreats.

Local school staff faith-sharing efforts such as the NCEA
program called "Sharing the Faith" (years I and II).

Local school celebrations of the Word and sacraments.

Local school celebrations of litursical seasons such as

Advent and [rnt.

51. The Principals' workshop, "School and the Law,' presented

by Colleen Suche and Steven Chipman in the aurumn of 1993.

52. The Principals'conference, "Building Community II,'
presented by Fr. Ray Roussin, SM in the winter of 1994.

53. The MCS superintendents' use of agenda time for professional

sharing at the regular meetings of MCS arlminisl¡¿16¡s.

54. The use of the MCS Administrator Evaluation Policy (i993)

47.

48.

49.

50.

One of the 1993-94 MCS priorities was 'rto promote the professional growth of administrators Ín Manitoba Catholic
Schools." Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the following system-wide or local school MCS
activities, listed in items #51 to #56, were effective in accomplishing this goal.

Strongly Strongly No
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion

n' !2 fl3 fl1 tr

n' fl,

fI ' E2

[380tr

EI3 E1 tr

to evaluate the principal at my school in 1993-94. n t fl'? fl3 E 4 ¡

55. The "principals'wind-up" for 1993-94. tr ' f]'? f]3 [ 4 f]

56. Local school efforts to develop school goals / priorities in 1993-94. [ ' fl'? f] 3 E 4 fl

It is my overall perception that MCS professional development
activities and MCS evaluation practices for educators have been

effective in helping to realize the MCS vision.

57.

E'E2E3E4n
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58. In the space below please share any comments you might have in reference to the following concerns:i' professional development efforts for the system or for the local school;
ii. evaluation practices in the system or in the local school; and
iii. any suggestions for improvement of or alternatives to events listed in #41 to #56 above.

SrcrroN 4: MCS SvsrBpr-wmE SELECTToN PRACTICES FoR TB¿,crmns AND ADNfl\ilsrRAToRS

Strongly Srongly No

59. selection and staffrng practices in your school reflect 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion

the MCS mission statement. E ¡ E, E 3 El4 tr
60. Criteria for selection of staff in your school encourages

commitmenttoMCSmissionandpriorities. nt [2 f]3 E4 [
61. MCS Teacher Applicant Informarion File supplied to

school principals in 1993-94, was an effective tool
forteacherselectioninlocalschools. nt ¡2 f]3 flo t]

62. MCS superintendents provide good models for staff and
Board Members to follow in selecting teachers and

administratorsforMCS. fl' n, E3 D4 tl
63. MCS personnel and resources are made available to

local schools as they engage in selecting teachers

andadministrators. Et E2 D3 E1 tr
64. MCS superintendents provided effective assistance in selecting

newMCSprincipalsforl994-95. ¡' [2 E3 E1 tr



65. It is my overall perception that MCS selection practices for
teachers and administrators have been effective in helping to
realize the MCS vision

66. In the space below please share any comments you might have in reference to the following concerns:i. selection practices for teachers and administrators in Manitoba Cathotic Schools;
ii. processes used i¡ advertising openings, or sharing information about teacher applicants in MCS; andiii. any suggestions for improvement of or alternatives to selection practices for teãõhers and administrators

in Manitoba Catholic Schools.
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Strongly
Agree Agree

n'n,n3!4n

SBcuon 5: MCS Svsrpu-wmr CURRIcuLUM AND Pnocnau AsspssnmNT AND Mor{rroRtrrc

Strongly No
Disagree Disagree Opinion

67.

68.

138

Instructional goals have been established in your school.

In your school, teachers are encouraged to choose strategies based
on instructional goals.

In your school, teachers are encouraged to choose strategies based
on student cha¡acteristics.

The acquisition of a large repertoire of teaching strategies is
promoted by MCS administrators.

Gospel values and the current teaching of the Catholic Church
a¡e reflected in the curriculum and programming at your school.

69.

70.

7t.

Strongly
Agree Agree

lr fl2

nr fl,

[]' fl,

D' fl2

D' n2

Snongly No
Disagree Disagree Opinion

fl3 n4 D

E3 fl4 tr

fl3 n4 E

[3 f]4 !

[3 f]4 tr
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Strongly
Agree Agrce

72. MCS curriculum and program assessment and monitoring efforts

are effective in the realization of the MCS vision. D t f] '?

73. MCS superintendents provide teachers and administrators with
effective assistance in accessing information and resources for

provision of instructional services. Dr [2 f]3 D1 tr

One of the 1993-94 MCS priorities was "introduce to schools new catechetical materials prepared by the National

Office of Religious Education." Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the following system-

wide MCS activities, listed in items #74 and #75, were effective in accomplishing this goal.
Strongly StronglY No

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Opinion

!'82!3!1n
[fr fl2 n3 D4 n

One of the 1993-94 MCS priorities was "to assist teachers in the implementation of programs in response to

curriculum requirements." Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the following system-wide

MCS activities,listed in items #76 to #78, were effective in accomplishing this goal.
Snongly
Agree Agree

!' fl2

E' fl2

Srongly No
Disagree Disagree OPinion

[3 !1 tr

Srongly No
Disagree Disagree Opinion

[]3 D1 fl

fl3 [o tr

'74. The MCS Religious Education Review, Grade 4, 1993-94.

75. The MCS Religious Education Review, Senior 2, 1993-94.

76. The MCS Curriculum Implementation and Monitoring process

for Senior 2, Skills for Independent Living, 1993-94.

77. The MCS Science Program Assessment, K-8' 1993-94.

78. The MCS English l:nguage Arts Progr¡m Assessment,

s1-s4, 1993-94.

79.

80.

!' fl2 fl3 !4 tr

It is my overall perception that MCS efforts to monitor and

to assess cuniculum and programs have been effective in helpi:rg

ro realize the MCS vision. E t El'? 8384tr
ln the space below please share any comments you might have in reference to the following concerns:

i. processes used for curriculum and program assessment and monitoring in Manitoba Catholic Schools;

ii. any suggestions for improvement of or alternatives to processes used for curriculum and program

assessment and monitoring in Manitoba catholic schools.
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Survey Appendix A

Mission Statement (1986)
Manitoba Catholic Schools

Called to assist in the Church's mission of education, we, the Catholic Schools of Manitoba:

ø uphold Christ, Incarnate Son of God, as both model and means of fullest human
development. Our schools direct all efforts towards the integral formation of the
human person.

o recognrze that the prime and irreplaceable responsibility for the education of the child
rests with the family. Our schools complement the efforts of the family towards the
Christian education of the child.

o believe that Christian Community flows from Baptism, is a reality to be lived, and
must be experienced to be learned. Our schools provide an opportunity where the
child can participate in a genuine community of faith, where each person can grow in
commitrnent to build communiry in family, church, and world.ø recogrnze the uniqueness of each child as gifted by God. Our schools promote the
formation of responsible individuals, committed to serve others in the spirit of the
Gospel.

o value knowledge as truth to be discovered. Our schools promote the attainment of
knowledge, enriched and enlightened by faith.

To give expression to these beliefs, we:

o encourage close, active cooperation between family and school, and foster the integration of
the school community into the life of the Parish, Diocese, and Universal Church.

' employ qualified, competent staff, who actively support the aims of Catholic Fducation in
their lives and teaching, and support them by providing oppornrnities for religious and
professional development.

e provide a well coordinated religious education program that includes doctrinal content,
liturgical celebrations, and varied religious experiences to help students discover and express
their identity and mission.

o develop programs following the curriculum guidelines approved by Manitoba Education.
Extra-curricular experiences are designed to encourage personal and social growth.

" provide, for our students, the physical and material resources needed.

We the Catholic Schools of Manitoba are schools in which the Catholic faith permeates each and
every aspect of the life of the school. The excellent and harmonious functioning of our schools
depends on the co-operative efforts of Bishops, Pastors, Trustees, Parents, Religious, Staff, and
Students. The responsibility for Catholic Schools is shared by the entire Catholic Community.
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Survey Appendix B

Manitoba Catholic Schools: Priorities 1993-94

1. To promote the development of a sense of Ch¡istian Community in all aspects of interaction
generating a climate that is permeated by the Gospel spirit of freedom and love.
a) To challenge each member of our school community to live and work with each other in
a creative respectful manner, valuing the differences which make each person unique.
b) To encourage students and adults alike to view Canadian multiculturalism as a resource

rich in images of God.
2. To strengthen staff development efforts with special focus on the interdependence of

professional expertise.
3. To recognize the spirituality of each staff member, and provide support and encouragement

for personal and school community on-going spiritual formation.
4. To introduce to schools new catechetical materials prepared by the National Office of

Religious Education.
5. To assist teachers in the implementation of programs in response to new curriculum

requirements.
6. To promote the professional growth of administrators in Catholic schools.

Sunvsv Apppxnx C

Manitoba Catholic Schools: Priorities 1994-95

1. To enrich the spiritual and visionary leadership essential to successful Catholic schools so as

to provide mutual support in the exercise of our collaborative ministry.
2. To engage in transformational and restructuring efforts that will place emphasis on:

Ð the needs of students and positive learning outcomes; iÐ the professional development

of staff that will enable all members to achieve higher levels of professional competence and

to expand their understanding of self, role, context, and career;

iiÐ the development of a genuinely collaborative teacher culture; and

iv) the identification of policies, routines, and social structures needed to support successful

learning.
3. To be at the service of parental love, sharing in the educational mission of parents and

meeting thew good of the family unit, by promoting the development of a more authentic
partnership between parents and the school.

4. To challenge racism by creating positive school environments and learning situations that
promote mutual respect, responsibility, student harmony, cross cultural understanding, and

the unconditional love of others.
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APPENDIX C

Results Tables

selected tables displayed in this appendix also appear within the text of the srudy in chapter

Four' The data from section one of the survey (see Appendix B, item numbers 1 through 4)

are discussed in detail in chapter 4, section 1 of this study. Selected commenß generated

by the open-ended items of the survey (see Appendix B, item numbers 27, 5g,66, and g0)

are reproduced and discussed in chapter Four of this studv.

5. I have a clear understanding of the MCS mission smrement.

Iævel of Ägreement

Stmgly No no nopo*

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Strcngly

AgE Agro Dis¡gro Ophim prûyided M$)E
ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

SI-S4

Administrator, N, K-8

37,6 61.8

3s.l &.9

30.2 67.4

66.7 33.3

80.0 20.0

2.3

3.38 0.49 157

3.35 0.48 97

3.31 0.46 43

3.67 0.47 t2

3.80 0.40 s
sl-s4

6. The MCS mission statement i¡fluences decisions at tre system level.

lævel of Ag¡sem6¡1

(Codlng)

Respondent
Category

Strmgly

AgE AgË
sh@dy No rvo nopo*
DbsSË Oplnlon pmvicþd MSD!

ALL

Teacher, N,K-B

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-g

31.2 63.7 1.9 3.30 0.50 157

34.0 66.0

14.0 67.4

66.7 33.3

40.0 60.0

7.0

3.34 0.47

3.08 0.48

3.67 0.47

3.44 0.49

97

43

1''

5

s1-s4
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The MCS mission sarcment influences decisions at the schoot level.

lævel of Agreement

(Codl¡S)

Respondent
Category

StroSry

AgE AgË DbsgÊ
Strondy

DbegË
No

Opin¡@

No R6po6€

PrcYid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Administr¿tor, N, K-8

sl-s4

L9.7 65.6 <7 8.9 3.15 0.51 rs7

3.18 0.44 97

3.02 0.s2 43

3.50 0.50 12

3.00 0.89 5

t7.5 68.0

14.0 69.8

50.0 50.0

40.0 20.0

2.1

I1.6

40.0

12.4

4.7

I had a clear understanding of the MCS priorities for 1993-94.

Level of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

Agre AgG
Sbo¡gly No

DÈrgE Op¡ni@

No Rqporce

Prûylded M SD

o)

Disagm

N+

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

SI-S4

19.1 58.0 l:2.7 )< 7.0 0.6 1570.673.01

16.5 64.9

14.0 46.5

4t.7 50.0

ó0.0 40.0

8.2

25.6

8.3

2.1

4.7

97

43

t2

5

7.2 1.0

9.3

3.05 0.60

2.77 0.77

3.33 0.62

3.60 0.49

I have a clear understanding of the MCS priorities for 1994-95.

Lævel of Agreement

(Cod¡trg)

Respondent
Category

Stmgly
AgÉ AgÉ

Sbougly No No Rspoos€

DlssgÊ Opl¡im Prcy¡d€d M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1_s4

Administrator, N, K-8

% 18.5 65.0 0.63.81.9t0.2 3.05 0.61 t57

3.05 0.56 97

2.88 0.71 43

3.42 0.49 t2

3.& 0.49 5

15.5 72.2

t6.3 51.2

4t-7 58.3

40.0 60.0

6.2

23.3

2.1

2.3

3.1 1.0

7.0

sl-s4
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MCS leadership encourages school staffs to develop and implement school priorities which are consistent with current MCS
priorities.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡nÐ

Respondent
Category

St¡orSly

ABræ Agre

o)

Dis¡grc
Sumg¡y No No Rrpoæ
DhagÉ Opiaim Prcv¡ded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administr¿tor, N, K-8

SI-S4

L9.7 63.1 9.6 0.6 6.4 0.6 3.10 0.58

3.16 0.58 97

2.90 0.50 43

3.25 0.60 t2

3.20 0.75 5

22.7 62.9

7.0 67.4

33.3 58.3

,10.0 40.0

6.2

16.3

8.3

20.0

1.0 6.2 1.0

9.3

Current MCS priorities are significant and wonh ùe extra effort to achieve.

Iævel of Agreement

(Codi¡g)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

ABÉ AgE Dis¡gË
Stmngly No No Rspoæ
Dis¡gE Opiniæ Provid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

st-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

% 24.E 65.6 6.4 1.9 L570.473.26

22.7 68.0

20.9 69.8

50.0 33.3

40.0 60.0

1.0

)a

7.2

4.7

8.3

1.0

8.3

3.24 0.45 97

3.20 0.46 43

3.60 0.49 12

3.4Ð 0.49 5

t2. Current MCS priorities influence decisions at the school level.

Level of Agreemenr

(Cod¡!8)

Respondent
Category

Stmgly
AgE Agru Disege

Sûoogly No No R6poæ
Dir¡gË OplnlE Proyid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Administator, N, K-8

% 13.4 67.5 7.6 1.9 0.50 ts7

3.10 0.48 n
2.92 0.47 43

3.r8 0.58 12

2.æ 0.49 5

9.6

r5.5 68.0

7.0 69.8

25.O 58.3

60.0

6.2

14.0

8.3

.10.0

8.2 2.1

7.0 2.3

8.3

s1-s4
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13. Current MCS priorities influence decisions at the sysæm level.

fævel of Agreement

(CodloÐ

Respondent
Category

Strm8ly

AgE AEË

(l)

Dbrge
Suøgly No No Ræpærc

Disegre Opin¡on Pmvided DSDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

SI.S4

Administr¿tor, N, K-8

s1-s4

% 13.4 s6.r 7.6 21.7 1.3 0.s2 L57

3.13 0.47 n

2.88 0.54 43

3.25 0.60 12

3.25 0.43 5

3.07

13.4 56.7

7.0 53.5

33.3 58.3

20.0 60.0

1.0

2.3

4.1

16.3

8.3

aÀ a

20.9

20.0

MCS "Prayer Link" effon to pray for one another on schools' Feast Days.

Level of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Strü€ly

AgÊ AgE

(l)

DbagE
StMSly No No Rspoæ
Disag¡Ë Opinioo Proyided M sDE

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

S1-S4

% 9.6 40.1 3.8 23.6 2.73 0.74 t57

10.3

25.0

4t.2

32.6

58.3

40.0

))1

25.6

60.0

aA 1

27.9

8.3

1.0

9.3

8.3

) 9,1

2.45

3.09

2.40

0.68 97

0.80 43

0.79 t2

0.49 5

15. 'Ministry of Teaching" process and retreat.

Iævel of Agreement

(Cod¡ng)

Respondent
Category

Stru¿ly

ABË AgE Dbagre

Strogly No No RsFprce

Dlsrgu Oplnlm Pmvided M sDE
ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

20.4 51.6 2.5 0.6 24.2 0.6 3.22 0.54 L57

22.7

l1.6

4t.7

5l .5

53.5

41.7

@.0

)t'7

30.2

16.7

20.o

3.25

3.10

3.50

)1\

0.52 n

0.55 43

0.50 t2

0.43 5sl-s4 20.0

,1, )?
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Principals' "Shepherding the Shepherds' experiences.

lævel of Agreemenf

(CodlnB)

Respondent
Category

Stmngly

AgË ABË

(l)

Disagm

St¡ngly No No R6!sÉ
DlsEgE Opinim Pmvid€d M sDg

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administraær, N, K-8

s1-s4

t0.8 24.8 3.8 L.9% 3.08 0.73 L57

9.3

50.0

40.0

7J1

25.6

4t.7

20.0

at

2.3

62.9

ó5. l

8.3

40.0

?l

7.0

3.06

2.67

3.56

3.67

0.74 97

0.60 43

0.50 12

0.47 5

MICSB New Trustees' and New Chairpersons' seminar.

Level of Agreement

(CoditrÐ

Respondent
Category

StronBIy

AgE AgË

(r)

Disegro

Sbügly No No R6pGe
Dls¡gË Opí¡im PmYided M SDn

ÀLL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administraor, N, K-8

st-s4

% 0.6 15.3 5.7 77 -l 2.67 0.62 I57

20.0

13.4

I 1.6

41.7

20.0

5.2

4.7

8.3

20.0

81.4

81.4

4t.7

40.0

)'l

8.3

114

2.50

2.57

3.00

0.45 97

0;n 43

0.73 12

0.82 5

18. MCS celebration of 'Catholic Schools' Week'.

[ævel of Agreement

{Cod¡¡g)

Respondent
Category

Strcngly

AgÉ A8É Disagrc

Stroqly No No Rcpore
Dlsagre Opiniø Prcvlded M SDn

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Adminisnaor, N, K-8

33.r 54.8 5.7 L.9 1.3 3.25 0.6s L57

4t.2

14.0

4t.7

20.0

53.6

60.5

41.'l

60.0

4.1

7.0

8.3

20.0

1.0

7.0 7.0 4.7

8.3

3.38

2.q2

3.36

3.00

0.56 97

o.74 43

0.64 t2

0.63 5st-s4
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19. Parents' Evening during Catholic Schools' Week.

Iævel of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Sarugjy

Atru AgË Dis¡8re

Stmtly No No R6Ipæ
Disryr Opiniø Pmvlded M SDn

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

S1.S4

L2.7 42.0 7.6 36.3 1.3 3.08 0.57 lS7

15.5

7.0

8.3

20.0

47.4

30.2

4t.7

40.0

28.9

5t.2

41.7

40.0

1.0

2.3

aa

9.3

ð-J

3.r2

2.95

3.00

J.JJ

0.56 97

0.59 43

0.53 12

0.47 5

MCS Dance Festival.

Level of Agreement

(Codi¡B)

Respondent
Category

Strot8ly

Agræ AgE
St¡o¡sly No No R6poG
DisagË Opiqiæ Provided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

r2.7 42.0 7.6 36.3 1.3 3.08 0.57 LS7

3.r2 0.56 97

2.95 0.59 43

3.00 0.53 t2

3.33 0.47 5

%

15.5 47.4

7.0 30.2

8.3 41.7

20.0 40.0

1.0

1a

7.2

9.3

8.3

28.9

51.2

41.7

,f0.0

MCS Loca] Schools' Newsletters.

Iævel of Agreement

(Codttrdl

Respondent
Category

Strmgly

Agru AgË

o)

Strûgly No No R6poffi
DlsagË Opirid Provid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Adminisrator, N, K-8

12.7 47.8 3.8% 35.7 3.14 0.49 157

3.18 0.43 97

2.89 0.51 43

3.33 0.47 12

4.00 0.00 5

t2.4 49.5

A 1 AA 
'

33.3 66.7

40.0

1.0

l 1.6

37.r

39.5

60.0sl-s4
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,,) MCS Monthly Administr¿tors' Meetings.

Iævel of .{greement

(CodlnS)

Respondent
Category

Strmgly

AgÉ AgÊ Dis¡gË

Skmdy No No R6p@c
Disagre Op¡nim Provided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

8.9 29.3 5.1 54.8 1.9 t570.563.09

6.2 30.9

2.3 t6.3

50.0 4t.7

20.0 80.0

6.2

4.7

54.6

8.3

2.1

2.3

3.00 0.53 97

2.W 0.54 43

3.s5 0.50 12

3.20 0.40 5

23. MCS sysæm-wide effort to provide education about the Byzantine Rite.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡ng)

Respondent
Category

Shongly

Agræ AgË

o)

Disege
Strongly No No R6poæ
Dis¡græ Opinim Providd SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Adminisu-ator, N, K-8

SI-S4

8.3 43.3 7.6 2.5 37.6 0.6 0.65 157

2.95 0.51 97

2.85 0.85 43

3.10 0.70 t2

2.33 0.94 5

6.2 51.5

9.3 25.6

25.0 41.7

40.0

7.2

7.O

t6.7

1.01.0

4.'t

33.0

53.5

16.7

40.0

24- MCS Secretaries' in-service dav.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡tr9)

Respondent
Category

Strcogly

AgE AtÉ Dbs€re

Shndy No No R6pæ
Dbagre Opinioo Provided M SDn

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Administrator, N, K-8

% 9.6 22.3 62.4 0.6 3.1:¿ 0.62 rs7

3.05 0.60 97

3.20 0.60 43

3.43 0.49 12

3.00 0.82 5

8.2 24.7

7.0 14.0

25.0 33.3

20.0 20.0

6.2

2.3

20.0

59.8

76.7

4t.7

40.0

1.0

s1-s4
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25 Teachers' Social evenings.

Level of Agreement

(codlndf

Respondent
Category

(4) (3)

St¡ongly

AgÉ AB¡r! DisagË

Stroagly No No Rspæ
Dlss€rË Opinio! PrcYid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administr¿tor, N, K-8

7.642.78.9% 7< 38.2 2.94 0.66 157

3.00 0.& 97

2.71 O.57 43

3.00 0.82 12

2.67 0.41 5

I l.5 51.0

', 1 7)1

16.7 50.0

,1O.0

\)
13.6

20.0

3.1

8.3

40.0

29.2

61.4

25.0

sl-s4

26. It is my overall perception that efforts to communicate the MCS mission a¡d to implement MCS priorities have been effective in

helping to realize the MCS vision.

l,evel of Agreement

(CodirÐ

Respondent
Category

Strcngly

AgÉ AgÉ
Sfroogly No No Repqse

Disagre Opiaim ProYided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Adminisrator, N, K-8

st-s4

10.2 55.4 14.0 19.1 0.6 2.94

3.02 0.49 97

2.57 0.56 43

3.09 0.67 12

3.25 0.83 5

t57

11.3 Ø.9

39.5

25.0 50.0

40.0 20.0

9.3

23.2

16.7

20.0

)'l

t4.4

32.5

8.3

20.0

2.3

Your MCS Administrators support and encour¿ge your spiritual growth'

L¿vel of Agreement

(Codi!Ð

Respondent
Category

(4) (3) Al (l)

Strmgly

AgË .{tË
Strongly No No R6poc€

Dis¡græ Qinlm Prcvidfd SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

32.1 s9.0 4.5 3.21.3 3.26 0.61 L57

3.27 0.55 97

3.08 0.69 43

3.67 0.47 12

3.67 0.47 5

30.9 &.9

23.3 5s.8

66.7 33.3

50.0 25.0

7l

I 1.6

1.0 1.0

2.3 7.0

S1.S4 25.O
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29. Your MCS Administraors support and encourâge your professional growth.

[ævel of Agreement

(Codílg)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

AgË AtÉ
Strøgly

DissgE

No No R6poe
Oplnion PmYided SDM

ALL % 38.9 52.9 1570.603.20.6 3.34

3.34 0.59 97

3.26 0.62 43

3.64 0.48 12

3.Q 0.49 5

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

SI.S4

38.1 54.6

34.9 53.5

)ð.J JJ.J

40.0 60.0

3.r 1.0 3.1

9.3 2.3

8.3

30. MCS stâff development activities encourage your commitrnent to MCS mission and priorities.

Level of Agteement

(CodioÐ

Respondent
Category

(4) 6) el o)

Strcngly

AgE As¡e DÈ¡€ree

Strügly No No R6poÉ
Dis¡ge Opinion PmYtd€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

SI-S4

AdminisEator, N, K-8

s1-s4

2t.6 7l.l

9.3 55.8

41.7 50.0

20.0 60.0

0.66.465.0L9.7

1.0

3.13 t57

3.20 0.49 97

2.91 0.55 43

3.33 0.62 L2

3.00 0.63 5

1.0

16.3

8.3

20.0

5.2

18.6

Jl. Your school facilitates sufficient on-site staff development activities for teachers.

Level of Agreement

(Codirg)

Respondent
Category

(4) i3) - dt (Ð

Strongly

AEre A8Ë
Stmgly No No R6pæ
DlsegÉ Opinion Pmvldcd SDM

ALL % 17.2 50.3 25.5 2.5 2.864.5 0.73 t57

2.82 0.78 97

2.90 0.58 43

2.y2 0.76 12

3.20 0.75 5

Te¿cher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Admhisrator, N, K-8

r7.5 46.4

11.6 62.8

25.0 41.1

40.0 ,10.0

26.8

20-9

JJ.J

20.o

4.r 5.2

4.7

s1-s4
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32. Your school facilitates sufficient out-of-school staff development activities fur teachers

Level of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Strugly

AgË AgË
StmSly No No Rspoe

DisagË Disegru Opini@ Pmvid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

st-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

st-s4

22.9 52.9 t7.8 1.9

24.7

14.0

25.0

60.0

19.6

14.0

8.3

40.0

48.5

65. t

66.7

3.1 4.1

7.0

3.01 0.71 L57

3.00 0.77 n
3.00 0.55 43

3.r7 0.55 12

3.20 1.00 5

JJ. At your school, adequaæ release time is available for suff development.

Level of Agreement

(Codi!dl

Respondent
Category

Strmgry

AgË AgG

o)

Stroogly

DtsagË
No No R6poN
Opinioo Prcvided SDM

N,L

Teacher, N,K-8

sr-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

21.0 55.4 l7.E 1.9 1.32.5 2.99 0.70 t57

2.n 0.66 97

2.85 0.75 43

3.42 0.49 12

3.60 0.49 5

18.6 56.7

16.3 53.5

41.7 58.3

60.0 40.0

19.6

20.9

1.0 2.t 2.1

4.7 4.7

J+. Manitoba Catholic Schools expecr high Ievels of performance from all saff.

lævel of Agreement

(Cod¡!C)

Respondent
Category

Stmûdy

AgE AgË

(t)

Strongly No No Rspore
Dlsage Opíulon Pm¡lded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sr-s4

Adminisrator, N, K-8

0.66.40.643.9 45.2 3.2 3.43 0.59

3.40 0.6r y7

3.45 0.59 43

3.55 0.50 12

3.40 0.49 5

41.2 45.4

48.8 44.2

50.0 4t.7

,1O.0 60.0

3.1

4.7

1.0 8.2 l.0

', 2,

8.3

s1-s4
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Evaluation practices at your school demonstrate shared leadership responsibitities between teachers, school administraûors, and

system administrators.

lævel of Agreement

(Codl¡Ð

Respondent
Category

Strong¡y

ÂgE Agræ

Stron8ly No

Dtsagre OpiDIm

No R6poNe

Prcúd€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

SI-S4

Administrator, N, K-8

S1-S4

17.8 54.1 20.4 0.6 0.66.4 2.96 a.66 157

2.94 0.& 97

2.n 0.66 43

3.25 0.60 12

3.00 0.89 5

16.5 53.6

14.0 58. t

33.3 58.3

40.0 20.0

21.6

18.6

8.3

40.0

7.2 1.0

2.3 7.0

36. Your zupervisor(s) ensures clear communication of evaluative criteria to you.

Level of Agreement

(Codilg)

Respondent
Category

o)

Strongly

AgÉ AgË Dis¡gÉ
St¡mgly No No R6pos€

Dísagre Opitr¡o Prcvided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

24.2 52.2 14.0 0.683.080.67.61.3

26.8 48.5

16.3 53.5

33.3 66.7

20.0 80.0

t7 <

I1.6

6.2 1.0

4.7 14.0

3.10 0.68 97

2.95 0.73 43

3.33 0.47 l2

3.20 0.40 5

The process used !o monitor your performance is sensitive to the level of responsibility of your specific position.

Iævel of Agreemenl

(Codi¡g)

Respondent
Category

Strondy

AgË Agre

0)

Dba8ræ

Strongly No No R6poñ
DisagË Opltri@ ProYided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

SI-S4

Administrator, N, K-8

20.4 56.1 7.6 0.613.4L.9%

1.0

3.10 0.64 ts7

3.16 0.61 97

2.E2 0.66 43

3.27 0.62 12

3.25 0.43 5

21.7 56.7

14.0 55.8

33.3 50.0

20.0 60.0

4.1 2.1

16.3 2.3

8.3

t4.4

I 1.6

8.3

20.0sl-s4
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Saff evaluation practices in your school a¡e tied to MCS priorities and local school priorities.

Iævel of Agreement

(cod¡¡8)

Respondent
Category

Strcog¡y

AgÉ Agræ

(r)

Strcn8¡y No No Rqpo¡s
Dis¡gÉ Opinion PrcYided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

SI-S4

Administrator. N, K-8

st-s4

13.4 53.5 8.9 0.6%
.,., o 0.6 3.04 057 rs7

3.10 0.55 97

2.n 0.59 43

3.09 0.51 12

2.50 0.50 5

15.5 52.6

9.3 53.5

t6.7 ffi.1

40.0

8.2

7.0

8.3

40.0

)) 'l

27.9

8.3

20.0

1.0

Staff evaluatio¡s in your school arc consistent with research on effective pracrtice.

Iævel of Agreement

(Coding

Respondent
Category

Shongly

,{8re AgË
Stro¡Bly No No R6poæ
Dissgræ Opinlm ProY¡d€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Adminisraþr, N, K-8

s1-s4

17.E ,10.8 8.9 1.329.31.9% 3.07 t57

3.07 0.74 97

3.00 0.66 43

3.t7 0.55 12

3.67 0.47 5

r7 .5 35.1

14.0 48.8

25.0 66.7

40.0 20.0

1.0

2.3

9.3 2.1

9.3 2.3

8.3

35. I

23.3

40.0

40. Staff evaluation practices in your school allow time for conferences, obsewation, and feedback.

Level of Agreement

(Codbg.)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

AgrE AgrË

Strondy No No Rsp6€
Dis¡gE Opinlm Provlded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administraûor, N, K-8

2L.0 58.0 8.9 tÊ 3.080.6E.9

20.6 s3.6

14.0 69.8

33.3 66.7

60.0 20.0

12.4

,a

3.1 9.3 r.0

2.3 9.3

3.A 0.71 97

3.05 0.55 43

3.33 0.47 12

3.75 0.43 5s1-s4 20.o
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K-8 Academic In-Service on Science Curriculum and Instruction presented by Jemifer Lawson, Terry Biluk, and Murray Smith
(inctu¿ed other sessions for French, Music, a¡d Computer) in the autumn of 1993.

Iævel of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

(r)

Strmgly

AgE Âgro
Stmgly No No R6poE
DiscgÉ Opinim Provlded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

u.8 30.6 1.3% 43.3 3.42 0.54 t57

0.52 97

43

0.65 12

5

33.0 44.3

2.3

58.3 33.3

3.41

3.00

3.50

1.0

8.3

21.7

97.7

r00.0

The K-8 Religious Education Teachers' Conference, "The Beatin¡des, Ligbt for our Joumey,' presented by Fr. Ron Pasinato in
the autumn of 1993.

Iævel of Agreenent

(Codi¡g)

Respondenf
Category

Strmgly

AtË ABræ DÈage
St¡ondy No No Rspoæ
Disûge Opinim Prcvided M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sr-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

8.9 3L.2 L2.7 1.3 45.9

9.3 42.3

4.7

41.7 50.0

r9.6

8.3

26.8

95.3

100.0

2.80

3.00

J. JJ 0.62

0.68 97

43

l',

5

The S1-S4 Re. Education Teachers' Conference, 'Media and Values,' preserted by Fr. John Pungenæ, SJ in the winter of 1994,

Iævel of Agreement

(Cod¡¡Ð

Respondent
Category

Stmg¡y

ABË AgE
Stron8ry No No R6poM
DlsEgÉ OpiD¡6 PrcYlded M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

st-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

7.6% 2t.7 1.9 67.5 1.3 3.18 0.52 L57

3.12 0.53 97

3.30 0.46 43

3.33 0.47 t2

3.50 0.50 5

7.2 24.7

7.0 16.3

8.3 t6.7

20.0 20.0

)l3.1 62.9

76.7

75.0

60.0st-s4
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The MCS system-wide Catholic Schools' Day confercnce, "A Compassionate Approach to Personal a¡d Relational Healing,'
presented by Fr. Charles Shelton, SJ in the winter of 1994.

lævel of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

Agre AgE DÈege
Strügly No No R6poe
Dk¡gÉ Oplnl@ Pmvid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

11.5 51.0 tt.s 0.6 0.624.8 2.9E 05t 157

3.00 0.55 97

2.80 0.60 43

3.33 0.62 r2

2.80 0.40 5

1.0

2.3

I 1.3

4.7

4t.7

50.5

48.8

50.0

80.0

10.3

r4.0

8.3

20.0

26.8

30.2

45. Local school professional development offerings in 1993-94.

Iævel of Agreement

(Codi¡g)

Respondent
Category

Strong¡y

AgË AEre

(r)

Strms¡y No No Rçpow
DbagË Opinim Prcvlded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

13.4 5E.6 3.2 17.8 3.00 0.63 L57

3.03 0.6ó 97

2.83 0.60 43

3.40 0.49 12

3.00 5

15.5 55.7

4.7 65.1

33.3 50.0

80.0

7.2

9.3

18.6

16.3

16.7

20.0

3.1

46. The Christian Ministries Prosram.

lævel of Agreement

(CodinÐ

Respondent
Category

Sbongly

Agru Ag¡Ë

Strù8ly No

DÈeBÉ Oplnlm

No Ræpoæc

Prcv¡ded

o)

DksgË SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

% r7.E 43.3 33.E 0.6 3.20 05s L57

r7.5 52.6

I1.6 30.2

50.0 25.0

20.0

0.49

0.61

0.67

3.1

7.0

8.3

26.8

48.8

t6.7

80.0

3.20

3.10

3.50

3.00

97

43

t2

5sl-s4

)?
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Local school staff reneats,

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡oß)

Respondent

Category
Strøgly

AgÊ AgrE

(r)

Strongly No No Ræpæ
DisagÊ Opinim Provtded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

22.3 45.2 8.9 1.3 2L.7 0.6 3.14 0.67 157

3.07 0.68 97

3.19 0.66 43

3.50 0.50 t2

3.25 0.43 5

%

18.6 46.4

27.9 44.2

33.4 33.3

20.0 60.0

9.3

I r.6

2.1 23.7

14.0

33.3

20.0

2.3

Local school staff faith-sharing effons such as the NCEA program called "Sharing the Faith' (yean I aad II).

lævel of Agreement

(Cod¡nB)

Respondent
Category

Shoogly

Agru AgË

o)

Strmgly No No R6poE
DissgrE Opínion Prcvld€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

% r3.4 22.3 8.3 54.1 1.9 3.12 0.69 t57

3.20 0.68 97

2.88 0.68 43

3.33 0.47 t2

3.00 0.82 5

16.5 23.7

7.0 20.9

8.3 16.7

20.0 20.0

7.2

11.6

20.0

50.5 2.r

58.1 2.3

75.0

,t0.0

49. Local school celebrations of the Word a¡d sacr¿ments.

Level of Agreement

(CodltrÐ

Respondent
Category

StrwSly

Agre ABÉ Disågre

Strong¡y No No R6poe
Disagræ Opinlou PrcYIded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

% 28.0 s8.6 6.4

23.7 60.8

25.6 62.8

66.7 25.0

40.0 60.0

8.2

2.3

8.3

6.2 1.0

7.0 2.3

5.7 1.3 3.23 0.56 L57

3.17 0.56 97

3.26 0.49 43

3.58 0.64 12

3.û 0.49 5s1-s4
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JU. Local school celebrations of liu-rrgical seasons zuch as Advent and Lent'

lævel of Agreement

(CodlDÐ

Respondent
Category

Strongly

AgÉ AgË
StruaJy No

DisegE Op¡n¡m

No R6pû¡s
Provid€d

o)

SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administator, N, K-8

sr-s4

% 38.2 56.1 1.3)< 3.38 0.52

3.3 r 0.53 97

3.40 0.49 43

3.67 0.47 12

3.80 0.40 5

33.0 60.8

37.2 55.8

66.7 33.3

80.0 20.0

2.t 1.0

4.7 2.3

3.1

51. The Principals' workshop, 'school and the Law,' presented by Colleen Suche and Sæven Chipman in the aunlmn of 1993.

Level of Agreement

(Codine)

Respondent
Category

at (r)

Stlmg¡y

AgÉ ÂgE Dis¡srÈ

Strorgty No No R6poE
Db¡gÉ Optnioo Pmvided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Adminisrrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

8.3 11.5 LS71.978.3Vo 0.49

3.2t 0.41 97

3.00 43

3.82 0.39 12

3.33 0.47 5

3.1 l l.3

7.0

75.0 t6.7

20.0 ,10.0

83.5

90.7

8.3

40.0

2.1

2.3

<) The Principals' conference, 'Building Community II," presenæd by Fr. Ray Roussin, SM in the winær of 1994..

Level of Agreement

(CodinS)

Respondent
Categorf,

(r)

Strongly

AgË AgË DisEe¡æ

Samdy No No Ræpøse

Dis¡gG Opinlm PrcYtd€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

1.0 9.3

4.7

66.7 25.0

40.0

1.380.91.98.97.0 3.18 0.E9 t57

?.75 0.83 97

2.33 0.94. 43

3.73 0.45 L2

4.00 5

2.1

2.3

86.6

90.7

8.3

60.0

1.0

2.3

sl-s4
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The MCS superintendents' use of agenda time for professional sharing at the regular meetings of MCS administr¿ton.

Level of Agreemenf

(Codlng)

Respondent
Câtegory

Stmn8ly

Agru ABÉ
Strongly No No Rspore
DlssgË Opinl@ Prcvid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

SI-S4

1571.39.65.1

2.1

50.0

9.3

16.7

40.0

1.0

25-0

20.0

86.6

93.0

8.3

,1O.0

1.0

2.3

3.11 0.67

3.08 0.49 97

3.00 43

3.27 0.8ó 12

2.67 0.47 5

The use of the MCS Administrator Evaluation Policy (1993) o evaluate the principal at my school in 1993-94.

Lævel of Agreemenl

(Cod¡lgl

Respondent
Category

St¡otrgJy

Agru AgE
Strongly No No Rcpore
DtsagÊ Opi¡iø PrcYided M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sr-s4

3.1 t7 .5

4.7

33.3 8.3

40.0

5.714.04.5 72.6 2.5 2.90 0.71

2.82 0.67 97

2.67 0.47 43

3.29 0.88 t2

3.00 5

6.2

L.5

16.7

3.1

2.3

1.0 69.1

x).7

4t.7

60.0

55. The "principals' wind-up' for 1993-94.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡!Ð

Respondent
Category

Strctrgly

AgË AgÉ
StronS¡y No No Rspore
Disagre Opi¡lø Prwided M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administraor, N, K-8

1.0 7.2

2.3

25.0 t6.7

60.0

88.7 2.r

95.4 2-3

53.5

,1O.0

2.95 0.TZ 157

2.89 0.74 97

3.00 43

3.00 0.87 tz

3.00 5

1.90.61.98.371%

sl-s4

25.O
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Local school efforts to develop school goals / priorities in 1993-94.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡ng)

Respondent
Category

Shrgly
AgE AEræ

o)

StMgly No No R6poGê

Disag¡E Opinim Proyid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

E.3 35.0 3.2 49.7 3.8 3.11 0.48 ls7

3.09 0.46 97

2.v2 0.28 43

3.4D 0.49 12

3.20 0.75 5

7.2 37.1

25.6

33.3 50.0

40.0 40.0

3.1

2.3

48.5

67.4

16.7

4.1

4.7

20.0

It is my overall perception that MCS professional development activities and MCS evaluation practices for educators bave been

effective in helping to realize the MCS vision.

Level of Agreeme¡rt

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

St¡o¡gly

AgE AgE
SbonS¡y

Disagro

No NoR6pæ
Opinim ProYid€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sr-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

7,6 59.9% 2L.7 3.2 2.99 0.,|E

3.03 0.39 97

2.8t 0.48 43

3.30 0.78 12

2.80 0.40 5

7.2 67.0

5t.2

4t.7 25.O

80.0

<)

7.O

t6.7

20.0

18.6 2.1

2.3 34.9 4.1

8.3 8.3

59. Selection and staffing practices in your school reflect úe MCS mission statement.

Level of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

Shoosly

AEË AtÉ
Stlorgly No No R6pG€
DissgÊ Opln¡ø Prcei&d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Adminisraûor, N, K-8

19.0 62.0 E.9 7.6% 0.64 t57

3.10 0.61 97

2.v2 0.53 43

3.25 0.72 12

2.80 0.,f0 5

22.4 59.2

7.0 72.1

4t.7 41.7

80.0

7.1

9.3

16.7

20.0

3.1 8.2

2.3 9.3

sl-s4
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Criæria for selection of staff in your school encouràges commitrnent to MCS mission and priorities.

Iævel of Agreement

(Cod¡D8)

Respodent
Categor-T

Stm$y
ATE A8Iæ Dis¡gÉ

Strong¡y No No R6poe
Dtsagre Opiui@ Prcvided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s

Adminisnator, N, K-8

sl-s4

22.2 59.5 5. / 1.3 ll.4

24.5

I 1.6

50.0

58.2

62.8

4t.7

100.0

4.1 2.0

9.3

8.3

tt.2

16.8

3.16 0.59 157

3.18 0.62 97

3.03 0.50 43

3.42 0.& 12

3.00 5

61. MCS Te¿cher Applicant Information File zupplied to school principals in 1993-94, was an effective tool for teacher selection in
local schools.

Iævel of Agreement

(Coding)

Respodenl
Câtegory

(Ð

Sû-ügly

ÀgÊ AEË
Strc¡dy No No Rsprue
Disagrc Op¡n¡@ Prcvided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K{

SI.S4

1.9L0.26.7% 79.0 2.5 3.14 0.86 t57

3.00 0.68 97

3.33 0.47 43

3.70 0.46 t2

r.67 0.94 5

2.t 10.3

2.3 4.7

58.3 25.0

20.0

4.11.0

40.0

82.5

93.0

16.7

,10.0

62. MCS zuperinændens provide good models for staff and Board Members to follow in selecting MCS æachers and âdminisrators.

IæveI of Agreement

(Cod¡trÐ

Respondent
Category

o)

Strügly

AtE Agræ

StroaSly No No R6pom
Disrgrc Opiniø Provld€d SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Adminiseator, N, KS

19.1 29.9 3.2 3.281.345.90.6

., 
11.0

0.63 LS7

3.22 0.63 97

3.23 0-42 43

3.Ø 0.64 12

3.20 0.75 5

t7.s 34.0

7.0 23.3

ffi.1 t6.7

40.0 40.0

3.r

8.3

20.o

42.3

69.8

8.3

sl-s4
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MCS personnel and resources arc made available to local æhools as they engage in selecting teâchers a¡d adminisrarors.

Lcvel of Agreement

(Coding)

Respondent
Category

St¡ongly

Agre ABË
Strug¡y No No R6porue

DisagË Opidon Prcvided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

s1-s4

5.2 19.6

2.3 18.6

58.3 25.0

,10.0

0.620.48.3% t57

3.2t 0.41 97

3.ll 0.31 43

3.70 0.46 12

2.33 0.94 5

' 
L.L

79.1

16.7

,1O.0

4.1

64. MCS superinændens provided effective assistance in selecting new MCS principals for 1994-95.

Level of Agreement

(CodiDg)

Respondent
Category

(1)

StmnEly

Agru AtE
Stro¡Sly No No R6poæ
Dhegre Oplulm Provlded M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administ¡-¿or, N, K-8

S1-S4

1.981.51.3t<8.93.8

J.l4.1

16.7

2.92 0.83 ts7

8.3

AA

25.O

20.0

1.0 2.1

4.1

8.3

8 r.4

90.7

50.0

80.0

2.93

2.50

3.t'l

3.00

97

43

12

5

0.93

0.50

0.69

65. It is my overall perception that MCS selection practices for teachers a¡d administrators have been effective in helping to realize

the MCS vision.

Level of Agreement

(CodltrS)

Respondent
Category

Strngly

Agre AgË
Strmgly No No Rspoæ
Dls¡græ Op¡n¡on Provtded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

8.2 39.2

39.5

4t.7 50.0

40.0

3.844.03.8,10.t8.3

6.2

3.09 0.47 t57

3.10 0.46 97

2.94 0.23 43

3.33 0.62 12

2.67 0.47 5

J.I

2.3

8.3

20.0

43.3

58. I

,10.0sl-s4
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67. Instructional goals have been esøblished in your school'

Level of Agreement

(CodinÐ

Respondent
Category

-1õ-t) E

Strongly

ÀgÉ AgÊ

Strmgly

Db¡gË
No

Opini@

No R6poß
Prcvlded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

% 23.6 66.9 6.4 3.2 3.1E 0.53 ls7

3.16 0.51 97

3.t2 0.55 43

3.33 0.47 12

3.60 0.49 5

21.6 69.r

20.9 65.1

33.3 66.1

60.0 40.0

3.1

4.7

6.2

9.3

68. Inyourschool,teachersareencouragedtochoosestraægiesbasedoninstructionalgoals.

Level of Agreement

(CodlnBil

Respondent
Category

ffir
StrüE y

AgÉ Agræ

Sroogly

DbsgÉ

No

Opi¡io
No R6poæ

Provtded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

st-s4

% 2t.7 66.2 6.4 0.65.1 3.16 a.s2 t57

3.r9 0.51 97

3.08 0.52 43

3.20 0.60 12

3.20 0.40 5

23.7 67.0

16.3 67.4

25.0 50.0

20.0 80.0

3.1 1.0

7.0

t6.7

<t

9.3

8.3

In vour school, teachers are encouraged to choose straægies based on student chancteristics'

Iævel of Agreement

(CodhÐ

Respondent
Category

StmnSly

Âg¡æ AgË

Seongry No No RæPore

D'6¡græ opini@ Provlded SDM

3.16 0.54 157
ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Administraor, N, K-8

27 .8 61.9

14.0 72.r

33.3 58.3

100.0

% 23.6 65.6 7.6

1i

l 1.6

0.56

0.51

0.48

3.1

2.3

8.3

3.21

3.02

J.JO

3.00

97

43

t',

5
s1-s4
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The acquisition of a large repertoire of æaching straægies is promoæd by MCS administrators.

Level of Agreement

(CodilÐ

Respoudent
Category

Shnt¡y
A8Ê AgÉ

o)

Db¡græ

Shoogly No No R6poñ
DisagÉ Opi!¡m PrcYided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Adminisuator, N, K-8

sl-s4

t7.2 56.1 7.0 LS70.563.110.618.50.6

1.0r.019.6 61.9

9.3 44.2

25.0 58.3

20.0 40.0

5.2

7.O

16.7

20.0

11.3

39.5

20.0

3.14 0.56 97

3.M 0.52 43

3.08 0.& 12

3.00 0.7r 5

7t. Gospel values and the current teaching of the Catholic Church are reflected in the curriculum and programming at your school.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡DS)

Respondent
Category

Strüg¡y

AgË AgE

(r)

DÈ¡gË
Strong¡y No No R6poN
Dis¡gÉ Opi¡tlm Prcvided M SD

ÁJ-L

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

SI-S4

29.9 65.6 LS73.9 3.30 0.48

3.30 0.48 97

3.28 0.45 43

3.42 0.64 12

3.20 0.40 5

30.0 67.0

25.6 67.4

50.0 41.7

20.0 80.0

2.1

7.0

8.3

72. MCS curriculum and program assessment and monioring efforts are effective in the rcalization of the MCS vision.

Level of Agreement

(Cod¡!8)

Respondent
Category

Sl¡w8ly

AgË AgÉ DÈ¡gÉ
Sûqdy No No Rspou
DtsagE Qioiø ProYid€d M SD

^t-L

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Adminisua¡or, N, K-8

14.0 49.7 11.5 t< 22.3

14.4 55.7

4t.9

58.3 41.7

20.0 20.0

9-3

14.0

t).0

)1 18.6

39.5

2.vl 0.68 157

3.01 0.63 n

2.62 0.62 43

3.58 0.49 L2

z.ffi 0.80 5sl-s4
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MCS superintendents provide teachers and adminisrators with effective ¡ssisEnce in accessing information and resources for
provision of instructional services.

Level of Agreement

(Codinil

Respondeut
Category

Sumgly

AgG AgE
SFongly No No R6poM
Dba€Ë Opinion Prcv¡ded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administmtor, N, K-8

S1-S4

17.8 38.9 12.7 1.3 29.3 0.713.04 L57

18.6 42.3

7.0 27.9

50.0 41.7

20.0 60.0

t2.4 2.r

16.3

8.3

aÀ 1

48.8

20.0

3.03 0.72 97

2.82 0.65 43

3.42 0.64 t2

3.25 0.43 5

The MCS Religious Education Review, Grade 4, 1993-94.

lævel of Agreement

(CodinS)

Respondent
Category

Strongly

AgË Ag¡æ

Strong¡y No

Disagru Op¡nion

No R6poN
Prcvided

o)

SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administr-¿tor, N, K-8

sr-s4

% 2.5 10.E 82.2

81.4 6.2

100.0

t6.7

I00.0

3.14

2.y2 0.28 97

43

3.40 0.49 L2

5

Il-J

33.3 50.0

1.0

The MCS Religious Education Review, Senior 2, 1993-94.

lævel of Agreemenf

(CodinÐ

Respondent
Category

Strmgly

AgË AgË

(r)

Db¡g¡æ

ShDdy No No R6poæ
Dtsagru Opin¡oo PrcYided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-S4

Administrator, N, K-8

2.5 9.6 0.6 3.E% 3.15 0.,1E LS7

4.1

7.O

33.3 50.0

40.0

89.7

93.0

16.7

,1O.0

3.00

3.00

3.40 0.49

2.67 0.47

97

43

t2

5sl-s4 20.0
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The MCS Curriculum Implementarion and Monitoring process for Senior 2, Skills for Independent Living' 1993-94.

Level of Agreement

(4) (3) e) (r)(Coding)

Respondent
Category

StrcnSly

Ag¡æ 48re

Stmgly No No RsPore

Dis¡grË Db¡gË OPin¡@ Provlded SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

sl-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

st-s4

3.28.3%

8.3

1.9 82.2 3.8 2.55 0.78 t57

2.86 0.35 97

2.09 0.79 43

3.50 0.50 12

3.00 5

6.2

9.3

8.3

40.0

r.0

9.3 7.0

86.6

74.4

83.3

60.0

'77. The MCS Science Program Assessment, K-8' 1993-94'

Iævel of Agreement

(CodirÐ

Respondent
Category

-?t--------r Ql (t)

Strcngly

AgË AgÊ
Str@gly No

DkagË Opini@

No R6pffi€
Provided SDM

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

S1-54

Administr¿tor, N, K-8

s1-s4

0.65.18.9 47.8 0.6 3.05 0.56 157

3.00 0.55 9'l

2.6'7 0.47 43

3.46 0.50 12

\

9.3

41.7

51.5 7.2 1.0

4.7 2-3

50.0

29.9 1.0

93.0

8.3

r00.0

78. The MCS English Language Arts Program Assessment, S1-S' 1993-94'

Iævel of Agreenent

(CodLoÐ

Respondent
Category

(4)T e) (t)

StrorSly

AE¡E AgG

Srøgly No

Dksgrc OPín¡,ø

No R6poM
Pmv¡ded M SD

ALL

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Adminisramr, N, K-8

4.5 11.5 'r< 1.9

3.1 I 1.3

9.3

60.0

81.4 4.1

7.0 4.7 79.r

66-7

77.1 2.5 2.91 0.E4 157

3.2t 0.41 97

2.22 0.77 43

4.00 12

2.Æ 0.80 5
s1-s4 20.o 20.0



79.

Monitoringlæadership t66

It is my overall perception that MCS effons to monitor and to assess curriculum and pmgrams have been effective in helping to

realize the MCS vision.

Level of Agreement

(CodinÐ

Respondent
Category

o)

StMgly
AEÉ A8E

Strongly

DlsagÊ

No No Rspon*

Op¡niq PNYided SDM

ALL % 10.8 51.0 7.6 1.927.41.3 3.01 0.58 L57

3.06 0.47 97

2.63 0.70 43

3.42 0.49 12

3.25 0.43 5

Teacher, N,K-8

s1-s4

Administrator, N, K-8

sl-s4

10.3 56.7

2.3 34.9

4t.7 58.3

20.0 60.0

6.2

14.0

23.7

44.2

20.0

J- l




